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Recreational Activities Among Freshmen
And Their Likelihood on Becoming Sophomores
Garfield O. Blake
Central Connecticut State University

Godfrey A. Gibbison
College of Charleston North Campus

Tracy Ann L. Henry
Oregon State University
Abstract
College completion has been found to significantly improve wages. Yet, in spite of this, those who
decide to attend college are faced with the real challenge of persisting in a timely manner. To explain these
outcomes, a number of studies have departed from the usual factors and are focusing instead on the
probable relationship between social integration factors and retention. This paper examines the
relationship between recreational activities participation and retention among freshmen enrolled at a large
public university. Our results suggest that participating in recreational activities once a week on average,
significantly improves the likelihood of freshmen becoming sophomores.

Introduction
College completion has been found to significantly improve wages. A positive relationship
between students’ grade point average and their first job earnings, and higher earnings for those
who complete college “uninterrupted” are part of the large number of conclusions in the literature
on this issue (Light, 1995; Jones & Jackson, 1990). Yet, in spite of these findings, it is not
uncommon for college students to withdraw from classes, drop out of college periodically or
permanently, and perform poorly in general. It would seem that those who decide to attend college,
in particular public colleges and universities, are faced with the real challenge of progressing and
graduating in a timely manner. In fact, Capaldi et al. (2006) reports a marked difference between
the four-year graduation rate (20 percent) and the six-year graduation rate (45 percent).
Additionally, Horn et al. (2004) in a NCES report on post-secondary persistence rates between
1994 and 2000, reveal that over 30 percent of college students who matriculated in their first
institution during the 1995 – 96 academic year, did not receive a degree and were no longer
enrolled five years later in 2000 or six years later in 2001.
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Studies on student outcomes focus on a combination of factors relating to the institution’s
characteristics, students characteristics, and financial resources. For instance, the retention rate
among first year female students is found to be positively influenced by the percentage of their
classes taught by female faculty, while students who enroll in their ‘aptitude – matched’ four year
college are more likely to complete college (Light and Strayer, 2000; Robst et al., 1998).
Additionally, among first and second year students at a large public college, financial
responsibilities do have a significant, albeit weak, impact on retention (Wetzel et al., 1999). In
support of this finding, Singell (2004) uses data from a similar four year college and concludes
that financial aid does influence retention. As financial aid becomes more merit-based and less
subsidized, the risk of needy students dropping out of college increases.
Other studies have departed from these usual factors, focusing instead on the relationship
between factors defining social integration and retention. The underlying premise is the potential
academic benefits, namely performance and timely progression, which the student receives from
social interaction – a sense of belonging and well-being that comes from involvement in
extracurricular activities. Furthermore, these factors are more specific in that they are applicable
to the matriculated student only, rather than a larger set of students which include potential
enrollees.
In concert with this hypothesis, this paper explores the relationship between participating
in recreational activities and retention among first year students enrolled at a large public
university. Specifically, it investigates whether there are academic gains resulting from the use of
a recreational facility available on campus. One key facet of this investigation is the measurement
and treatment of recreational participation. Students recorded visits to the facility are used as an
indication of recreational activities participation.1 While these visits are voluntary and nonincentivized, its possible endogenous effect on the retention decision is taken into consideration.
Findings from this investigation suggest that freshmen who visit the facility at least once a week
are more likely to return as sophomores in the following school year. Furthermore, this positive
influence persists among those who increase or maintain their facility visits within their first year.
Related Literature
Academic programs and activities that are designed with the goal of improving academic
performance (student retention and graduation) rely on the program’s participation rate as much
as it does on identifying and targeting the factors that influence these student outcomes. A welldesigned program with relatively poor student participation can produce discouraging results. For
instance, in an evaluation of the Student Achievement and Retention (STAR) project, implemented
in a large Canadian university, Angrist et al. (2006) point out that financial incentive directly
influenced students’ participation rates and indirectly influenced their performance, albeit weakly.2

1

Huesman et al. (2007) and Belch et al. (2001) used similar data in their studies that examined student usage of campus
recreational facilities.
2 The STAR program offered support services and financial incentives
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Furthermore, post treatment follow-up with participants revealed that not only did students
participate less once they realized they could not achieve performance targets, many forgot about
the program or became consumed by other concerns.
Programs or activities that are designed with some element of social interactions may, by
their very nature, promote higher levels of student participation. Wetzel et al. (1999) conclude in
their case study on enrollment at a public university, that students with a perceived lower level of
involvement in campus social activities are less likely to continue.3 Other studies have been able
to show a positive link between a sense of belonging (an indication of social interaction measured
by less depression or more social involvement) and physical activities, which ultimately led to
desirable student outcomes (Aitken, 1982; Haines et al. 1996; Nabkasorn et al. 2005). Of course,
not all social interactions would lead to desirable results. For instance, heavy drinking (a social
interaction activity that is measured by the number of alcoholic drinks) in college has been reported
as having negative effects on the student’s progress as measured by their grade point averages and
study hours (Wolaver, 2002).
Campus recreational facilities provide a source of social interaction, through participation
in physical activities that is likely to have positive effects on student outcomes. A number of case
studies have explored this possible relationship between student outcomes and physical activities
as measured by their recorded usage of campus facilities. Using t-tests, Belch et al. (2001)
compared the persistence of first-time freshmen and their academic performance between
recreational facility users and non-users. They conclude that even though non-users entered with
higher academic standings, facility users had a higher persistence rate (fraction of freshmen
enrolled the following fall semester) and higher freshmen grade point averages. Furthermore,
these findings persisted among different demographic groups (ethnicity, gender, nationality, etc.).
Continuing with an investigation of recreational programs or facility usage, Hall (2006) focused
on student retention. This qualitative research surveyed a small select sample of students at a
public university.4 Results from this study support previous findings of a positive relationship
between participating in recreational activities and a sense of belonging.
While these studies provide pertinent findings to the general question of whether
recreational usage significantly explains academic performance (grade point averages, retention
and completion) among college students, there is still a need to quantify this relationship. As aptly
stated by Huesman et al. (2007), much of the previous research discussed are qualitative, reporting
on responses to specific questions by a selective sample.5 In addition to this, there seems to be
3 In

their analysis, students were categorized based on their marital status (single or married) and also their enrollment status (fulltime, part-time or evening). They argue that single and full-time students are more likely to be involved in campus social activities
such as fraternities / sororities; and use campus facilities such as the students’ union. Such behavior would leave the student with
a sense of belonging and a desire to return.
4 The sample consisted of 4 male and 4 female students deliberately selected because of their participation in the campus’
recreational program.
5 Lindsey et al. (2006) surveyed students who were pre-disposed to physical activities as they were enrolled in classes offered by
the Department of Physical Education and Health. Hall (2006) also surveyed students who were already involved in recreational
activity on campus.
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weak or no controls over academic factors that may also influence student performance. As higher
institutions consider their role in providing adequate support in the academic life of their students,
such quantitative results would be informative to university administrators when determining
resource allocations and funding needs. If there are measurable academic gains from recreational
activities, whether via programs or facility usage, then in the least case, it should be included in
the set of options being considered.
Perhaps in a response to this research gap, Huesman et al. (2007) also address this
relationship hypothesis using a sample of “first-time full-time degree-seeking freshmen” from a
large public university. Specifically, they investigate whether recreational facility usage, as
measured by student’s recorded visits, significantly explains freshman grade point average, their
retention and their graduation. Using an ordinary least square model to explore freshman grade
point average, and logistic models when exploring first-year retention and five-year graduation,
the authors include controls for students’ demographics and academic characteristics. Findings
from their analysis led to the general conclusion that usage of the campus’ recreational facility has
a positive impact on the students’ academic outcomes.
Similar to Huesman et al. (2007), this study responds to the research gap by investigating
the impact of recreational facility usage on the likelihood of freshmen becoming sophomores.
However, this study adds to this growing literature by deviating on two rather important points.
First, rather than including facility usage as counts, an indicator on whether the student visited the
facility twenty times or more is included.6 The main argument for this indicator is that it compares
the student’s committed use of the facility rather than the additional visit that a count variable
would provide, under its implicit assumption that the marginal gains would be same for low users
(by visit counts) and intense users. Second, the possible endogeneity of facility use is addressed.
It is arguable that recreation participants are a selective group of students and this may pose some
bias in the facility usage variable.
Estimation Model
To investigate the likelihood of becoming a sophomore, the following general estimation
equation is considered
𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 = 𝒇𝒇(𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹𝑪𝑪~𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 𝒎𝒎𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹−𝟏𝟏, 𝑿𝑿𝑹𝑹 , 𝒁𝒁𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹−𝟏𝟏 )

(1)

where 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is a binary variable that is equal to one if the student is enrolled in the Fall 2006
semester, and equal to zero if the student was enrolled in the Spring 2006 semester (suggesting a
possible completion of their freshman year), but is not enrolled in the Fall 2006 semester. The
main variable of interest is the student’s level of participation in recreational activities,
𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 ~ 20 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 . Here it is considered that the student’s participation in the previous
6 This

variable is described with more detail in Estimation Model section that follows this section.
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semester (Spring 2006) will affect whether he returns for his second year. This binary variable
will have a value of one if the student participated in recreational activities 20 or more times for
the semester, and a value of zero if less than 20 visits.7 Participation in recreational activities is
expected to have a positive influence on the student’s likelihood of being retained.
The student’s individual characteristics are also considered to have some effect on his
likelihood of returning. 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 represents a vector of individual characteristics, these characteristics
being race, gender and his high school grade point average. Finally, a vector of the student’s
academic activities in the previous semester 𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1, is included. The number of hours attempted, an
indicator on whether the student is assigned to a college, and their cumulative grade point
average at the end of the Spring 2006 semester are the academic activities being considered. 8 The
student’s cumulative grade point average is expected to have a positive effect on his likelihood of
returning in the Fall 2006 semester.
The effect of whether the student is assigned to a college may be positive or negative. A
student who is not assigned to a college in his second semester may be ‘slacker’ and it is likely
that he will not be retained. On the other hand, this student may be exploring his options and is
cautiously making a decision. In this case, his likelihood of returning may be higher as he is more
flexible to the major options available at the university.
Data
Detailed data on undergraduates who were enrolled at this large public university during
the Fall 2005 semester were made available by the institution’s Office of Strategic Research and
Analysis, after appropriate screening of the research proposal by the Institutional Review Board.
Only first-time freshmen for that semester, who are residents of the university’s state, are included
in the study. In addition to their demographic characteristics, other individual information such
as high school grade point average, are obtained. Their college information such as cumulative
and semester grade point average and attempted hours, current college enrolled in, and their
participation in recreational activities provided by the university, are also included in the study.
The explanatory variable of interest, their participation in these campus recreational
activities is acquired through control access software via an individual’s student or member
identification card (Rectrac by Vermont Systems and IM Track by Rec Solutions) or by pen and
paper in areas where the technology is not present. Data forwarded to the Office of Strategic
Research and Analysis include their name, identification number, the event name and a time stamp.
7 Recall

that Cri ~ 20 or more is a discrete variable that takes the value one if the student visited the facility twenty or more times
for the semester, and takes on the value zero otherwise. At this university, the fall semester is about 4 months. Visiting the facility
20 times in 4 months really amounts to an average of five visits every month – a little more than one visit per week.
8

In their first semester, students who indicate their intended major are assigned to the relevant college. There are some students
however, who are not sure what major to choose and so, while they are in this exploratory stage, they are assigned as undeclared.
The other possible colleges are business administration, education, health and human sciences, information technology, liberal arts
and social sciences, and science and technology.
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Participation in these recreational activities is completely voluntary. The data is retrieved
for four semesters beginning with the Fall 2005 semester and ending just prior to the student’s
expected junior year, Spring 2006.
Of the 2472 freshmen enrolled at the beginning of the Fall 2005 semester, 188 did not
enroll in the Spring 2006 semester of their first year. Furthermore, 176 of those students who did
not enroll in the Spring 2006 semester, did not return in the Fall 2006 semester. The remaining 12
students were present in the Fall 2006 semester. These 188 students are excluded from the
analysis. Of the remaining 2284 freshmen, 1880 (82.3 percent) returned for their second year.
Table 1 presents a first-semester summary of the data used. With regards to demographics,
most of the students are white. A little more than 50 percent of these students are male, and the
average high school grade point average is 3.130. As college freshmen, the combined colleges of
business administration and information technology as well as the college of science and
technology are the popular colleges declared (21.6 percent and 22.2 percent respectively) while
16.4 percent of the freshmen entered without selecting a specific college. At the end of the first
semester, their college grade point average fell to 2.517. Interestingly, almost all of the incoming
freshmen (94.5 percent) participated in some recreational activity by visiting the facility at least
once for the semester. However, when we look at consistency, only 28.7 percent of the freshmen
visited the facility a little more than once every week.

6
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Table 2 presents a summary of the student who returned to the university in the Fall 2006
semester. Of the 2284 freshmen, 1880 (82.3 percent) returned for their second year at this
university. Reflecting on their first year participation in recreational activities, a large percent of
the students (over 70 percent) had maintained their commitment to 20 or more visits. However,
all of the students who increased their visits to 20 or more during their freshman year, returned for
their second year and a greater percent of students who did not return had decreased their visits.
In terms of their performance, those who returned had cumulated grade point averages that were
about 0.7 points higher than those who did not return.

Statistics (Fall2006)

Results
Table 3 presents the results from the probit equation. Model I considers the entire sample
of 2284 students. Non-white students are more likely to return for their second year. In terms of
their academic performance during their freshman year, choosing a major (declaring a college) and
achieving higher cumulative grade point averages increases the probability of being retained.
Participating in recreational activities at least 20 times in the previous semester increases
the likelihood of returning in their second year. In fact, since the model controls for their college
choice and academic performance, this result would not be reflecting a tradeoff between academic
activities and visiting the recreational facility. This result is reflective of the benefits students
receive from social interaction.
7
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Student success statistics based on their high school performance has shown that typically,
those students graduating with a high school grade point average of at least 2.8, are more likely to
succeed in college when compared to those graduating with less than 2.8. Models II and III present
estimates on these sub-samples. The result that non-white students and, those with higher firstyear grade point averages are more likely to return persists across the two groups of students.
However, only among the students with at least a 2.8 high school grade point average,
those who do not choose their majors and, those attempting more hours are less likely to return.
One possible explanation is that these students are deciding to transfer to another university and
hence declaring their major is irrelevant at that time. These students may also be motivated to
increase their attempted hours if they are trying to complete certain courses before transferring to
their desired university. Visiting the recreational facility 20 times or more increases the likelihood
returning for their second year only among those students with a 2.8 high school grade point
average.

8
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This disparity between the two groups seems to support the possibility that recreational
facility visits are endogenous to the general model. Furthermore, its occurrence may be different
among the sub sample of students identified by their high school grade point average. Motivation
and the unmeasured desire to return to the institution may also explain the student’s decision to
visit the facility 20 times or more, and these factors may be different between high ability students
and those with a high school grade point average below 2.8. Interestingly, the decision to attempt
more hours and choose a major may also be affected these immeasurable factors. However, the
dataset does not allow us to address this selective issue.
Concluding Remarks
Two results stand out from this initial investigation. First, participation in recreational
activities (as measured by visiting the facility at least once per week) positively influences
freshmen likelihood of returning to the institution for their second year. Furthermore, changes in
participation behavior, namely remaining at, or increasing to, at least once a week visits, also
increases the probability of returning. This finding adds to the growing literature on social
interaction and student outcome through the introduction of the binary variable, 20 or more visits.
By measuring changes to a committed level of intensity rather than changes to 3 visits or 40 visits,
this study is able to identify a minimum threshold of activity (social interaction) that will promote
positive student outcomes.9
The second result addresses a perception about the impact of student’s indecisive behavior
with regards to their majors on their survival. The results show that with this sample of freshmen,
changing majors within their freshman year, or changing attempted hours, has no influence on the
student’s likelihood of progressing to his second year. This suggests that it quite okay for the
freshman to explore his degree options during his first year, even if this leads to attempting more
hours.
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Informal Norms and Social Welfare
Alfredo G. Esposto
Kutztown University of Pennsylvania

Abstract
This paper utilizes theoretical models of the individual and social choice of informal norms to
investigate whether or not informal rules have a greater susceptibility to the inefficiencies that arise when
social costs and benefits are not internalized than their legal counterparts. The conclusion drawn from
these models is that informal norms are more susceptible because the institutional environment in which
informal rules materialize lacks the mechanisms that formal rule-making provides to capture and
internalize the social value of a new rule.

Introduction
Both the literature in law and economics and public choice theory are filled with
discussions of how the judicial and legislative processes provide (or in the case of public choice
theory, could provide) mechanisms that promote an evolutionary process that pushes formal rules
(i.e., laws) toward economic efficiency (Mueller 2003; Cooter and Ulen 2012; Miceli 2012). The
presence of legislative debate and judicial review implies that there is an agent involved who has
the incentive to promote the inclusion of the external social costs and benefits of the law. The
same cannot be said for informal rules like social norms and conventions. An individual accepts
an informal rule out of his own self-interest. He does not make his decision based on the net social
benefit of his choice nor has he been “encouraged” by official enforcement to accept the rule. It
is true that sanctions can development around social norms and conventions (Posner and
Rasmussen 1999). But informal sanctions suffer from the free-rider problem and are therefore a
poor substitute for official enforcement. The question then is does this imply that informal norms
have a greater susceptibility to the inefficiencies that arise when social costs and benefits are not
internalized than their legal counterparts, because of the lack a formal mechanism in their creation
and evolution? To answer this question, I develop in the next two sections models of the individual
and social choice of an informal norm. Using these models, I show why the process that creates
informal norms, lacking an exogenous agent who injects consideration of social costs and benefits
and depending solely on the bounded rationality of individual decision makers, leads to a social
welfare loss and exactly what this social welfare loss represents.
The Individual and Informal Norms
Let us begin by assuming that informal norms provide two forms of benefits. First, an
individual will benefit from following an informal norm by receiving the esteem of others. The
value of esteem lies in the belief that it increases the probability that others will be willing to
11
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interact with you. As Posner (2000) notes, following a norm provides a signaling device. For
example, it may tell others that you are trustworthy or selfless. Since others bestow esteem only
to those who follow conventions and norms that they approve of and which they themselves try to
follow, it is a function of the number of individuals who support the norm. I shall label the benefit
that an informal norm provides its followers through its role as a signaling device the stage-one
synchronization value of the norm.
The second benefit one receives from following a norm, which I label the stage-two
synchronization value, is the lower transaction costs and reduced uncertainty of outcome generated
by following a norm. When others within the group of people he interacts with follow the same
norm, our decision maker can more easily coordinate his choices with theirs. He can predict the
behavior of the other members which reduces uncertainty and opens the way for productive and
utility-maximizing activities. It is a type of economies of scale. In other words, the strength of
informal norms lies in their network effect. I use the term stage-two synchronization value to
identify these benefits because the gains from lower transaction costs and reduced uncertainty
occur after the initial stage in which social groups and partnerships have begun to form.
To put the above in a simple model, let α(n) represent the stage-one synchronization value
and β(n) the stage-two synchronization value that our decision maker receives from following the
norm. The variable n is the norm’s market share. It is the percent of the relevant population who
follow the norm. The aggregated total value of the two synchronization values shall be represented
by τ(n) such that:
τ(n) = α(n) + β(n)

(1)

In addition, let us assume that there is a relative-weight parameter, k. It represents the
relative importance of α(n), the stage-one synchronization value of the norm, to the individual.
That is, it indicates how important and useful the norm is as a signaling device. A high k-value
norm allows our decision maker to signal specific aspects of her personality and character, but
says little about the rules that she will follow in her interactions with others. On the other hand, a
low k-value norm not only governs the relationship, it defines the rights and obligations of the
parties involved. By following it, out decision maker is simply agreeing to custom-defined,
procedural rules.
With the inclusion of the k parameter, Equation (1) can now be rewritten as:

τ(n) = (k)(α(n)) + (1-k)(β(n))
where 0 ≥ k ≤1.
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The two synchronization values, however, will behave differently as n, the percentage of
the population that follows the norm, increases. As for the stage-one synchronization value (α(n)),
let us assume that esteem makes the following of a norm self-enforcing. One gets a benefit by
following it through the esteem received and the perception that you are, for example, trustworthy
and would be a potential partner in a future exchange. However, the norm will provide less esteem
and become more of an obligation as the number of followers increases and the average person is
expected to follow it. Thus, as the percent of the population following the norm increases, the act
of following the norm becomes a less useful signaling device. This conversion of esteem to
obligation and the diminishing net marginal benefit of the norm as a signaling device will be
reflected by changes in α(n).
As for the stage-two synchronization value, the marginal benefit of a percentage increase
in the number of followers is always positive, as this implies an increase in the probability that the
individuals one interacts with are followers, thus lowering the expected transaction costs and
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
increasing the expected net gains of an interaction. That is, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑> 0. However, we will also assume
that it is a diminishing marginal benefit,

2
𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑2

< 0. The law of diminishing marginal returns also

applies to informal norms. Specifically, the likelihood of needing the additional follower to
achieve ones goal falls with the increase in the number of existing followers.
Figures 1 presents a graphical representation of α(n), β(n), and the aggregate value τ(n)
where, for simplicity, it is assumed that the relative importance of first-stage and second-stage
synchronization values are equal (k = 0.5). In addition, the α(n) curve in Figure 1 is based on the
assumption that when 50 percent of the population begins to follow the norm it becomes an
obligation and the benefit one receives from following it then diminishes.
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Next, let us examine an individual’s choice to follow a norm by modeling it as a choice
between following the new norm or staying with the established old norm. The decision maker
chooses based on a comparison of the net private value (NPV) of the two norms. Each NPV is the
difference between the respective total benefit τ(n) of the norm as defined in Equation (1) and the
costs of following the norm. The NPV for the two choices of norms are represented by the two
curves in Figure 2. NPVO represents the net present value of an older established norm. NPVN
represents the net present value of a new norm that has been introduced to society. The points no
and nN are the number of followers of the old and new norm at which the benefit of participating is
equal to the cost for our decision maker. It represents the minimum number of followers needed
before he would even consider following the given norm. The two curves intersect at a population
participation rate of n*. The value n* in Figure 2 is the threshold level of participation in the new
norm by others at which it is now in the individual’s interest to follow it. The participation rate is
based on the individual’s perception of the market share of the given norm gathered through his
interaction with others.
Fig 2 Individual’s net private value of following the old norm (NPV O) and net
private value of following the new norm (NPV N) for given distributions of norm
followers
NPVO

100% old norm

NPVN

nN

100% new norm

Share of population following the norm (n)

The Social Choice of an Informal Norm
Moving from the individual decision the next step is to model the social choice between
the old norm and the new norm. Specifically, we need to explain how and when the collective
decisions of society’s members become sufficient to move us to the new norm. It is highly unlikely
that at a particular n the new norm becomes exclusive and the old norm instantly dies, as if one
switch has been turned off and another turned on. But, for simplicity, let us assume for the moment
that that is exactly what happens. What we are in fact assuming is a cumulative distribution
function of individuals, F(n), with a switching threshold of N, that looks like the bold line in Figure
3.
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In this situation, for an equilibrium position to exist, the fraction choosing a particular norm
must be equal to the fraction that has already chosen that norm. In Figure 3 there are three possible
equilibria, points A, B, and C, where a 45-degree line intersects F(n). However, only two of them
are stable equilibria, Points A and C. At point A there is never an incentive for anyone to switch
to the new norm. At point C everyone has come around to following the new norm and there is
no incentive to revert back to the old norm. While point B is a possible third equilibrium, it is
clearly unstable. The slightest increase or decrease in the number of individuals following the new
norm (a position above or below the 45-degree line, ABC) would send this society into exclusively
following the old norm or the new norm. We thus end up with a winner-takes-all tournament
similar to what occurs in the advancement of technology where learning effects, coordination
effects, and adaptive expectations move most consumers to a universally accepted hardware or
software -- think MS-Word (Arthur 1988; Liebowitz and Margolis 1999). More important, it
implies that without a sufficient number of decision makers switching to the new norm, society
will be locked into the existing norm. The problem with this is that the existing norm may no
longer be relevant and inefficient. This, of course, depends on the relative social welfare effects
of the competing norms.
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Social Welfare Gains and Losses
As already stated, informal norms create a synchronization value for others through the
network effect generated when a decision maker joins the group who are following the norm. This
is an external social benefit. As such it is rarely seen or understood by the individual and therefore
unlikely to be internalized by her. Like all externalities not internalized this can lead to an
inefficient outcome. Specifically, there can be a period of social welfare loss that will never be
recaptured. This will occur when the new norm is superior to the old norm in terms of its net social
value, but not in terms of the net private values. By superior, I am implying that the net social
value of the norm is greater than that of the old norm at all levels of participation. Figure 4 presents
such a scenario. It is Figure 2 but with curves for the net social value of the old norm (NSVO) and
the net social value generated by the new norm (NSVN). To make the new norm superior at the
social level but not at the level of the individual decision maker, the new norm’s net social value
curve (NSVN) is steeper than both the net social value curve of the old norm (NSVO) and the
individual’s net private value curve for the new norm (NPVN), while the net private value curves
for both norms have the same slope.
Fig. 4 Individual’s net private value of following the old norm (NPV O) and net private value of following
the new norm (NPVN) and Society’s net social value of the old norm (NSV O) and net social value of the
new norm (NSVN) for given distributions of norm followers when the new norm is superior at the social
level but not at the level of the individual.
NSVN
NSVO
NPVO

100% old norm

NPVN

ns np

100% new norm

Share of population following the norm (n)

As Figure 4 indicates, when the new norm is superior at the societal level but not at the
level of the individual decision maker, the participation-threshold level at which the individual
decision maker chooses to switch to the new norm (np) will be to the right of the threshold value
that maximizes social welfare (ns). This implies that without the internalization of the external
spillover benefits one’s decision generates, there will not be a switch to the new norm by a
sufficient number of individuals (greater than the threshold level N in Figure 3) to move society to
the newer and superior norm. The result is a deadweight, social welfare loss representing the
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missed opportunity of the greater social value that could be created under the new norm. At the
level of the individual decision maker, this can be seen in figure 4 as the vertical gap between
NSVO and NSVN in the threshold range of (ns) to (np) where NSVO < NSVN which is marked by
the shaded area on the graph.
Conclusion
The question raised at the beginning of this paper asked if informal rules, such as social
norms and conventions, have a greater susceptibility to the inefficiencies that arise when social
costs and benefits are not internalized than their legal counterparts, because of the lack a formal
mechanism during their creation and evolution. Apparently the answer is yes. The institutional
environment in which informal norms materialize lacks the mechanisms that formal rule-making
provides to capture and internalize the social value of a new rule, and as a result society is less
likely to experience the social gains that a new informal norm may provide. In the process, this
paper also ends up supporting the implication of earlier works that welfare-improving changes of
informal rules generally involve the active role of an agent or group (Ostrom 1990; Ellickson
2001). But now we know why. There needs to be someone or some group who can appropriate
some or all of the social welfare value created by the norm. It will then be in their interest to
provide the necessary support and actions that will move the entire group to the new norm.
However, this is a far different and more uncertain solution than offered by a formal rule-making
process. It also does not change the conclusion that informal rules have a greater susceptibility to
the inefficiencies that arise when social costs and benefits are not internalized than their legal
counterparts.
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Abstract

Organizational structure spells out the management capability arrangement of
organizational tasks, roles, authority and assigned responsibility through which an organization
/firm does its work. Throughout history, business, structure has evolved in response to the dual
challenges of external demands and diversity of the firm’s strategic position and internal
complexity of the firm. The progress has been from stable structures to matrix - complexity
structures. Therefore, this paper attempt to conceptually examine the general management
capability of an organization.

Introduction
In every progressive organization, it is necessary to establish new organizational structure
to match the new business environment. In order to implement the newly formulated marketing
strategies. In such a state of discontinuity, a new marketing capability design is imperative in order
to bridge the capability gaps and to replace the weakness of the old structure. Therefore, in this
paper an attempt is made to conceptually emphasis the general management capability design for
an organization.
General Management Capability Discussion
General management is the organizational function responsible for the overall performance
of the firm. This responsibility includes strategic restructuring of the firm in its environment, in a
way which assures a coordinated performance towards its near term goals and objectives.
Marketing Capability of management is its propensity and its ability to engage in marketing
behavior which will optimize attainment of the firm’s (near and long term) marketing objectives.
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This paper assess the general management in two complementary ways. The first is by
observing the characteristics of the firm’s behavior. For example, whether the firm anticipates or
reacts to discontinuities in the business environment. We shall call this approach assessing the
responsiveness of the management team. The other way is to identify the capability profiles of the
firm’s employees which produce different types of responsiveness.
Table.1 concept, shows that the responsiveness can be described by three capability
attributes: organizational climate, competence and capacity. Each of the three is determined on the
one hand by marketing managers’ leadership styles and on the other by the entire employees of
the organization through which they work.


Climate is the management leadership propensity to respond in a particular way. For
example, to welcome, control or rejects resistance to change.



Competence is the management and employees’ ability to respond. For example, to
anticipate change in a complex marketing environment. The firm needs a sophisticated
environmental surveillance system (Issues Management System). Without it, the
propensity to welcome change becomes a Myth/Utopia.



Capacity is the volume of work that the general management team and especially marketing
staff can handle. Its adequacy is related to the type of response used.

Below is a matrix of the marketing capability profile.

Organizational Attributes

Manager Capabilities

Organizational Forms

Climate (Competitive To Respond)

Mentality Manager Observation

Business Culture And Management

Competitive

Marketing Talents, Skills, And
Knowledge

Structures, Marketing Systems And
Shared Knowledge

Capability Headcounts Of Marketing
Expertise

Marketing Manager’s Abilities

Marketing Organizational
Development
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Table 1, General Marketing Capability
The entries in Table 1, show that the major determinants of the organizational climates are
the manager’s mentality/culture and the competitive nature of the firm. The competence is
determined by the abilities of marketing managers and staff on the one hand, and the systemic
abilities of the organization on the other hand.
The concept of capacity helps to explain a part of the problem which was encountered in
introducing strategic measures into the firm and how best to solve the new strategic problem, using
work which already occupied the full time of the general managers. The low priority given to
strategic work manifested itself into employees “resistance to change”. Therefore the general
definitions illustrates the important systemic property of general management capability which is
regarded as the functional capability, which describes the way organizational climate, competence
and capacity are matched.

Origin of General Management Capability
As the history of the firm are told, another management discovery was that after
functionally subdivided organizations (functional grouping), it was necessary to integrate the roles
of the functional efforts toward common organizational goals, which became known as “general
management capability” (Igor Ansoff, ------).
Originally, general management was the exclusive rights to top entrepreneur. However, as
firms grew larger, the entrepreneur has increasingly to share his authority and responsibility with
others (Donald F. Kuratko, 2010). Today, general management is shared by members of the upper
part of the organizational chart, where the necessary visibility and span of control are available for
directing the overall thrust of the firm. The entrepreneur was clearly the key actor during the
creation of the modern firm. But as the firm turned its attention to perfecting its production
function, the role of top management underwent a radical change.
Table 2, shows managerial functions and profile, given the environmental turbulence scale
of the business. It started with leadership styles of managers in a given environmental turbulence
scale of 1-5. The scale is labeled for illustration and quick understanding by the readers. As noted
the more unstable (level 1), the environment is for managers, the more complex and challenging
the management style, leading to surprise management style (level 5) (Igor Ansoff, 1984). Other
factors such as fiscal discipline, R&D focus, strategic aggressiveness, organizational renewal,
organizational control and general manager’s degree of responsiveness were all plotted in Table 2
below. It is a sample of how marketing managers should behave at certain level of environmental
turbulence (uncertainty).
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Concepts like incremental management approach is understood to mean non-wholesale
intervention to solving marketing problems. Also, Real Time Strategic approach means that the
time for long-range planning is over and strategic actions for business survival or to meet
“environmental turbulence” means that all levels within the scale 1-5 are turbulence or uncertain,
but as you move from level one (relatively stable environment) to level five (surprise environment)
marketing managers mentality and leadership styles must change in order to adopt to the new
business environment.
Table 2: Managerial Profile-Adopting Turbulence Scale
Factors/

Stable

Reactive

Anticipating

Exploring

Creative

Levels

1

2

3

4

5

Leadership
Styles

High Degree
Of Freedom

Democratic

MBO & Reward

Capability
Focus

Entrepreneurial
/Leadership

Fiscal Discipline

Yes

Incremental

None-Specific
Investment

Heavy On
Research
Doubts About
Outcome

Research Based
On Decision

Intensive &
Research

Novelty &

Supplier
Meet Competition/
Competitive

R&D Focus

Strategic

Historical Data

Histor Driven

Secondary &
Research Periodic

Experience
Driven

Extrapolation &
Incremental
Changes

Opportunity
Seeking

Incremental

Incremental

Incremental

Real Time
/Strategic

Discontinuous

Periodic/

Periodic/

Periodic/

Operating

Operating

Operating

Real Time
/Strategic

Real Time
/Strategic

Relax

Productivity
Driven

Market Driven

Competitive
Market

Creativity

Aggressiveness

Organizational

Review Of
List

Renewal
Organizational
Control

General
Managerial
Management
Responsiveness
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General Functional Capability
The capability profile is composed of the functional capabilities of business operations:
accounting, marketing, management, and logistics; production, R &D, finance, etc., as well as the
general management know how, such as management of growth, diversification, acquisition,
diversity and globalization by group of managers within the firm. Invention of the functional
capability occurred early in the history of the business firm when it was discovered that a firm runs
smoother and more efficiently when the work of the firm is divided among specialized
organizational units called functions, each of which possesses a distinctive capability. When Cox
managers made such sub-divisions early in the century, they called it a process of production
management (Peter Drucker, 1990 and Igor Ansoff, 1984 & 1992).
The evolution of the functional capabilities followed shifts in the priority of different
success factors. During the first 30 years of this century, low-cost production was the key to
success in most industries. As a result, organizational development experts focused on perfecting
the production function: mass production technology in consumer industries, batch and continuous
production in process industries, serial production in manufacturing of capital goods. Great
progress was made in subdivision of work, plant layout, automation, equipment replacement,
machine loading, inventory control, warehousing, marketing and distribution. All this knowledge
was brought together into efficient creation of a complete production organization (Theodore,
Levitt, 1976; & Drucker, P.F. 1990).
Starting in the mid 1930’s, while concern with internal operations continued, the focus of
attention shifted outward to markets. What had been a rather straightforward, sales activity quickly
became marketing, focused on advertising and production. Attention turned to new product
development, creating artificial obsolescence, shaping of customers’ needs and tastes (birth of
consumerism and marketing concept) (Elimimian, 1994 and Philip Kotler, 2009). The newly
developed capabilities included sales analysis, market research, consumer preference,
measurement techniques, salesmanship techniques, deployment of sales personnel, motivation of
salesman, advertising, promotion, and, as in the case of operations, the design of a balanced
marketing system (Peteraf, M.A, 1993).
The R&D activity played a secondary role until after World War II, except in technology
intensive industries. During the first part of the century, research and development capability was
focused on improving production and process technologies and on product durability, possibly
leading to competitive brands.
Starting in the 1930’s, as the firm’s attention increasingly focused on new product
development, the focus of R&D shifted from durability and standardization to product
differentiation, competition, and strategic marketing. Thus, R&D increasingly became a tool of
the marketing function (Michael Porter; 1990).
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As a result, the R&D function was progressively organized and structured; project
selection, evaluation and control techniques proliferated. Budgeting and control of R&D were
introduced. Leadership techniques for managing creative marketing and creative processes were
developed which marked the era of marketing capability profile. As a result of over 90 years of
technological innovations and marketing theories and practices progress, a great deal has been
learned about the nature of marketing functionality capability and about the general management
capability building process. The building blocks of each function are the same: education skills,
technology, facilities, budget experience, equipment, shared knowledge and know-how (Igor
Ansoff, 1984). But a capability is more than a sum of its parts, it possess systemic properties. The
key systemic properties are as follows:
Marketing Capability Profile
For organizational diagnostic and management purposes, we need to analyses respective
components of capability in greater detail than was done in Table 1. This is shown below:

a. Marketing Capability Profile: The components are:
(1) Mentality and Intellect






Understanding of the external environment vs. internal organization problems.
The past vs. future strategic business nuitial and orientation.
Propensity to take risks (Entrepreneurial talents)
The manager’s personal model of the world; what he perceives to be the critical
success factors and behaviors.
His values, norms and personal goals.

(2) Placement and Responsibility:



The strength rank of the position within the firm/organization.
His ambitiousness and drive to use power with control.

(3) Competence, Skills and Experience such as


Talents/personality/skills/experience



Problem-solving skills (qualitative and quantitative).



Leadership style/skills (e.g. political vs. custodial vs. inspirational, vs.
entrepreneurial, vs. charismatic leadership)



Knowledge about the firm’s products and the prospective consumers
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(4) Capacity



Personal work capacity, devotion and loyalty
Work habits and performance

b. Elements of Organizational Climate:
(5) Culture


When the organization is hostile, passive or predisposed to change.



Organizational propensity toward risk: whether, as a group, marketers avoids,
tolerates, or seeks risks. Whether it is only comfortable with familiar risks, or
whether it seeks novel ideas.



The time perspective in which management perceives its problem: whether it puts
full reliance in past experience, prefers to deal with the present competition, or
puts emphasis on the future competitors.



The action perspective: whether marketing organizational attention and energies
are focused on internal operations or on the external environment.



The goals of behavior; whether the organization is stable, efficiency,
effectiveness, growth or innovative.



The shared model of the world: perception of the critical success factors, based on
global competition.

c. The Marketing Process


The Marketing Process: (informal as well as formal systems): whether it controls
to past performance, anticipates familiar futures, or creates new futures.



The information used in marketing: whether it is derived from historical
performance, extrapolation, or wide-ranging environmental surveillance and
competition.



Organizational Structure: the degree and type of complexity it can handle, its
flexibility and adaptability to various function of marketing.



The rewards and incentives: whether managers are rewarded for historical
performance, growth, initiative, or creativity.



The job definition: whether it is narrowly circumscribed or open, encouraging
venture and initiative.
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The technological aids to decision making (computation procedures, rules, models,
computer programs, etc.): whether they assist routine and repetition or innovation
and change.
Organizational capacity: headcount of line and staff managers converted into
volume of work performed which general management can produce.

d. Strategic Marketing System Analysis
The figure 1 below begins with the task of strategic diagnosis given all the need factors for
analysis before project generation and implementation. When the identified “GAPS” are bridged,
the outcomes are new organizational structure; new products/services, new marketing capability,
new technology, and new market entry, or best practices to meet competition. The strategic
feedback from the identified gaps analyzed within the business environment, strategy and
marketing capability will provide an opportunity to recraft strategies based on new knowledge,
capability, budget and technologies. These will result to new operation and possibly new business
unit within the firm.
Summary and Conclusion
Organizational structure spells out the management capability arrangement of
organizational tasks, roles, authority and assigned responsibility through which an organization
/firm does its work. Throughout the history of any business, structure evolved in response to the
dual challenges of external demands and diversity of the firm’s strategic position, and internal
complexity of the firm. The progress has been from stable structures to matrix- complexity
structures.
The purpose of structure is to support the firm’s behavior. Therefore, the distinctive types
of behavior (leadership responsiveness) in which the firm seeks to engage; can be used to identify
the structural needs and development of the business, the types of such responsiveness are:
operation, existing or latent competition, innovation, entrepreneurial, and administrative styles.
In conclusion, when an attempt is made to improve on organizational capability and other
functional activities of the organization/firm, the general management team must first conduct
strategic diagnosis of the organization/firms’ operation. Management strategic diagnosis has been
repeatedly exposed to the validity and reliability test by senior managers and it has passed the test
(Patrick Sullivan, 1992). For practice, “gaps” identified need to be significantly closed, if the
organization/firm aspires to be competitive and be successful in the business venture.
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Abstract
The study examined the relationships between tax knowledge, perceived tax fairness and
tax compliance of small and medium enterprises. It was prompted by the stagnated revenue
collection efforts in Uganda amidst a taxpayer environment characterized by the poor tax
compliance culture, low levels of tax knowledge with overly complicated and inequitable tax laws.
The study adopted a cross-sectional research design, combined with qualitative and quantitative
research designs. Tax registered small and medium enterprises within the Central Division of
Kampala district constituted the participants of the study.
The study findings show that both tax knowledge and perceived tax fairness are positively
and significantly correlated with tax compliance. However, the relationship between tax
knowledge and perceived tax fairness was found to be insignificant. These findings imply that
positive improvement of taxpayers’ knowledge and perceptions of fairness about taxes will lead to
improved tax compliance.
Introduction
Compliance of taxpayers is one of the concerns relating to raising public finances. It has
been pertinent overtime as revenue turnover has been seen to improve in Uganda. The continued
series of tax reforms have contributed to the continual improvement of the average filing ratio, to
70.3% of domestic taxes in financial year 2006/07 (URA 2007) though it is highlighted that it was
just slightly higher than the target 70%. It is evident that, with the founding of Uganda Revenue
Authority (URA), significant improvement in revenue collection was recorded between 1991 and
1996 (Ayoki 2007).
Amidst all such irrefutable evidence about improvements in revenue collection, tax
revenue contribution to GDP has stagnated (Kangave 2005) at 12%. This is considered one of the
lowest ratios, compared to the Sub-Saharan Africa average of 18% since 2006 and the revenue
collection efforts have remained stagnated (New vision, August 2010). This is substantiated by the
poor tax compliance culture, which became strongly rooted during the prolonged earlier period of
civil disorder and weak governments between 1971 and 1986, and has proved very difficult to
overcome (Kuteesa, Mutebile, Whitworth, & Williamson, 2010). Further reference to the URA
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annual revenue bulletin 2006/2007, shows that tax knowledge is reported to be low yet the
country’s tax laws are considered to be overly complicated and inequitable (Daily Monitor, August
2010). Coercive methods are used in tax collection as they yield higher taxes per capita, but the
need for coercion also reflects higher levels of distrust in the governmental system and
dissatisfaction with service delivery. If taxpayers do not understand what their obligations are, any
intervention to enforce compliance will be perceived as unfair (OECD, 2004). More specifically,
researchers emphasize the role of perceptions of justice and fairness, and finding that taxpayers
are less likely to be complaint with a tax system they consider unjust, unfair, and thus illegitimate
(Wenzel, 2002).
The study focuses on increasing our understanding of the relationships between tax
knowledge, perceived tax fairness and tax compliance in context of small and medium income
taxpayers in Uganda. Clarity is drawn on the earlier findings which explain tax knowledge as being
a determinant of perceived tax fairness given that enhancing the level of general fiscal knowledge
improves tax compliance (Richardson & Sawyer, 2001). The magnitude of the effect of exchange
equity on reported income is also dependant on the extent to which the taxpayers use the perception
of equity in their tax reporting decisions (Chung, 2002).
Literature Review
The probable existence of a relationship between tax knowledge, perceived tax fairness
and tax compliance draws upon works of several authors like; Chung (2002); Eriksen and Fallan
(1996); Harris and Associates (1988); Jackson and Milliron (1986). They seemingly emphasize
that; by enhancing the level of general fiscal knowledge, tax compliance improves because of more
positive perceptions about taxation.
The influence of tax knowledge on perceived tax fairness
Attitudes about the tax system and perceptions of fairness are influenced by what the public
actually knows about the tax system. The level of tax knowledge is of importance to the way people
comprehend the reality underlying taxation and the associated attitude to taxation that is expressed
(Mohd, 2005). Therefore biases are likely to arise with incomplete information or incomplete
knowledge. When myths and misperceptions are replaced by knowledge, we expect a change in
attitudes towards taxation even if the subject’s basic ideology and values remain unchanged and
the tax law is unchanged. Cuccia and Carnes (2001) affirm in consistency with prior research
(White, Curatola, & Samson, 1990; Christensen, Weihrich, & Newman, 1994) that, the mediating
effect of explicit justifications on equity perceptions suggests that increased education that
enhances the understanding and acceptance of specific sources of tax complexity and/or tax burden
distributions may serve to re-frame equity assessments and lead to increased equity perceptions
without actual law changes.
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The influence of tax knowledge on tax compliance
Enhancing the level of general fiscal knowledge, tax compliance improves because of more
positive perceptions about taxation. Increased knowledge of tax evasion opportunities has a
negative influence on tax compliance as it assists non-compliance. However, the vast majority of
studies examining the impact of education on tax evasion use a taxpayer’s general education level
as the approach to measure education (Richardson & Sawyer, 2001). Higher tax knowledge is also
assumed to lead to higher compliance rates (Carnes & Cuccia, 1996). According to Eriksen and
Fallan (1996), as the level of tax knowledge increases, the rate of tax evasion is decreased, and the
level of tax compliance becomes much higher.
The influence of perceived tax fairness on tax compliance
According to Wenzel (2002), various researchers have stressed the role of perceptions of
justice and fairness, finding that taxpayers are less likely to be compliant with a tax system they
consider unjust, unfair, and thus illegitimate ( Alm, Jackson, & Mckee, 1993; Cowell, 1992;
Falkinger, 1995; Roberts & Hite, 1994). Public perception that the tax system is fair is important
for tax compliance (Richardson, 2006b). It is believed that taxpayers base their attitude to payment
of taxes on the economic outputs of policy makers as perceived by them, the taxpayers (Dell’Anno,
2009). Although the relationships between fairness perceptions and tax compliance behavior are
highly complex, it’s generally assumed that perceptions of fairness are positively related to tax
compliance (Erich, Apolonia, & Alexander, 2006). The perception of unfairness reduces
satisfaction with, or the perceived legitimacy of, the tax system. It causes resentment and a reduced
sense of moral obligation to comply with tax laws.
Methodology
Procedure
A cross sectional research design was used, involving descriptive and inferential analysis
of the relationships. The study focused on tax registered small and medium income taxpayers in
Kampala central division. The population of study had been exposed most, to URA’s tax education
programme as well as filing income tax returns. A sample size of 361 SMEs was selected from a
population of 6200 SMEs following the Krejcie and Morgan’s table (1970) and stratified into two
categories (i.e. small and medium enterprises). The questionnaire was self- administered. It
consisted of tax knowledge questions which required answering with “yes”, “no” or “don’t know”,
and closed questions relating to perceived tax fairness and tax compliance which were to be
answered using a 5 point-scale ranging from 1-strongly disagree to 5-strongly agree. A pre-test of
the questionnaire established that; the reliability of the questions used in the study range from
0.596 to 0.797 which was above the acceptable minimum of 0.5, as seen in table 1 below
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Measures
The conceptual model depicts taxpayer’s compliance (dependent variable) as partially
determined by taxpayer’s knowledge about taxation and their perception of tax fairness
(independent variables). It explains tax knowledge as being a determinant of perceived tax fairness
given that enhancing the level of general fiscal knowledge improves tax compliance because of
more positive perceptions about taxation (Richardson & Sawyer, 2001). Chung (2002) explains
that the magnitude of the effect of exchange equity on reported income will depend on the extent
to which the taxpayers use the perception of equity in their tax reporting decisions.
The conceptual framework is expressed in the figure below;
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

Based on literature review and modified by the researchers: Chung (2002); Eriksen and Fallan
(1996); Harris and Associates (1988); Jackson and Milliron (1986).
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Dependent variable
The dependent variable in this study is represented by tax compliance (TC). Tax
compliance typically means, true reporting of the tax base, correct computation of the liability
(accuracy), timely filing of the return, and timely payment of the amounts due (timeliness)
(Franzoni, 1999). In this study TC is explained in reference to Wenzel’s (2001) work that
expressed it as; non-lodgment (TC1), tax debt (TC2), pay income (TC4) and promptness (TC3).
The constructs were tested for their relevancy to this study using factor analysis to establish
whether they were good measurements. The extraction method used was the principle component
analysis and the rotation method was Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. Items (TCQ) with
correlation of less than 0.5 were excluded.
A three-construct solution was found to be the most appropriate for measuring tax
compliance as it accounted for 53% of the total variance. TC3 accounted for most of the variance,
with 28% of the variance, while TC1 accounted for 14% of the variance and TC2 accounted for
11% of the variance.
Independent variables
The independent variables are represented in the study by tax knowledge (TK) and
perceived tax fairness (PTF). Jackson and Milliron (I986) indicated that education has two
elements: the general degree of fiscal knowledge and the specific degree of knowledge regarding
tax evasion opportunities. Specific tax knowledge combines information about tax rules with
financial knowledge to make it possible to calculate economic consequences for taxpayers Mohd
(2002). Measurement of tax knowledge (TK) was indifferent from the earlier researchers as
expressed above. It was measured in terms of specific tax knowledge (concrete TKC) and general
tax knowledge (abstract TKA). Specific Tax knowledge was measured in relation to ability to
calculate tax liabilities on income and wealth for different taxpayers in different situations. It
combined information about tax rules with financial knowledge to make it possible to calculate
economic consequences for taxpayers. The questions were framed in concrete terms to address
specific tax knowledge issues while standard survey items denoted ‘abstract’ were used in
assessing the general tax knowledge (Jonas, 2003).
Perceived Tax Fairness (PTF) was measured basing on Gerbing (1988); Richardson,
(2006); Anna, Che & Kamala (2008), survey instrument which identified the five dimensions
underlying tax fairness. The dimensions of measurement were expressed as; general fairness
(PTF1), exchange with government (PTF2), special provisions (PTF3), tax-rate structure (PTF4)
and self interest (PTF5). The constructs used in the perceived tax fairness variable were tested
using factor analysis to establish whether they were good measurements. The extraction method
used was the principle component analysis and the rotation method was Varimax with Kaiser
Normalization. Items under perceived tax fairness with a correlation of less than 0.4 were excluded
from the rotation table (Richardson, 2006b).
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The five constructs were appropriate for measuring tax fairness perceptions, given that they
explained 57% of the total variance. The construct on exchange with government explained most,
with 22% of the variance, tax rate structure explained 11%, general fairness explained 9%, self
interest explained 8%, and special provisions explained 7%. This conforms to Richardson’s
(2006)b finding: that all the five constructs are measurements of perceived tax fairness.
Empirical Results and Analysis
As Table 2 below shows, there is a positive and significant correlation between the tax
knowledge constructs and tax compliance. Tax knowledge constructs impact SMEs’ compliance
but with more influence from concrete tax knowledge (TK 2). TK2 has 3 significant correlations
(i.e. against TC1: r=0.243, p-value<0.01; TC2: r=0.121, p-value<0.05; and TC3: r=0.108, pvalue<0.05) while tax knowledge abstract (TK 1) has 2 significant correlations ((i.e. against TC1:
r=0.108, p-value<0.05; and TC3: r=0.110, p-value<0.05). Positive influence implies that when the
taxpayers’ concrete tax knowledge increases, the tax payer’s tax compliance is likely to increase.

Perceived tax fairness and tax compliance
The perceived tax fairness constructs, with the exception of the special provision construct,
showed a positive significant relationship with tax compliance, as shown in table 3. This indicates
that, for the small and medium enterprises operators: the more important perceived tax fairness
constructs that may impact upon their compliance with tax regulations are; Exchange with
government (PTF1) with 3 significant correlations (i.e. against TC1: r=0.133, p<0.05; TC2:
r=0.242, p<0.01; and TC3: r=0.191, p<0.01), tax rate structure (PTF2) with one significant
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correlation (i.e. against TC2: r=0.111, p<0.05), general fairness (PTF3) with 3 significant
correlations (i.e. against TC1: r=0.200, p<0.01; TC2: r=0.264, p<0.01; and TC3: r=0.429, p<0.01),
self-interest (PTF4) with 3 significant correlations (i.e. against TC1: r=0.298, p<0.01; TC2:
r=0.272, p<0.01; and TC3: r=0.184, p<0.01).
This positive influence implies that when the taxpayers’ exchange with government, tax
rate structure, general fairness and self-interest increase, the tax payer’s tax compliance is likely to
increase in terms of promptness, non-lodgment and tax debt.

Tax knowledge and perceived tax fairness
In this case there was a mixture of both positive and negative significant correlations
between tax knowledge and perceived tax fairness constructs, as expressed in table 4. Abstract tax
knowledge (TK1) had negative significant and concrete tax knowledge (TK2) had positive
significant correlations with perceived tax fairness; TK1 with 2 significant correlations (i.e. against
PTF1: r=-0.173, p-value<0.01; and PTF5: r=-0.167, p-value<0.01), TK2 with 1 significant
correlation (i.e. against PTF3: r=0.137, p-value<0.01)
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Global variables correlations
The results of the correlation matrix in the table 5 below show a positive significant
relationship between taxpayer’s tax knowledge and tax compliance (r=0.212, P-value < 0.01). This
implies that; as tax knowledge increases, compliance also increases. It is probable that a taxpayer
with good tax knowledge will fulfill his/her tax obligations.
A positive and significant relationship was also found to exist between taxpayer’s
perceptions of tax fairness and their compliance with taxes (r=0.329, P-value < 0.01). Similarly, it
is probable that; the more the taxpayer perceives the tax system to be fair; he/she is more likely to
comply with the tax regulations.
However, note that the relation between tax knowledge and perceived tax fairness was
insignificant and positively weak (r=0.026). This implies that the taxpayer’s perception of tax
fairness is may not be inclined to his tax knowledge.
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Multiple regressions
The results as shown in table 6 below, indicate a significant linear relationship between tax
knowledge, perceived tax fairness and tax compliance (F=35.910, Sig=0.000);P< 0.005. Tax
knowledge and perceived tax fairness explain 17.0% of tax compliance; however, perceived tax
fairness (Beta=0.371) influences tax compliance more than tax knowledge (Beta=0.200). This
implies that a 100% change in perceived tax fairness led to 37.1% change in tax compliance and
100% change in tax knowledge led to 20.0% change in tax compliance.

Conclusions
Overall, taxpayers’ compliance is influenced by both their tax knowledge and perceptions
of tax fairness. However, perceived tax fairness influences the owners’ and managers’ (of SMEs)
tax compliance decision more than the taxpayer’s level of tax knowledge. This is in agreement
with Alm (1991) who noted that; there is evidence of a relationship between conceiving the tax
system as being fair and people’s tax compliance. This was further affirmed by Kasipillai et al
(2003) that if taxpayers had adequate tax knowledge, then there would be minimal unintentional
non-compliance.
According to the findings, there exists a significant positive relationship between tax
knowledge and tax compliance. It is likely that taxpayers’ better understanding of tax matters will
compel them to fulfill their tax obligation and hence do away with tax evasion tendencies. Eriksen
and Fallan (1996) note that the level of tax knowledge is one of the best devices to reduce the tax
evasion among taxpayers. Among the components of tax knowledge, it has also been found that
concrete tax knowledge relates positively and significantly to promptness, non-lodgment and tax
debt. Abstract tax knowledge relates positively with only promptness and tax debt. This implies
that dissemination of concrete tax knowledge positively affects taxpayer’s compliance more than
the dissemination of abstract knowledge. Existence of concrete and abstract tax knowledge
conforms to Jackson and Milliron (1986), who clarified that education, has two elements: the
general degree of fiscal knowledge and the specific degree of knowledge regarding tax evasion
opportunities. However, they claim that by enhancing the level of general fiscal knowledge, tax
compliance improves because of more positive perception about taxation.
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A positive and significant relationship exists between perceived tax fairness and tax
compliance. Taxpayers are more likely to comply with the tax regulations if they perceive the tax
system to be fair. This is consistent with earlier findings that taxpayer’s perceptions of the fairness
of the tax system are likely to influence their willingness to evade payment (Chan, Troutman and
O’Bryan, 2000). Perceived tax fairness constructs have varying effects on tax compliance. The
results show that tax fairness constructs relating to exchange with government, general fairness,
self interest and tax rate structure had significant positive association with tax compliance. The
relationship between perceived tax fairness and taxpayer compliance is positive and significant;
this implies that an improvement in taxpayer’s perceived tax fairness will compel them to comply
with special emphasis on the exchange between government and the taxpayers.
Tax knowledge was found to have a positive but insignificant relationship with the
taxpayer’s perception of tax fairness. The abstract tax knowledge construct significantly and
negatively correlated with general fairness construct. This is consistent with Lin and Carrol (2000)
who examined the linkage between increases in tax knowledge on perceptions of fairness and
found that increased tax knowledge did not have a significant impact on perceptions of fairness.
However, the result is inconsistent with findings of other researchers (Eriksen & Fallan, 1996);
who found strong influence of increased tax knowledge on their respondent’s perception of the
fairness of the tax system and further against Roberts et al (1994), who reported that: misperception
probably plays a major role in shaping fairness evaluations. Thus, further research should be
conducted to reexamine this issue.
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Abstract
This paper empirically investigates the determinants of export performance for 34 main
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) member countries. Using Ordinary
Least Square (OLS) cross-sectional analysis and General Method of Moments (GMM) the paper provides
estimates of price and income elasticities of exports in OECD countries and the response of these
elasticities to key economic fundamentals. These elasticities are used to assess how growth in a country’s
income per capita and competitiveness drives the economy through its export performance. The paper
confirms the sensitivity of exports in OECD countries to real effective exchange rate (REER) and income
per capita changes. This sensitivity is rather low for income changes while the sensitivity to price
competitiveness was approximately close to unit elasticity. The paper also confirmed the relative
importance of openness to export performance in OECD countries which provokes non-competitiveness
policy implications for these economies.

Introduction
Export performance has become increasingly important in generating output growth
through export revenues for many countries. The sensitivity of external trade to changes in income
and price is known to vary across countries. This is usually attributed to the combination of various
elements framing the production environment and the level of openness to international markets.
Export elasticities (both price and income) can be defined as the responsiveness of demand for a
country’s exports to a change in the world price or income. There is a growing concern with regards
to export performance of OECD countries due to strong competition especially from the BRICS
(Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa).
The emergence of the new economic bloc—the BRICS—has begun to have an impact on
the competitiveness among most OECD economies, resulting in significant loss in market shares.
Furthermore, emerging countries are increasing their world export market shares and are becoming
more dominant in exporting intermediate goods compared to consumption goods. Over the years
there has been a gradual decline in the level of competitiveness of developed countries (such as
OECD countries) compared to emerging countries, making export sensitivity analysis critical to
the ongoing policy discourse on ways to rebound growth after the global crisis, especially among
OECD countries.
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The main analysis of this paper is to evaluate whether elasticities in income, the exchange
rate and openness boost export growth for OECD countries. It is critical to estimate income and
price elasticities because the information retrieved can be quite useful in determining the relevant
macroeconomic policy issues concerning monetary and fiscal policies as well as it is able to assess
the internal and external restrictions of countries and provide economic analysis for policy
recommendations.
There has been extensive empirical literature done on the estimation of export elasticities
in international trade, much of which is focused on individual countries (Turkey, U.S, Europe and
China etc.). However empirical study on the aggregate export elasticities for a group of countries
is limited in the literature. Overall there are few cross-section estimation of trade elasticities.
Houthakker and Magee (1969) estimated 26 exporting economies, Goldstein and Kahn (1985)
modeled 15 OECD member countries and Marquez (2002) estimated elasticities for only 8 Asian
economies. This study however, incorporates 34 OECD member countries which is therefore the
broadest and most contemporary cross-section export elasticity estimation currently.
Studies done on OECD countries have tested the elasticities of location factors, real
exchange rate movements and trade flows, however analysis done on exports elasticity after the
post-crisis period is lacking, particularly estimating the contemporaneous impact of changes in the
income and price elasticities of OECD exports and including a global competitiveness factor. The
implications of the presence of high or low export demand elasticities are discussed by relating to
the relevant macroeconomic relationships and policy relevance.
This research paper is structured so that the next section presents a synopsis of literature
dealing with the various factors selected to measure export performance (section 2). The remaining
sections are subsequently organized to describe the methodology and data selected (section 3),
report the results from testing the data (section 4), and to conclude given the constraints of the
research (section 5). Throughout the paper, any referenced file or element will appear in the
appendix while the sources used for reviewing the relevant literature appear in the references
section.
Literature Review
Theoretical Analysis of Trade and Elasticities

The theoretical foundations for empirical studies to determine the factors affecting export
performance are based on endogenous growth models, new trade theories and the Heckscher-Ohlin
model. According to the Heckscher-Ohlin framework, countries’ endowments determine their
production and trade. As such factor endowments will give a comparative advantage to countries
to export products in which they are endowed. The theory of comparative advantage indicates that
specialization is a precondition for trade gains (Kowalski, 2011). Conventional theories focus on
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comparative advantage of countries while new trade theories show the importance of product
differentiation and economies of scale in encouraging industries to focus on producing certain
products in one country and exporting to other countries internationally (Krugman, 1983).
According to the theory of endogenous growth models (Grossman & Helpman, 1995), the
performance of exports is dependent on the technological competitiveness which is based on the
pursuit of innovative activities of the country. Theory of trade elasticities provide useful guide of
a country’s trade performance and provides the most sophisticated models in international
economics. Trade elasticities measure the responsiveness of demand or supply to changes in price,
income or other variables. Price elasticity and income elasticity of demand are two main elasticities
used in measuring sensitivity in trade. The price elasticity measures the percentage change in the
quantity demanded resulting from a one-percent change in relative price where E= elasticity,
P=relative price, Q=quantity demanded and I=income:

The income elasticity measures the percentage change in the quantity demanded resulting
from a one- percent change income:

The income elasticity of demand for exports measures to what extent changes in an
exporting country’s income have an effect on the changes in its exports (usually associated with a
positive relationship) and vice versa for the case of price elasticity of demand for exports. What
happens to the value of exports is dependent on the size of price elasticities of exports (appreciation
or depreciation of the real exchange rate). The Marshall-Learner (MLR) condition is a fundamental
theory of elasticities approach of trade. The MLR condition states that a real devaluation (or a real
depreciation) of the currency will improve the trade balance such that if the absolute sum of the
elasticities of demand for imports and exports with respect to the real exchange rate is greater that
one, a real depreciation is equal to a nominal depreciation if domestic price and foreign price levels
remain unchanged. If the elasticity of demand for exports is zero the value of exports in domestic
currency will be the same if there is a real devaluation/depreciation (Davidson, 2009).
Empirical literature
Trade elasticities models are nested in constant elasticity of scale preferences, for export elasticities,
the traditional model can be observed below (Imbs & Mejean, 2011):
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Where ɳ_j^x denotes the trade elasticity, x_kji is the share of country j’s exports of product
k sold in country i and w_kji the share of products from j and i’s consumption of k. Therefore the
price elasticity of exports is based on a weighted average of sectoral elasticities of substitution in
country j’s destination markets. x_kj measures the impact of specialization (the aggregate price of
elasticity of exports increases when exporting goods are homogeneous) and σ_ki measures the
price sensitivity of exports which will decline when there is product differentiation. The income
elasticity of export demand measures the percentage change in exports with respect to a percentage
change in income. It can therefore be argued that income elasticity of exports can be defined on
an individual or aggregate level for the entire world, regions or a single country. Krugman (1989)
developed a conventional model of trade elasticities, the findings suggests that there is a one to
one ratio between the export and import elasticities based on the 45-degree rule, results indicated
that implicitly there is a existent relationship between domestic and foreign GDP growth rates.
Houthakker and Magee (1969) estimated export elasticities for 26 countries (OECD and
some Latin American countries) with respect to price and income (GNP in constant prices). The
aim of the study was to show income and price elasticities disparities among different countries.
The model was estimated using only ordinary least-squares methods over the period of 1951-1966.
The findings suggest that there were substantially different income elasticities across countries
(U.S exports had lower income elasticities compared to other countries). Krugman (1989) refuted
this argument as he noted that based on the 45-degree rule, rapid growing countries face high
income elasticities (GDP) of demand for their exports. The model presented in this paper differs
based on the proxy used to measure income elasticity of exports. GDP per capita at constant prices
is included in the model to ascertain whether the effects from the human development aspect of
income (i.e. proxy for income) will impact the aggregate level of exports for OECD countries.
Imbs and Mejean (2010), estimated aggregate export and import price elasticities based on
a Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) demand system for twenty-eight (28) countries at
various development stages. This type of econometric methodology was used to estimate structural
substitution elasticity for a broad range of countries by incorporating the imports and export
elasticities. However, since this study is interested in the export elasticity models, the relevant
information was extracted from the paper. The bilateral export elasticity function (ɳ_j^x) of
country j’s export to I is shown below (2):
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Where x_kJ^I is the share of country j’s exported k goods to country I, and w_kjI is the
share of good k produced in j in country I’s consumption. The export price elasticities computed
between 1991-1995 all had negative coefficients, where Germany, Finland Austria and the UK all
had export elasticities relatively close to zero. Export elasticities of price between 1970-2006 for
26 OECD countries showed a negative coefficient of which 6 countries (Greece, Iceland, Italy,
Japan, Mexico and US) estimations were excluded, since their values were not statistically
significant (Hatzichronoglou, 2007).
Falk (2008) studied the determinants of the trade balance in industrialized countries using
panel data for 32 industrialized and emerging economies during 1990-2007. Estimation was done
using the model below:

Where TBGDP is the trade balance, REER denotes the real effective exchange rate index, Y^* is
the weighted average real GDP per capita, Y is the domestic real GDP per capita and PRIMBALGDP is
the primary balance as a percentage of GDP. ε_it is the standard error term, i=1…..N, t=1990-2007. The
findings based on the fixed effects models and linear mixed models show that trade balance as a percentage
of GDP is significantly positively related to real foreign GDP per capita for trading partners. A real
depreciation of the real effective exchange rate leads to an improvement in the trade balance however
countries with negative trade balance have less sensitive movements in the REER. Botman (2010) argues
that, the use of Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER) tends to be a more stable measure of the exchange
rate. The real effective rate (REER) is a pivotal variable in the open economy of macroeconomics and has
been a primary proxy for price competitiveness of economies. In this paper, it is expected that a real
depreciation of domestic currency will increase the demand for exports by trade partners. A depreciation
of the REER in line with the macroeconomic fundamentals is expected to boost the export performance for
OECD countries.
Kabir (1988) estimated import and export demand functions for Bangladesh. The objective of the
study was to analyze the effects of exchange rates changes on aggregate import and export demand. The
study employed ordinary least squares using quarterly time series data, the export-demand model is shown
below:

Where QX the quantity of exports demanded, YW is the weighted average of the real income of
country’s trading partners 〖PX〗^K is the exported weighted local currency price of exports, ER is the
nominal effective exchange rate. The real income and relative price elasticities of export demand are the
coefficients b_1 and〖 b〗_2, respectively. The main findings of the export demand model suggest that
estimates of income elasticity of export demand are significant and are less than unity while the export price
elasticity expressed in the exchange rate was negative and significantly closer to unity, the long run effect
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of an exchange rate change on volume of exports was greater than unity. Estimation results of Cosar (2002)
observed that real exchange rate elasticity of total exports is also found to be less than unity but the income
elasticity is found to be greater than unity for Turkish exports. The methodology used panel unit roots and
cointegration techniques given the following model:

Where〖 E〗_(i,t) Turkey exports to country i; i denotes six (6) countries which are trade partners
of Turkey (Germany, USA, Italy, UK, France and Netherlands) and t denotes the time period on quarterly
date between 1989-2000. 〖 I〗_(i,t) denotes the volume index of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of

country I; R_(i,t) is the real exchange rate and u_(i,t )denotes the error term in the model. Similarly
β_1 and β_2 are real foreign income elasticity and real exchange rate elasticity of export demand.
Senhadji and Montenegro (1999) estimated export demand elasticities for Turkey to be less than
one which points to an inconsistent direction for export elasticities in empirical studies.
The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is the market value of all final goods and services
produced in a country in a particular period, therefore the gross domestic product per capita is used
as a standard of living indicator or a proxy for income earned by economic agents. Blejer (1978)
proposed that income per capita provides a link between the structure of industrial exports and a
country’s level of development. It is assumed that a positive relationship may exist between
exports and income per capita for OECD. This is based on the fact that OECD countries are high
income groups, which means that these countries can invest highly in the productive capacity of
their economies which would translate into their trading sector and thereby increasing export
performance.
According to the OECD glossary of statistical terms, unit labour costs measures “the
average cost of labour per unit of output and are calculated as the ratio of total labour costs to real
output” (OECD, 2013). Unit labour costs (ULCs) provide a direct link between costs of labour
used in producing output and the level of productivity of a country (Stone et al., 2010).In this
paper, it is expected that labour costs is inversely related to the level of exports. This means, as the
cost of production increases, such as wages and other compensation benefits, it is expected that
productivity will decline as firms attempt to ensure equilibrium is maintained to maximize profits,
as such exports will eventually decline.
Some studies have found evidence of a significantly positive effect of R&D expenditure
on the OECD trade performance (Leon-Iedesma, M., 2000; Ghazalian, P.L et al., 2007) while other
studies have indicated that R&D expenditure is a statistically insignificant determinant of export
performance in China (Liu, 2001). There are numerous empirical studies that have acknowledged
the effects of R&D expenditure on productivity and the international spillover effects of R&D on
the level of productivity in OECD countries (Coe & Helpman. 1995; Zachariades, 2004; Acharya
& Coulombe, 2006). Furthermore it is argued that the effect of R&D expenditure as a proxy for
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innovation is rather ambiguous, where one can derive a correlation between the countervailing
effects of innovation and those associated with patent regime (Co, C; 2004). It is expected that the
effect of innovation as a function of Research and Development expenditure will boost
technological innovations and therefore induce a spillover effect into industries, therefore having
a positively significant effect on OECD countries’ export performance.
Global Competitiveness Reports have assessed and benchmarked numerous factors
determining national competitiveness. The Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) measures the
microeconomic and macroeconomic foundation of national competitiveness. Competitiveness
refers to the set of institutions, policies and factors that determine the level of productivity of a
country (Sala-i-Martin et al., 2011). The GCI is used as a proxy for the level of openness to trade
which studies have shown plays an integral role in the performance of exports. Tybut (2009)
explored the openness and export dynamics of trade. In contrast to previous models that assess
export performance, a direct measure of export competitiveness is used in this paper through the
Global Competitive Index (GCI), so that the competitiveness effects on exports are explicitly
accounted for. It is expected that an improvement in the business environment, therefore resulting
in the lower cost of doing business would enhance competitiveness and therefore positively
improve export performance.
There have been some theoretical arguments regarding the different potential impacts of
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) on the host country’s exports. In the theories of FDI, two types
of production arrangements exist in Multinational Enterprises (MNE): horizontal integration and
vertical integration (Helpman, 1984; Horstmann & Marusen, 1992). In the case of OECD
countries, export-oriented FDI should have a significant effect on exports as multinational firms
produce in the host country and supply to the host country’s market internationally.
This paper aims to contribute to the existing literature by providing a more contemporary
analysis of export performance for OECD countries in the year 2011 using aggregate factor
analysis. This research has important policy implications for trade and growth strategies in OECD
countries and also other emerging market economies. Traditional trade theories only looked at
price and income effects on exports. This study extends this by exploring econometrically, the
impact of non-price factors on exports in OECD countries. Additionally this research would be
beneficially to the theory of export growth as it assesses whether export factors in the 20th century
may have changed given the rapid fluctuations in the economy. This research attempts to ascertain
an overall view of the export function as well as it will aid in determining whether the factors used
in the model are still relevant in determining export elasticities and performance for OECD
countries.
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Empirical Methodology

The Empirical Model
In this paper, a modified version of the empirical models used in several studies discussed
in section 2 (Houthakker and Magee, 1969; Kabir,1988;Cosar,2002 and Falk, 2008) were used to
measure export elasticities and export performance. Additionally the model developed, made
provisions to include a global competitiveness indicator (global competitiveness index) which
most of the studies did not account for and would therefore be a significant contribution to the
literature. Expenditure in research and development (R&D), unit labour costs (ULCs) are also
important features of this model. Furthermore the model accounts for the standard of living based
on real per capita income (GDP per capita (constant prices)) to add an economic development
indicator which aims to extract information concerning the relationship between the income earned
by economic agents in OECD economies and the performance of exports during the year 2011.
Rather than isolating the effects of aggregate output of the economy by using only the gross
domestic product (GDP) or gross national product (GNP) which is observed to be the occurrence
in other empirical studies. Export performance for thirty (34) OECD countries during the year
2011 is therefore modeled to be affected by the level of real effective exchange rate (REER),
gross domestic product per capita (GDP), unit labour costs (ULC), research and development
expenditure (R&D), global competitiveness index (GCI) and foreign direct investment inflows
(FDI) as observed in equation 8.

The econometric model is tested using the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) cross-sectional
analysis and General Method of Moments (GMM) to test for robustness of the model. OLS is an
empirical method that estimates the unknown parameters in a linear regression model which is
governed under certain assumptions. Given the nature of the analysis, which is to determine the
factors affecting exports given a post-economic crisis year, it was therefore considered a suitable
technique to be employed. General Method of Moments is an econometric technique used in this
model to reduce the level of inefficiencies which can arise when relying on OLS estimates. A
simple first stage GMM focuses on economically interpretable moments and can be adequately
efficient and robust to model misspecifications. Based on equation (8) a log-linear functional form
is adopted to reduce the severity or occurrence of heteroskedasticity and directly obtain export
elasticities given the explanatory variables within the model. The formulation of this log-linear
model is shown below:
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The model is critically assessed using a cross-section estimation approach for 34 OECD
countries during the year 2011. The variable is an error term that contains all the unobserved
variables of the model. ∅_j for j=1….5 are the slope coefficients of the model which provide the
elasticities of the respective factors. The main variables of interest though, is the coefficient on
REER which will measure the price export elasticity (∅_1), the estimate of GDP~CP (∅_2) will
provide the income elasticity of exports and non-price competitiveness is the coefficient on GCI
(∅_6). These factors will yield useful policy analysis for export elasticities and performance for
34 of the main OECD countries.
Data Sources
Most of the data used in this research are drawn from the OECD iLibrary database, with
special reference to the OECD Factbook 2013. This group of countries was chosen based on the
availability of data given the context of the empirical analysis. The data sets on Exports, GDP per
capita, Real Effective Exchange Rate, Unit Labour Costs, Research and Development Expenditure
and Foreign Direct Investment were retrieved from this database. Data acquired for Global
Competitiveness was obtained from the Global Competitiveness Report 2011-2012. All the
variables with the exception of R&D Expenditure (2010) were related to the year 2011 and are
defined as follows:
Exports were measured as the value of exported of goods (in billions of US dollars).
GDP per capita was measured in constant prices and PPPs, (US million dollars).
Real Effective Exchange Rate measures the changes in the exchange rate of the trading
partners (a rise in the indices represents a deterioration in competitiveness-indices 2005=100)
Unit Labour Costs is the total labour costs per unit input of labour (measured as the average
annual growth in percentage, 2000 to 2011 for the total economy).
R&D Expenditure used as a key indicator of countries’ innovative potential (measured in
million US dollars, 2005=100 constant prices and PPPs).
Global Competitiveness Index comprises of 113 development indicators which are
computed into a single index (measured on a scale of 0-5, where 0 is low and 5 is high).
Foreign Direct Investment inflow is a key indicator of international economic integration
(measured in million US dollars).
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Descriptive Statistics
To assess the factors that affect export performance for OECD countries, it is deemed
necessary to highlight the economic developments during the global crisis of 2008/9 and
2010/2012.

Figure 1: Illustrate the Total export value of OECD countries (20082012)
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Figure 1 shows the total value of exported goods of the 34 OECD countries used in the
model, between 2008 and 2009, there was a downward trend of export volumes which implies that
there was a drastic reduction in demand. This may have been as a result of the global recession
where there was a global economic slowdown as a result economic productivity declined for many
countries. However, following the post period of the economic crisis between 2010 and 2011, total
value of exported goods began to rise. Many economist described the year 2011 as a period of
“heightened uncertainty” for the global economy as financial and international markets could
experience an economic recovery or plunge into a new economic crisis (International Business
Times, 2011). It is therefore necessary to assess the factors affecting export performance during
this “heightened uncertainty” period.
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The summary statistics shows all the factors used in equation 8, to determine export
performance and elasticities for 34 OECD countries. On average, OECD countries export US$22.2
billion in goods during the year 2011 (see Table 2).The lowest value of exported goods in 2011
was US$4.440 million. The skewness for a symmetrically distributed data is usually zero, the value
calculated was 2.007 indicating that there is skewness to the right, furthermore the kurtosis
statistic was 6.822 which is twice as large as the reference value of 3 which means that the tails
are slightly thicker than those of a normal distribution. Such skewed, thick-tailed data suggests a
model with multiplicative errors instead of additive errors. The standard solution for this problem
will be to transform the export variable by taking natural logarithm.
The average GDP per capita income for these countries at 2005 constant prices was
US$1.114 million, with Hungary having the lowest per capita income of US$10,691.47 and the
United States having the highest per capita income of US$1.320 million. Furthermore the real
effective exchange rate had a mean rate of 101.31, with the maximum average daily rate being
128.6 (Switzerland) and Hungary experiencing the lowest average daily rate of 49.3 in 2011 The
average annual growth in labour cost for OECD countries was 2.99 percent. Turkey had the
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highest unit labour cost of 19.13 percent while Japan’s unit labour cost declined by 2.06 percent
during the year 2011. OECD countries research and development expenditure during the year 2010
was an average of $21,101.32, lowest level spent during the year 2010 was only US$362.29 and
the highest level was US$206,466. The mean index for global competitiveness was 4.88,
Switzerland experienced the highest GCI index of 5.74 while Greece was 2.92. Foreign direct
investment inflows for OECD countries was on average US$24,283.22 where Japan experienced
a decline of US$1758.44 and United States experienced the highest level of inflows
(US$2,339,88.00).
Correlation Analysis
A correlation analysis was done on the variables involved in the model which is shown in
Table A3 (Appendix), the correlations between the variables do not suggest a causal effect.
Assessing the variables in the model, it was apparent that the relationship was either positive or
negative when compared to the level of exports for OECD countries. There was a positive
relationship between GDP per capita and the level of exports (0.7856) while a negative correlation
existed between REER, unit labour costs and the level of exports (-0.0234 and -0.2080,
respectively). FDI and the level of openness (GCI) were positively related to the total value of
goods exported by OECD countries which was 66.69% and 40.86%, respectively. R&D
expenditure was highly correlated with the level of exports (0.8421) more so; GDP and R&D
exhibited strong positive correlation of 94.09%.This statistic is an indication that there might be
some level of multicollinearity present between the variables. This problem will be tested formally
in the subsequent section.
Empirical Results
Diagnostic Testing
The starting point of analysis involves satisfying the classical conditions of linearity,
conditional and conditionally uncorrelated observations
The test of non-linearity showed that all the variables in equation 10 were linear in
parameters (all having p.values > 0.2000). The level-level model (i.e. equation (8)) was tested
for heteroskedasticity. The Breusch-Pagan heteroskedasticity test statistic was 12.38 with a pvalue=0.0004, which indicated strong evidence of heteroskedasticity, this result further confirm
reasons for adopting a log-linear model (equation 9). The variable is an error term that contains
all the unobserved variables of the model. The Cameron and Trivedli’s decomposition information
matrix test results showed that the functional form of the estimated model was homoscedastic and
normally distributed (see Table A4).The Shapiro-Wilks Normality test concurred with the previous
results--that the data was indeed, normally distributed (p-value 0.78874) (see Graph A5 in
Appendix A for further evidence).
The issue of endogeneity is examined and tested with Hausman test. Ordinary least squares
estimation procedure will produce inconsistent and biased estimates of the causal effect of the
regressors on the outcome, if endogeneity is not accounted for. Results from the Wu-Hausman F
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test and Durbin-Wu-Hausman chi-square test exhibited high p-values (see Table A6) that indicated
that I fail to reject null hypothesis that the endogenous regressor (GDP per capita) is orthogonal to
the error term which implies that instrumental variable (IV) estimation is not required.
Multicollinearity presents a ubiquitous issue in regression analysis which can lead to
erroneous inferences. Multicollinearity testing was carried out in Data Analysis and Statistical
Software (STATA) on the log-linear model, the variance inflation factor (VIF) was the tool used
for this type of analysis. Results from this test provided a mean statistic of 3.21, where GDP per
capita had the highest value (6.57) and R&D obtained the second highest (4.74). In attempt to
reduce the mean VIF, R&D was eliminated from the model rather than GDP per capita (needed in
the model as a proxy for income), and the mean VIF was reduced to 1.99 (see Table A6). This
statistic therefore implied that the model had conditionally uncorrelated observations; hence there
are no exact linear relationships among the independent variables.
Since model specification errors can substantially affect regression coefficients, two tests
were carried out on the data. Firstly, linktest command provided an estimate to detect specification
errors, the findings of this test showed that the model is correctly specified where _hatsq was
statistically insignificant (p-value=0.415) and _hat highly significant (p-value=0.000).
Secondly, Ramsey RESET test provided the required results which was in this case Prob >
F (0.5733), which implied that the model had no omitted variables and is modeled correctly. This
is a useful specification because the estimated coefficients can be interpreted as elasticities.
Empirical Analysis of Results
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Table A7 shows the OLS and GMM regressions for OECD exports during the year 2011.
The OLS technique estimated the coefficients of the factors used in assessing export elasticities
and performance. Even though the diagnostic test suggest there was no endogeneity or
heteroskedasticity in model, the GMM model was still used to corroborate these results which
imply that the model is quite robust in its estimation of export performance in OECD economies.
Some of the results obtained are consistent with theoretical predictions about the determinants of
export performance in OECD countries. The econometric model has a goodness of fit (r-square)
of approximately 91 percent which suggests that all the regressors included in the model provide
a good measure of the factors determining export performance. As expected the real exchange rate
for the year 2011 (REER) has a negative (-1.308) and significant effect on the level of exports in
OECD countries which is in line with the literature (Houthakker and Magee, 1969; Kabir, 1988).
This value implies that one percent depreciation in the real exchange rate, leads to a 1.04 percent
increase in the level of exports, holding all other factors constant. As such OECD countries almost
have a unit export price elasticity (𝜀𝜀 ≈ 1). It can therefore be argued that like, the oil-exporting
Middle East and Central Asian countries, OECD countries face an infinitely elastic demand for
their exports (IMF, 2006). Intuitively, this result implies various implications for OECD
countries that want to pursue export-led growth strategies. The one to one estimate means that
depreciation in the real effective exchange rate of OECD countries will lead to proportional
increase in exports. Therefore means that policy makers must ensure that the real exchange
rate is aligned with macroeconomic fundamentals to improve the value of exports in these
economies and experience effective export-led growth. The real effective exchange rate
measures the price competitiveness of these economies, which means that if this factor is
misaligned in any way, OECD economies may undergo significant challenges in boosting
productivity and competing efficiently in international markets. Competitiveness is a key
determinant in driving exports as such OECD economies must be adamant that the REER is
broadly aligned with the overall macroeconomic fundamentals. Especially for the fact that
REER is a monetary policy tool, which implies that careful attention to this factor is quite
relevant.
As anticipated the coefficient on GDP per capita is positive (0.788) and highly statistically
significant at the one percent level, indicating that GDP per capita plays a critical role in promoting
export performance for OECD countries. Blejer (1978) empirical study of the relationship between
the industrial structure of exports and the level of income across thirty (30) countries also
concurred with this result. This positive causality effect means that economic agents
(firms/industries) that experience a rise in their income per capita will increase their level of
investment in human and physical capital which will drive productivity and thereby increase
exports significantly. OECD countries are considered high income economies, as such the empirics
of this research corroborate with the fact that, with this high level of income, OECD countries can
afford to invest in technology innovation and advancement, human capital, infrastructure
development and transportation, all of which can lead to drastic improvement in their value of
exports over time.GDP per capita measures income elasticity of export demand which is found to
be inelastic: a 1 percent increase in the GDP per capita (US$ million) is associated with a marginal
increase in the value of exports of 0.79 percent, ceteris paribus. Analytically, the findings suggest
that this factor would not be the most effective policy tool to pursue. This is because it would
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require a high concentration of resources and strategies to yield an economically significant
improvement in export performance for OECD countries. This may be attributed to the fact that
GDP per capita is not a standard policy tool as such to jump start a change or improvement in
exports could yield significant dynamic/time inconsistencies.
Contrary to predictions, unit labour costs and the foreign direct investment factors were
insignificant to the model, which implies that these factors had no effect on trade in OECD
countries’ in the year 2011.
Interestingly, in this paper the global competitiveness index is included in a model that is
traditionally known for estimating only income and price variables. It is observed that this variable
has not been apart of the standard literature relating to trade elasticities and is therefore a critical
contribution to the existing literature of export elasticities. The Global Competitive Index was
highly significant in explaining export performance. The findings suggest that a small
improvement in the index leads to a bigger increase in exports, ceteris paribus. Previously, REER
explained the price competitiveness aspect of export performance.
Alternatively, GCI measures the non-price competitiveness aspect of export performance.
Exports performance is usually associated with competitiveness of the country or region at the
international level. The high level of sensitivity of exports to the level of openness implies that
export competitiveness should be a crucial policy issue for OECD economies. Intuitively global
competitiveness index relates to the ease of doing business environment in this study (hence nonprice competitiveness). The positive causality effect means that OECD countries stand to benefit
enormously if their business environment are up to par. That is, if the environment is designed
such that it is easy to; start businesses, deal with construction permits, acquire credit, trade across
borders and protect investors then the environment is suitable to encourage high level of
productivity and economic growth, thereby improving the performance of exports. Therefore a
more competitive ease of doing business environment will facilitate high growth rates in exports.
Policymakers of OECD economies must continue to recognize this factor and adjust accordingly
so that the benefits can be reaped in the short run and the long run.

Conclusion
This paper empirically investigates the factors affecting export performance and
elasticities, based on cross-sectional data analysis. The relationship between real effective
exchange, income per capita among other factors has been explicitly tested. The evidence from
this study suggests that export performance is significantly influenced by global competitiveness
as well as the income per capita and the depreciation of country’s currency. The results indicate
that export performance of OECD countries can be discussed through traditional factor endowment
and trade elasticity theories.
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The findings provided some critical policy relevant implications. The research shows that
OECD countries have unitary price elasticity and inelastic income elasticity. Most interesting fact
however, is the non-price competitiveness policy relevance of the global competitiveness index.
OECD manufacturing countries should be aware of the globally competitive market they share and
the significance or potential threat it has on the performance of their exports. Economic and global
competitiveness of these countries suggests that policymakers must invest highly in technical and
technological development, infrastructural development and efficient political-economic
conditions to compete with emerging countries like the BRICS that benefit from the comparative
advantage of low labour costs, firm size and substantial levels of foreign direct investments.
Despite the strong performance of the model estimation, there exist some limitations to this
paper. Firstly the current analysis is based on a rather small cross-section of countries which may
cause tests to be asymptotically inconclusive. Secondly, these models may be better assessed using
panel data techniques where country specific analysis can be done more rigorously. Given these
limitations, the findings of this paper are consistent with other studies where income per capita
and the real effective exchange rate play a significant role in determining export performance
(Kabir, 1988; Tybut, 2009; Imbs and Mejean, 2010). For future studies (my dissertation), a
dynamic model may be considered with special attention to the Caribbean and Latin America by
incorporating panel cointegration estimation techniques which would allow me to address country
specific issues and will therefore provide a profound assessment of export elasticities and
performance of these countries.
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APPENDIX A
Table A1: Cross-sectional data analysis is based on data collected from 34 countries listed

Country

Code

AUS

Australia

AUT

Austria

BEL

Belgium

CAN

Canada

CHE

Chile

CZE

Czech Republic

Japan
Korea
Luxembourg
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand

JPN
KOR
LUX
MEX
NLD
NZL

Denmark

DNK

Norway

NOR

Estonia

EST

Poland

POL

Finland

FIN

Portugal
Slovak
Republic

PRT

FRA

France

SVK

Germany

GBR

Slovenia

SVN

Greece

GRC

Spain

ESP

Hungary

HUN

Sweden

SWE

Iceland

IRL

Switzerland

CHE

Ireland

ISL

Turkey
United
Kingdom

TUR

ISR

Israel

ITA

Italy
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United
States

GBR
USA
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Correlation Matrices
Table A3: Illustrates the Correlation Matrix of the factors affecting Export Performance
Control* & Response Variables

Exports*

GDP

REER

ULC

R&D

GCI

FDI

1
0.7856

1

-0.0234

-0.1143

1

Unit Labour Costs (ULC)

-0.208

-0.1104

-0.38

1

R&D Expenditure (2010)

0.8421

0.9409

-0.0276

-0.236

1

Global Competitiveness Index (GCI)

0.4086

0.2486

0.1425

-0.3165

0.3501

1

Foreign Direct Investment Inflows

0.6669

0.8598

-0.1225

-0.0662

0.7129

0.2718

1

L.GCI

L.FDI

Exports*
GDP per capita (constant prices)
Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER)

Correlation Matrix of Log-linear Model of Exports Performance
Control* & Response Variables

L. Exports*

LGDP

1
0.9188

1

Log Real Effective Exchange Rate
(REER)

-0.2122

-0.0950

1

Log Unit Labour Costs (ULC)

-0.1778

-0.1420

-0.2518

1

Log R&D Expenditure (2010)

0.7927

0.8188

-0.0175

-0.3063

1

Log Global Competitiveness Index
(GCI)

0.4251

0.2315

0.0145

-0.2573

0.4526

1

Log Foreign Direct Investment Inflows

0.7735

0.7845

0.1313

-0.2383

0.6684

0.4748

Log Exports*
Log GDP per capita (constant prices)

L.REER

L.ULC

Total observations (countries) in the model is 34
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Table A4: Cameron and Trivedi's decomposition of IM-test, White’s and Breusch Pagan Test

Source
Heteroskedasticity
Skewness
Kurtosis
Total

Chi-Square

Degrees of Freedom

P.value

32.97
8.22
1.53
42.71

27
6
1
34

0.1982
0.2222
0.2166
0.1452

Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for
heteroskedasticity of level-level model

White's test for Heteroskedasticity of log-linear
model

H1: Constant variance
Variables: fitted values of exports

H0: Homoscedasticity
H1: Unrestricted heteroskedasticity

Chi2(1)
= 12.38
Prob > chi2 = 0.0004

Chi2(27) = 28.56
Prob > chi2 = 0.3824

Graph A5: Illustrating the distribution of the data
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Table A6: Testing for Endogeneity and Multicollinearity
TESTING ENDOGENEITY
Test of endogeneity of: log(GDP per capita)
H0: Regressor is exogenous
Wu-Hausman F test:
0.24841 F(1, 23)
Durbin-Wu-Hausman

P-value = 0.62293
P-value = 0.56494

test: 0.33123

TESTING MULTICOLLINEARITY
ALL VARIABLES
Variable
Log(GDP)
Log(R&D)
Log(FDI)
Log(GCI)
Log(ULC)
Log(REER)

VIF
6.57
4.74
3.66
1.85
1.31
1.16

Mean VIF

3.21

DROPPED VARIABLE (R&D)

1/VIF
0.152292
0.211015
0.273316
0.541581
0.760828
0.862232

Variable
Log(FDI)
Log(GDP)
Log(GCI)
Log(ULC)
Log(REER)

VIF
3.47
2.79
1.43
1.16
1.08

Mean VIF

1.99

1/VIF
0.288068
0.368381
0.698449
0.862080
0.921993

TABLE A7: Robust-OLS Estimation
Testing for Export Elasticities and Performance
Dependent Variable: log(Exports)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Independent variables
log(reer)
log(gdp per capita)
log(ulc)
log(fdi)
log(gci)

intercept

Observations
R-squared
Note: *

significant at 10% level, **

Southwestern Journal of Economics

(5)

-1.814
(1.642)
-

-0.932***
(0.296)
0.779***
(0.0392)

-0.952***
(0.234)
0.788***
(0.427)

-0.874***
(0.298)
0.710***
(0.117)

-1.038***
(0.269)
0.788***
(0.103)

-

-

-0.0508
(0.145)
-

-0.00973
(0.174)
0.107
(0.142)
-

(0.0777)
(0.137)
-0.0596
(0.130)
2.6578***
(0.511)

-5.768
(7.626)

-11.74***
(1188)

-11.89*** -11.57***
(0.944)
(1.116)

-16.01***
(1.320)

34

34

33

31

31

0.062

0.864

0.860

0.865

0.910

significant at 5% level, ***
parenthesis
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Abstract
This model focuses on farm cooperatives as organizations that capably add entrepreneurial value
to farm products while proactively promoting smallholders fortunes. The communal strategy fosters
orientations of novel capacity projects. The cooperatives accord their members vital incentives with viable
directions causing development. Despite apparently small insignificant steps, the smallholders stand to
steadily garner adequate education and necessary training, tactically and operationally. With a focused
research agenda promoting value-added activities and positive spillovers, such enterprises vitally and
credibly streamline a viable agenda that accords progress and growth. Globally, such cost reduction
expectations become conducive for small farms given ability to compete and opportunities that address
poverty and rural otherwise unavailable. With organic orientations, the model’s appeal become significant
regarding smallholders creativity, the core of community issues including small farmland sustainability
and rural modernization.

Introduction: Smallholders Need to Embrace Farm Cooperatives
Strategically, smallholder enterprises characterize enormous economic stakes with critical
ramifications for progressive developments socially, politically and globally. Potentially, strategic
benefits that small farms might cause in the industry could viably encompass positive spillovers
because of their promise. Under the able leadership of cooperatives, smallholders have the
opportunity to pursue vitally necessary entrepreneurial programs that could benefit economic
development and growth. Since smallholders, in contrast to large farm holdings, have been unable
to reverse challenges into opportune enterprises, the expectation is that strategically, farm
cooperatives, acting as agents, would become compelling partner organizations that otherwise
facilitate aggressively viable economic advantages in the aggregate economy.
Not only would the viability of the strategies necessarily become inclusive, given various
products, potentially, the range of designed enterprises will sustain smallholders. (Wiggins, 2014).
In so doing, the cooperatives will integrate operational strategies by forging capacity growth in an
enterprising system that enhances smallholder income. Members of cooperatives could then
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marshal capabilities and opportunities as regard new tools and strategies that positively make a
crucial difference, strategically (Maart-Noeck and Musshoff (2013); in the same way that the
collective unit, acting in a principal-agency stance, could effect a measurable impact, based on a
variety of communal engagements, viable enterprises that foster various learning modalities, the
strength of capacity and prospects for better opportunities (Larochelle and Alwang; 2013).
The structured programs will have the good prospects for expanding frontiers of operations
(Larochelle and Alwang, 2013). With opportunity for growth, strategic incentives should be
empowering with the promise of motivations fostering net gains. According to Hennessy and Wolf
(2015), the net benefits could become sufficient enough to enhance strategic positioning given
proactive agenda, and positive externality, in light of incentives and risk minimizing structures.
Despite varying marginal benefits, mutual progress might become crucial and viable in
determining future direction as well as the intensity of member participation (Fischer and Quaim,
2014); Wiggins (2014) noted that even modest growth in production and rising productivity has
the potential to inspire and bolster member expectations, enormously.
Strategically, the farm cooperatives’ expectations to bolster their member investments face
tremendous odds in view of large challenges and inherent risks. Consequently, Ott (2014) argued
that a very well-functioning pricing system could reflect a potent method for addressing the
enormity of market uncertainty. The author noted further that risk-abatement enterprises would be
not only become critical; conversely, they might reflect a significant step for the poverty-ridden
smallholders. Severally, the role of various products themselves would amply demonstrate a tool
providing risk reduction. Under cooperative leadership, the different agricultural products could
result in farm cooperatives expanding their crucial boundary of operation as they cultivate and
promote product differentiation (Sogn-Grundvag, Larson and Young, 2014).
In principle, farm cooperatives have the need to employ aggressive tools. Because their
mission would actually entail performing tasks capable of improving the welfare and goals their
constituents seek, they should invariably fashion effective capacity enterprises that equip their
organization to engage with competitive skills. In particular, not only would the need to gain and
increase their knowledge about public policy become crucial, based on role that regulations have
historically featured in farm operations, they would have little choice but to work diligently
ensuring a favorable disposition to government programs (Gocht, Britz, Cianan and Paloma,
2013). By unleashing vitally necessary tools that level the playing field, such activities would
effectively harmonize agricultural policy (Gocht et al) and that, organizationally or institutionally,
such a response would likely yield positive outcomes and, above all, engender an impact that
would exert a positive crucial impact on existing fragmented farm structure (Bakucs, Falkowski,
Ferto, 2014).
Organizationally, the tools that they need to address the pervasive agricultural market
fragmentation would likely entail a proactively structured machinery capable of combating the
lobbying activities that large farms and agribusinesses have successfully pursued over time,
particularly in the aggressive quest for government subventions (Gocht et al). Ironically, the large
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farmlands successful quest of agricultural subsidies has not only resulted in fragmenting the
agricultural industry; conversely, given the historic poverty-ridden plight of smallholders, the
policies’ impacts beg for socioeconomic intervention (O’Toole, Newman and Hennessy, 2014).
Consequently, for farm cooperatives, the model argued in favor an institutional structure
organizationally well tooled with the required capacity enabling fiercely competitive footing
against the large farmland and agribusiness entities (Subramanian and Quaim, 2001; Baiardi,
Binachi and Lorenzi, 2015). Based on Sokolai and Soregard (2013), the expectation is farm
cooperatives would likely become masterful viably championing the means to exert market power
(the likes of which agribusinesses possess), should they cultivate capabilities for market power
and extract the benefits of such advantages, both downstream and upstream. Seasonally, the
variability of agricultural harvests would likely drive profitability changes even if periods of
surplus outputs compensate for those periods of production shortfalls. Tactically, such risk
reduction practices would involve adjustments and necessary changes in production. Similar to the
large farms, smallholders would need to acquire and improve their capabilities tremendously so as
to obviate economic textbooks that have historically subsumed their operations on the basis of
pure competition (Samuelson and Nordhaus, 2005).
According to McConnell, Brue and Flynn (2012), the putative new entrepreneurial stance
by smallholders would facilitate growth opportunities and provide the required inputs vitally
necessary for agricultural policy-making. Together, they would stand the cooperatives in great
stead to make inroads, because given the political clout of agribusiness ventures, the inequities
perpetrated by agricultural subsidies have over time woefully undercut smallholders’ ability to
become empowered enough to mount effective competition (O’Toole and Hennesy, 2014). As
such, with growing new opportunities (Song-Grundvag, Larsen and Young, 2014 and Sokolai et
al, 2013), the ensuing supply chain of productive process could, in effect, engender proactive and
dynamic institutions. As newly minted structures, they would in effect give rise to smallholder
income growth with competitive ability vie for their fair share of agricultural subsidies. As
O’Toole, Newman and Hennessy (2014) argued, partnerships that have empowered smallholder
accessibility to input resources and basic capital requirements would also be formidably equipped
to provide operational support.
Pervasively, organized farm cooperatives strategically driven to represent their constituents
and devoted to the pursuit of the rules of the game will have demonstrated incredible dedication
to their ultimate goal. Economically, this will have culminated in a rather conducive political
economy whereby the dedicated push as well as the quest for government accountability then
becomes a paramount issue. Government’s adherence to the core aspects of its social contract
obligations might not necessarily defuse the persistent and disturbing social uproar; it has the
prospect of negating the outcry of unfairness and impact effusive lobbying. Globally, governments
have continued to face politically necessary heat from constituents, continually calling for strategic
measures that structurally address rural development, poverty and inequalities (Borner, Shively,
Wunder and Wyman, 2015).
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Strategically, the structural imbalances have largely empowered large farms and
agribusinesses as their lopsided competitive performances, fostering inequities, have not only
become persistent but also undercut and continue to drive the mom-and-pop farms out of business
(World Bank, 2008). Entrepreneurially, farm cooperatives could cause a broader impact,
socioeconomically, as commonly rural residents share the lifestyle of small farms (World Bank,
2008). The expectation is that the farm cooperatives would be well placed to alleviate public policy
devastation on smallholders and rural regions, given limited-resource and the lopsided budget
allocations given rural versus urban development. Essentially, the ability to enlist the resources
that confront policy inequities will entail the means to abate programs that have steadily
contributed to the demise of smallholding enterprises, disparate policies and rural labor migrating
massively from farm cultivations (World Development Report, 2008, 2009, 2012, 2014 and
Bonnano, Constance and Lorenz, 2000).
Reversing the massive rural underdevelopment defuses the continuing decline in the
number of small farms that stands in contrast to the historic role of small farmland activities that,
in the past, constituted the largest single industry (World Development Report, 2008, 2013 and
2014; Samuelson and Nordhaus, 2012). Historically, 70 percent of the world’s population have
lived in rural areas and worked on farms; with globalization and economic modernization, the
number farmlands have ranged from 2 to 3 percent (Samuelson and Nordhaus, 2012; Krugman
and Obstfeldt, 2009). Moreover, farm incomes have dramatically undergone a sharp decline
because of prices changes. Statistically, this runs in stark contrast to some other socioeconomic
trends. According to Samuelson and Nordhaus (2009, 2011, 2013), from 1947 through 1992, the
median family incomes rose by an average of 5.7 percent annually, consumer prices rose by 4.2%
each year, but, at the same time, the price of farm products rose a meager 1.9% for the same
duration. In particular, the seasonal character of agricultural harvest partly underscores the
smallholder phenomena and the need for farm cooperatives.
This paper contains five sections: Section II presents the review of the literature; Section
III explores the model of farm cooperatives with various small farmlands, as composite members,
take into account the growing capacity of enterprises; activities that foster growing profits at the
opportune time, first during the pre-membership period; second, during the post-membership
period whereby the new strategy kicks in with higher returns that we consider as economic profits;
third, the benefits resulting from economies of scale in bountiful harvests, and economies of scope
given the variously new products; Section IV features the prospective solutions within the
framework of social and environmental reality in analytical discussion; and Section V, the
conclusion.
A Review of the Literature
Agriculture has characterized its strategic role in a promising way because it has
sustainably promoted an incredibly positive effect on economic growth, globally (World
Development Report, 2008). Concomitantly, in view of globalization, the woeful absence of
modern amenities in rural, small farms has discernibly become a glaring feature of agricultural
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industrialization (Garrard, 2014, World Development Report, 2008). Besides Garrard, the World
Development Report argued that several people, many of them considered socioeconomically as
belonging to either low income or poor class have fascinatingly fostered incredible coping
mechanisms that have demonstrated as critical indicators of their happy lifestyles. But, the
persistent and global issues of policy unfairness and inequality have broadly underscored a
community of society with people concerned about and making comparisons in living standards.
In “Rousseau, Happiness and Human Nature,” Garrard argued that discontentment has
arisen clearly or palpably since members of the society, irrespective of motivations, make
comparisons between the various lifestyles of different groups, pitting the lower incomes against
those of higher incomes. Similar reactions have become evident between smallholders and their
counterpart, the large ventures. In agreement, the World Bank (2008 and 2010) provided
contrasting differences between the growing large incomes of large farmland and agribusiness
ventures and that of small farm owners declining over time. Again, the World Bank argued that
the varying incomes of smallholders versus large farms have persistently highlighted government
neglect of the social contract obligations, lopsided treatments given the rural-urban development
schemes and neglect of gender issues in farming and labor migration. In fact, some of the issues
have epitomized in inequities, the income disparity between small farmlands and those of large,
agribusinesses; rural underdevelopment, lack of politically savvy people within a community of
small farms, without the training, education and knowledge regarding their own political system’s
intrigues.
In Current History, Ramdas (2006) argued in the article “Feminists and Fundamentalists”
if society will get enough credit if it accommodated women the way it has historically promoted
issues concerning men, so that the expectation for successful outcome would infinitely drive social
justice, equal opportunity and fairness; Goldstone (2010), in his January/February article “The
New Population Bomb: The Four Megatrends That Will Change the World,” noted in Foreign
Affairs that changing the prevailing culture to embrace people from all walks of life is critical for
globally changing dynamics; and given the entrepreneurial approach, Om Malik in his Business
2.0 article “The Road to Riches,” in Business 2.0 and Regan Morris, in his New York Times
November 18, 2004, article “To Get Ahead, Own the Store,” described ways that entrepreneurs
could get ahead profitably by demonstrating a clear understanding of the rules of the game and,
entrepreneurially foster their own economic development. Based on the authors’ perception, the
new road to prosperity will become achievable based on community involvement.
Historically, the agricultural industry has become a rather significant necessity, not only
because of its strategic importance for the broader economy, but also because of its potential role,
capacity for dramatic developments and the proactive enterprises that have increasingly played a
role, giving rise to growing productivity and economic modernization. Through research, the farm
culture has immeasurably culminated in a supply chain of activities, continuing the progressive
spillovers (Herrick and Kindleberger, 1983). As economists have argued, strategically, the
practical and entrepreneurial solutions to the pervasive agricultural problems, given expectations,
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particularly in famine, have three operant pillars, embracing what type of goods to produce for
society, how to produce those goods using efficient approaches and the distribution of these goods.
At the same time, concerns about the skills required to produce that goods as well as the human
target of consumption have figured eminently in development debates regarding the social
responsibility of government (Marglin, 2003).
Since the days of yore when Thomas Carlyle characterized economics as a dismal science,
the Malthusian premise that occasioned this characterization culminated in phenomenal
technology, featuring not only economies of scale in production but also a regimen of growing and
increasing returns rooted in resource substitution (Herrick and Kindleberger, 2003). In particular,
the strategic transition from diminishing returns to increasing returns became rather important
because of opportunity cost of resources. In the 1980s, neo-liberal ideologues introduced structural
adjustments as the appropriate political tool with social imperatives, promoting and economic
development (World Development Report, 2008). Given structural adjustments, “the expectation
was that removing the state will free the private sector… free the markets for private sector”
promoting efficiency. In pursuit of least-cost techniques, the Report noted, commercial farming
left in its wake “small holders exposed to extensive market failures, high transaction costs and
risks, and service gaps. Incomplete gaps impose huge costs in forgone growth and welfare losses
for small holders, threatening their competitiveness and, in many cases, their survival.”
With strategic strokes of human creativity, the growing changes in land cultivation as well
as the nonlinear growth in economy caused a huge exodus of labor from agriculture and occasioned
wage rise (Stanislaw and Yergin, 2002; Herrick and Kindleberger, 1983). The rise in farm labor
wages, particularly those resulting from labor scarcity, reflected the effect of diminishing marginal
returns in the post-peak production period. The countervailing effect was that capital intensive
technology had neither been able to address the persistent socioeconomic concerns regarding rural
underdevelopment, nor its parallel issue, the growing, persistent environmental concerns.
Economically, since men, mostly family breadwinners have been beset with enormous
socioeconomic pressure, such conditions historically have resulted in the search for other jobs, in
particular nonfarm employment, so as to increase their incomes. Regrettably, the negative
spillovers that pervaded the rural areas have also gripped the urban regions. Not only have the
migrations to urban locations become widespread and unbearable, skills that migrant labor might
require for gainful employed have been rather elusive. In some respects, the result has necessitated
potential entrepreneurial solutions.
In the 2005 article “Moore’s Law and Technological Determinism” (by Paul E. Cerruzi)
and that in 1995, “Five Things We Need to Know about Technological Change” (March 27, by
Neil Postman), the authors both noted that the coming of age of technology was much too
important for only technologists to handle. The authors claimed that socioeconomically positive
and growing economy should occur not only in farming, but that, elements of development
embedded in every technology have particularly been rather crucial with the power of spillover
benefits to small entrepreneurially minded systems, seeking improved standard of living and
sustainable growth. Attributes regarding the differences in standard of living could be result of
profound lack of education, training and special skills among agricultural labor. In this age of
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computer knowhow, the expectation is farm laborers migrating to urban regions might unwittingly
not possess requisite experiences regarding the knowledge and ability to support decent prospects
for competitive jobs.
Globally, the ideological issues regarding labor migration have become an essential feature
in the democratic debate. In competition for farm laborers, small farm owners who could ill-afford
the services of migrant labor have had to seek alternative jobs making larger incomes working in
urban regions (World Development Report, 2005). For small farmlands, the potential for increases
in labor cost per unit output has continued to feed into the frenzied discussions on immigration.
The small, mom-and-pop farms’ ability to employ the resources they require for land cultivation
is not only pertinent, but also difficult to acquire because obtaining them could exert rather
negative effects on their living standards (World Development Report, 2005, 2008, 2010).
To address this issue, Bardes, Sheley and Schmidt (2015) noted that democrats are
favorably disposed to budget appropriations that address socially equitable programs, including
sustained public assistance to smallholders through government-sponsored Small Business
Administration. By contrast, Republicans have historically remained mostly opposed to
government intervention, even in many cases where social welfare is paramount. This quirky
situation arises given ideologically-driven position that Republican have embraced regarding
limited government, favorable disposition to markets as well as the private sector and ethics of
self-reliance that have stood starkly in contrast with social contract obligations, even if it expands
social welfare. Incredibly, Garrard (2014) noted that Rosseau pondered one crucial scenario
regarding environmental scarcity and resource competition in such depth that where social inequity
necessitates policies promoting social welfare.
According to Bardes, Shelley and Schmidt (2015), interest groups form so as to promote
agendas that they each could not attain, individually. The corollary expectation is small holders
will each pursue goals that facilitate their standard of living, but at same time, realize the power of
interest groups, such as farm cooperatives spearheading their collective pursuits. While small
holder participation could depend on marginal benefits, the added value might not be the same for
all members, to the extent that diversified harvests readily turn into cash, effecting quick sales
turnovers (Fisher and Quaim, 2014); even as various prospects for improvements in paltry profit
can still reflect incentive for the larger agenda (Ash, Boyce, Chang and Scharber, 2013).
With limited resources, small farmland owners each have pursued their own economic
interests with limited success while at the same time large farmers have grown ever larger and
bigger into agribusiness enterprises informing the pervasive imperfect market in agriculture. The
reality is that by implementing vertical integration enterprises, large farms and agribusinesses
underscore the crucial factors that highlight market imperfections and marginalize small farmlands
competitively. Given social contract obligations, conflicts have become apparent based on
governments’ need to maintain a pure market milieu whereby, without exception, all farmlands
could benefit as opposed to a politically-motivated democratic milieu, driven by the operant selfserving behaviors of large farmland and agribusinesses.
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With transactions that promote economic interests, the political genius of democracy of
majority rule that determine electoral outcomes, lends itself as legislators fashion farm policy. For
large farms seeking to make more than standard normal profits characterizing pure competition,
their strategies have historically necessitated significant policy-making inroads with the use of
lobbyists arguing for and obtaining subsidies, under a system of agricultural support policy. (Janda,
Berry, Goldman, Schildkraut, 2016; Bardes, Shelley, and Schmidt, 2015; Bonnano et al, 2000).
By flexing their muscles, politically, the large holders have conveniently positioned
themselves in ways that drive the agricultural support programs to their advantage. With their
savvy political machines, they have incredibly stayed adept, conveniently extracting larger
amounts than all the small farmlands combined, 90 percent of the farm subsidies, even though the
number of small farmlands exceeds the combined number large farmlands and agribusinesses
(World Development Report, 2008). It is especially poignant that given their way of doing
business, such savvy farmers, with astute understanding of the political economy of farm
agriculture, have become effective policy-making tools in foreign policy. In the 2006 publication,
“Agriculture and Rural Development Gender in Agriculture Sourcebook” the World Bank, FAO
and the UN reported that large farms and agribusinesses effectively coordinate their operations in
ways that impact foreign policy. Using quotas, the reports stated that the farm lobbyists in various
advanced economies have persistently impacted legislations that limit the import of foreign
agricultural products. Globally, the policy constraints on farm commodity exert negative effects
on small holdings; socioeconomically, the large farmland activities have underscored much wider
policy implications.
On the domestic front, small farmlands have continued to bear the negative brunt of the
savvy political machinations of large farms and agribusinesses. Globally, sanctions as well as the
quotas and tariffs not only undermine a level playing field of perfect competition; they furthermore
allude to the dearth of moral imperative that government social contract obligations purport, in
light of untold smallholder risks and underdevelopment in rural regions. With well-timed
strategies, the resulting business prospect could add immense value from the novel production
trajectory and aggressive marketing schemes (Assibey-Mensah, 1999). With farm cooperatives,
small holders could benefit from the aggressive leadership required to assuage the enormous risks
besetting them. According to the World Bank (2008), many novel approaches in production and
marketing would take time to cultivate because integrating such principles could acutely involve
an acculturation process, given the learning curve.
The Model
In this section, we present a model of small farmland under the aegis of farm cooperatives.
Agricultural harvests take place seasonally. Not only does this model mimic its precedence from
Assibey-Mensah (1999) given patent development and consistent with Assibey-Mensah (1994).
However the applications to community organization is starkly different. But then, given strategic
investments, production and marketing activities need to become a timely condition so as to yield
the expected maximum revenue (Assibey-Mensah, 1999). Unassuaged by the daunting behaviors
of large farmers and agribusinesses, we examine how the various small farmers can become
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competitive as they fine-tune the conduct of their operations in ways consistent imperfect markets
similar to the large, agribusiness entities. In principle, the primary goal of farm cooperative entails
employing endogenous tools so as to engender operational efficiency. The paper emphasizes
rewards from timely innovative strategies that farm cooperatives could offer by way of vicariously
improving their members’ market position (Assibey-Mensah, 1999, 1994).
We assume that each farm cooperative member could cultivate such a strategy in the likely
prospect of benefitting from the strategy. Strategically, the cooperative organization provides
unique leadership in an imperfect market by providing infrastructure and technology that small
farms otherwise find difficult to obtain or access. At the same time, this should not imply that each
firm will obtain economic profits. In spite of the rigors of competition, numerous laws on subsidies
and government regulations, each small farm could do what it can to sell its products at a socially
optimal time. With the help of the cooperative, each farmland maintains an inventory of farm
harvests that are kept in periods of excess production to make up for periods of shortfalls.
We assume that farms operate in a competitive market and the normal or zero economic
profit decreases exogenously over time. As long as it stays in business, its activities go on and we
can assume, in the future, in the long run. The cooperative infrastructures enable each firm to
engender opportunity to generate larger profits. In light of the challenge of declined profits, we
assume that the cooperative amenities that foster opportunities for growth augment profitability
and provide the strong incentives to persevere strategically in their business conduct. Many momand-pop small farmers have left farming business altogether, and while some have sold their
farmlands to larger farms, others engage as part-time farmers (Bonnano et al, 2000). In this model,
the decision to stay in business rides on vital facilities that goad small farmers, in particular, to
earn extra income beyond the normal profit, as Figure 1 shows.
Figure 1

At one point B, the profit curve bifurcates or branches off into two separate curves, lower
profit value by BV1 and BV2, which entails a much higher profit. According to figure 1, these two
curves represent profit levels and in turn different market conditions based on their locations and
degree of profitability. The profit curve BV1 shows a much steeper slope than that of BV2. The
curve BV1 is steeper than the profit curve BV2. The steeper slope of BV1 implies that the normal
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profit that small farms experience given their purely competitive market structure goes down as
more small farms enter the market fray. In particular, this situation highlights agricultural produce
the flea markets and neighborhood gardens offer for sale. Besides, the large agribusiness continue
to affect the purely competitive market outlets with supply chain of agricultural harvests with
prices offered at discounted prices. Consequently, such decreases in demand takes place because
of availability of substitutes, a variety of goods suitably addressing customer preference or taste,
or both. The profit curve BV2 is flatter denoting that, for any small farm, the benefits from
cooperative activities have improved its profitability so that its profitability diminishes as a much
slower rate than that of BV1.
These two profit curves BV1 and BV2 respectively represent the standard zero profit (or
normal profit) given perfect competition and economic profit given imperfect competition. In other
words, the innovatively entrepreneurial techniques provided by farm cooperatives resulted in the
marginal increase from BV1 to BV2. The net positive difference between BV1 and BV2 is an
indication of the novel strategies that the farm cooperative members could potentially add to their
otherwise low incomes based on the entrepreneurial decision-making structure. In fact, the faster
rate at which normal profit decreases, as shown by BV1 provides the motivation for the small farms
to engage in new strategic enterprises with concomitant activities, dubbed entrepreneurial, that
result in economic profit and consistent with BV2. Strategically, the technology generates cost
savings in production and increases net profits from BV1 and BV2, enabling the small farmlands
to reduce their opportunity costs. We use differential equation to explain this condition in Equation
1.
𝑉𝑉 ′ (𝑅𝑅) = −𝑔𝑔𝑅𝑅

(1)

Equation 1 denotes that normal profits, V, in competitive markets decrease over time, t,
while V’(t) is the first order condition for the change in profits over time; g denotes a positive
constant by which profits decrease proportionally over time. We assume a constant and
proportional rate of decrease even though actual values may differ over time. The small farmland
begins to make profit at time zero (t = 0) and stays in business for the long term, denoted by infinity
(∞) in Figure 1.
By rewriting Equation 1 after applying the separable differential condition, we obtain
Equation 2.
𝑑𝑑𝑑

= −𝑔𝑔𝑅𝑅

(2)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
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Equation 2, like Equation 1, states that the residual returns that small farmland consider as
normal profits of their operations have the tendency to diminish over a period of time. Again, we
have assumed a constant rate of decrease over time, as shown Figure 1 illustrates. Finally, we
rewrite Equation 2 into its standard form in Equation 3.

V(𝑅𝑅) = V0𝑅𝑅 −𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖

(3)

Equation 3 is the present value of the small farmland’s residual return, also known as the
normal profit. Equation 3 accounts for the small farm enterprise’s opportunity costs, r, using the
integral function and the stream of normal profits that the enterprises makes over time. Rewriting
Equation 3 into Equation 4, we obtain the discounted net present value of zero profit, over an
indefinite period of time.
∞

V = ∫ 𝑉𝑉 0𝑅𝑅 −𝑖(𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔)
0

(4)

Equation 4 shows the small farm’s discounted present value of zero profit. We calculate
growth, k, as the difference between r and g (that is r – g = k). Even though the Equation 4 does
not contain the growth variable, k, the implication is vital. Growth (a positive k) rate denotes that
as the small farmland becomes entrepreneurial, it potentially decreases its opportunity costs and
end up making economic profit. New investment tools such as those provided through the
cooperative endeavors, economies of scale activities and the increasingly positive growth in
seasonal production are enough to give rise of economic profits. Given the small farmlands as
members of farm cooperative, they each have the opportunity to maximize their profitability
because of the new agricultural amenities, otherwise unattainable, at their disposal. Finally, the
decision culminated in investment outlays for educational activities that vitally foster new
production technology with enhanced productivity. In retrospect, given the economic profits, the
small farmlands reduce their opportunity costs becomes evident in their enhanced profitability as
opposed to some financial instrument such as bond yielding a fixed rate of return or the purchase
of a stock whose value can depreciate over time and fail to yield dividends.
It is important to note the similarities between Equation 4 and Figure 1. Equation 4 is the
discounted present value of the competitive structure regarding the standard profit over time, while
Figure 1 shows this condition, graphically. Equation 4 also denotes that profits of the small
farmland decreases over time. Such a decrease in competitive markets as regards normal profits
acutely provides various small farmlands, in light of agribusiness phenomenally growing scale of
operations and profits, the motivation to augment their profits too. In particular, farm cooperative
offer incentives whereby small farmland could potentially compete in light of the gaming schemes
of politics that agribusinesses and large farms have fashioned and structured in the form of
imperfect market.
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Under the banner of farm cooperatives, the total volume of small farmland outputs can
immeasurably engender the competitive strength that farm cooperatives will require to combat the
market intimidation by both agribusinesses and large farms. By acting independently, each small
farmland knows any potential fight that it need to wage against agribusinesses and large farms will
crucially become a very tall order indeed. Consequently, the with farm cooperatives, the small
farmlands, as members, could enhance their production, marketing and financial skills and at the
same time become entrepreneurial, chalking economic profits in the imperfect market structure.
The enhanced business techniques are worth the potential improvements in profitability, expressed
as the difference between the normal profits it makes under pure competition and the economic
profit they each can make as small farmlands under various farm cooperatives.
In essence, as sleeping giants, farm cooperatives immediate problem is to find the optimal
time to introduce its new members to the growing profits of the imperfect market dominantly
occupied by both large farms and agribusinesses. Based on three arguments (or terms), each small
farmland will benefit from the collective effort of the farm cooperative based on a total profit
function that included the following:
V=

∞

∫

0

∞

𝑉𝑉 𝑅𝑅 −𝑖(𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + ∫0

0

𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴 𝑅𝑅

∞

−𝑖𝑖(𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + ∫0

𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑅

−𝑖𝑖(𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(5)

Equation 5 sums up the three terms that make up the potential that each small farmland
will reap enormous rewards from its membership to the farm cooperative. The first term contains
the variable V0 which is the present value of the farm profits before membership with the farm
cooperative; the second term VA denotes the total present value of the profits the small farm makes
given affiliation with the farm cooperative organization from the application of new tools
regarding management, production, marketing and; while the third term is the total present value
of the products resulting from economies of scope. The second as well as the third terms of
Equation 5 have unbounded upper limits. This refers to the long term duration of business, the
unknown number of years it takes to make this profit given the time frame that the small farmland
seeks to introduce the beneficial amenities with the growing effects of the learning curve. To
obtain a specific discounted value, we must determine that the limit of the profit function
converges. Modifying the infinity in second and third term of Equation 5 and using limits, results
in Equation 6.
V = ∫ ∞ 𝑉𝑉0 𝑅𝑅 −𝑖𝑖(𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔)
0

1

𝑑𝑑𝑑 -

𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔

∞

lim ∫ 𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴 𝑅𝑅

−𝑖𝑖(𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔)

𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 −

1
𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔
𝑖𝑖

∞

lim ∫ 𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑅

−𝑖𝑖(𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(6)

Equation 6 is similar to Equation 5 except that Equation 6 is modified with limits. This is
a necessary condition that ensuring that the improper integral resulting from the infinity in
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testing for convergence of profits ensures that profits decrease over time. This is analogous to
product life cycle during which products reach their maturity stage and then decline over time. The
test for convergence results in the small farmland’s profits decreasing over time, as Figure 1 shows.
From Equation 6, we obtain the discounted present value of the stream of the small farmland’s
profits, in Equation 7.

V=

𝑉𝑉0
𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔

𝑉𝑉

0
+ 𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔
𝑅𝑅 −𝑖(𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔) +

𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴 + 𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅
𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔

𝑅𝑅 −𝑖𝑖(𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔)

(7)

Equation 7 is the discounted present value of the small farm’s new stream of profits.
Equation 7 contains three terms that sum the total profit that include the zero profit that the small
farmland makes before becoming a member of the farm cooperative. The first term denotes the
normal profit after time zero, (t = 0), and the second term denotes the discounted present value of
normal profits. The second term is subtracted from the total profit’s function.
Moreover, Figure 1 is useful in explaining this condition. Based on Figure 1, the second
term is equal to the profit curve ABV1. The curve ABV1 is the normal profit or the pre-membership
profit in the competitive market. After introducing the new strategy, the second term, the normal
profit which is diminishing over time, should not be added again to the overall profits. Rather, the
difference between ABV1 and ABV2 must be added to the small farm’s total profits for to obtain
the economic profit resulting from the new strategy. Consequently, in light of this new strategy,
it’s necessary to subtract the second term from the small farmland’s overall profits. Finally, the
third term is the discounted profit resulting from the novel strategy. Not only does it include the
economic profit that the small farmland makes using the new strategy; it moreover factors in the
profits based on the number of years it takes to arrive at this amount of profit.
Because the small farmland’s immediate concern is to seek the optimal time to introduce
this novel strategy, we take the partial derivative of the total profit, V, with respect to time, t, and
obtain the optimal time, t*, in Equation 8.

t* =

1
𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔

ln(

𝑉𝑉0
𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴+ 𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅

)

(8)

Equation 8 denotes that optimal time t* that the small farmland needs to introduce the new
strategy to optimize its residual returns. Because the discounted present value connotes a duration
within which the innovator optimizes its future stream of profits, the time must be optimal since it
affects the time period in which the small farm earns this profit. Equation 8 denotes this optimal
time, t*, as it accounts for the discounted optimal net present value of the farm’s profits and also
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shows that relationship between the small farm holder’s profit before introducing the new strategy
and its post-introduction profits. Using the logarithmic function and its rule as well as the
assumption that the post-introduction profit is larger than the pre-introduction profit, we create
Figure 2, as visual aid to analyze profitability variables and their relationship to Equation 8.

Figure 2

0

t*

∞

Figure 2 shows a liner time horizon from time, t = 0 (that is the time that the small farm
began as a profit-seeking entity) through the optimal time, t*, through to the future which is
represented by infinity, ∞. Time 0 represents the time when the small farmland began tilling the
land seeking profit. We assume that t* is the optimal time that the small farmland ought to
introduce the new strategy while the infinity (∞) denotes that the investment is long term in
duration. The small farm faces lots of uncertainties including weather vicissitudes and ruinous
climatic conditions. At the same time, the investments means that the small farm is in business to
make profits and need to introduce the new strategy that its inventory of products can facilitate
profit optimization. Strategically, this makes the optimal time, t*, to introduce the strategy a crucial
condition for maximizing its profits.

Farm Opportunities Will Cultivate and Sustain Progressive Enterprises

Strategically, smallholders could become favorably disposed to the strategies that farm
cooperatives provide them, with opportunities for proactive development and sustained growth.
Empowered by such plan, smallholders will have cultivated the capacity initially necessary with
the readiness to embark on the critical pursuits. As such, farm cooperatives provide a justifiable
counterpoint to agribusinesses and large farms since, capably, they could accord the small farm
enterprises with entrepreneurial strategies. Based on the organization resources, the cohort of small
farms can potentially reap increasing gains from growing capacity. With the required resources,
smallholders would be strategically situated to take advantage of the available skills, knowledge
and ability. Indeed, for the smallholder, the prospects for nurturing the entrepreneurial approach
could become enormous, strategically.
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Based on World Bank (2008) assessment, the small holder-sized enterprises “can engage
collective action to access services, achieve economies of scale in markets, and acquire voice in
policy-making,” in ways that facilitate their acquisition of competitive skills. As institutions
governing farm accessibility to land, farm cooperatives activities have encompassed a rather long
history of “adapting to social, natural and economic factors.” An interesting economic attribute of
such groupings by diverse range of members also reflect the incredible reality and the dynamics
of modern economy. The reality is based on the role that land plays, the value of land not only as
a primary factor of production, but also the diversity of agricultural harvests, given economies of
scope, the various products of land utilization, cultural identity and political power.” Invariably, it
is cultural identity that has given rise enormously to farm cooperatives, based on uniqueness,
common challenges and potential opportunities that motivate smallholders to foster and improve
their lifestyles.
Smallholders have a real need for strategies that provide the skills as well as the capacity
to sustain competition and accord institutional innovations. The viability of this process will factor
into both performance and outcomes, securely becoming amenable given community concerns,
market needs and new products. According to Ray and Schaffer (2013), new technological features
could cultivate the capacity engendering collaborations between civil society and the private sector
working in ways that assuage historic concerns and promote adjustment in farm policies. As
Professor Francis Snyder noted in a speech to the WTO, entitled “Reflections on the Hidden
Jurisprudence, the new farm cooperatives would be able to provide justification that we “need a
global food safety agency.” With such needs, the justification could above all, address rural
development. Not only would the new order likely underscore global trading and the historic large
contributions, it could easily feature the pervasive benefits of agricultural industry. In particular,
the many economic activities in both rural and urban locations exert incredibly negative spillover
effects on various institutional structures and economic linkages (Krugman and Wells, 2012;
Assibey-Mensah, 2011, Engelman, 2009; Herrick and Kindleberger, 1983).
Over time, however, the challenges in the agricultural processes have vitally and positively
culminated into opportunely wholesome entrepreneurial strategies. Because it presents a
comprehensive perspective, the entrepreneurial approach accord several levels of innovations.
Also, entrepreneurs have over time maintained the dominance as the composite tools for problemsolving as they have persevered in championing severally the principles that address “inequities in
the land tenure system that have culminated in large parcels of lands and in effect
impoverished…causing small farm…stripped them of their means of livelihood.” In light of
persistent challenges, Crowder (2011 and Sachs (2005) argued that the potential solution have
called for strategies reversing the “inequities in land tenure system…have culminated in
fragmentations of parcels of land….impoverishing farm owners, causing small farms…their
means of livelihood.”
Strategically, farm cooperatives can aggressively cultivate the knowhow that enterprises
need together with the capacity required to engender several opportunities, socially, politically and
economically, based on their potentially structured institutional role. Unfortunately, cluster
development projects that, in the past, gave rise to market imperfections and industrial organization
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(I/O), have unquestionably rendered the past approaches rather unworkable. Notwithstanding the
difficulties, such cooperative organizations can ultimately position themselves crucially under a
much better economic framework. Consistently, such an outlook might facilitate promoting
institutional process innovations with more efficient input markets as well as the new local
agrodealers based on tools that drive market-smart subsidies (World Bank, 2008). Moreover,
encompassing this strategy will be the abatement of the pervasive financial constraints that inflict
and perpetuate cycles of poverty, generationally. It is fact that with a heightened market
uncertainty, the rise in systemic risks will augment borrowing costs. In the world of farming,
financial constraints have become more pervasive on account of increased risks. In effect, the
requisite novel strategy will enable implementations of microfinance plans in order to assist
smallholders.
According to Muhammed Yunis, various microloans have enabled more flexibility with
necesarry guarantees ensuring that borrowers would be able to repay the loan. In Bangla Desh,
Grameen Bank has provided a model example of microfinance institutions (MFI). According to
the World Bank (2008), the financial reality has been rather disappointing in rural settings. The
Bank noted that few households and smallholders could be well positioned to cultivate the required
capacity to meet their credit criteria and other financial requirements. In a “recent survey of 6,000
households in two states…87 percent of the marginal farmers surveyed had no access to formal
credit, and 71 percent had no access to savings in a formal financial institution.” However, with
backing from cooperatives, many MFI could develop the capacity to lend to local smallholders
and share the liability for repayment, and for collateral, they could use social capital as a substitute
for wealth (World Development Report, 2008). Besides formal financial institutions, informal
providers of financial services have the option of rotating their savings and credit associations,
money lenders, pawn shops and businesses that provide financing to their customers, friends and
relatives. Other institutions include NGOs, self-help organizations, small financial cooperatives
and credit unions.
This paper’s expectations is that MFI activities cannot become the mainstay of rural
finance. Since the rural-urban debate alludes to the disproportionately underdeveloped rural
regions, opportunities that foster small farm developments and growth also need to focus on
addressing issues in the rural regions. In light of financial challenges, MFI do not have the capacity
to provide or become the mainstay of rural finance. But given well-targeted framework of
strategies, the farm cooperatives can promote, improve, and above all, support a wide range of
rural financial projects, in view of rural regions’ fundamental challenges. Even though agricultural
lending institutions have been rather unsuccessful in some developing nations such as Gambia,
Peru and Bolivia, government-sponsored agricultural lending have been successful in many
developed nations such as Korea and Taiwan.
With the entrepreneurial approach, small farmlands have the potential to create
sustainability regarding both global food safety and food security. Based on Moore (2010), small
farms could cultivate proactive techniques by using dynamic strategies that, the costly laborintensive techniques notwithstanding, will invariably become favorably disposed to economic
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growth. By integrating proactive strategies, both the smallholders and rural residents will
invariably embrace education, training and research facilities capable of new ideas, economies of
scale and capital formation processes. Moreover, by planning strategically, their capital formation
capacity would positively be reckoned as a realistic force. Potentially, the benefits such outcome
facilitate rural modernization with the dynamism regarding globalization and economic
development. Education will inevitably promote and improve culture. As such, socioeconomically,
the new approach will facilitate economies of scale in production and abate the socioeconomic
opportunity costs.
The expectation is that farm cooperatives will primarily remain instrumental in employing
required capabilities and strategic tools that purposefully provide directions and inform small
farmlands decision-making. Strategically, such action will viably entail pathways that forge ahead
and promote the diversity of the members producing several agricultural products. Turning out the
variety of products into profit translates into a marketing enterprises with the idea of satisfying the
needs of the customers by means of the products and the whole cluster of things associated with
creating, delivering and finally consuming it. Acting in ways similar to cartels, farm cooperative
can marshal enterprises that move beyond strategy so as to sustain the membership goal of strategic
profitability.
Strategically, there are a considerable number of functions and responsibilities that small
farmlands will perform given their membership to farm cooperative organization, even though
they take time. Since excellent conduct and performance will take time to bear fruition, the learning
curve becomes critical. It takes times to acquire the requisite management skills, the varieties or
scope of potential products that various pieces of lands could produce, for technical personnel to
discern practices that foster economies of scale, and the marketing as well as computers knowledge
that would bolster growing profitability.
Conclusion
Viably, the farm cooperatives are crucial organic programs. Specifically, they reflect a
community of smallholders with common strategic goals focusing on member operations with the
expectation to drive home successful outcomes. By contrast, each individual smallholder could illafford the capabilities of the farm cooperative. Consequently, given the services the members
derive from the farm cooperatives, they would likely engender vital enterprises purposefully
designated to pursue the common interest of the membership. As organic institutions, the
cooperatives have a mission geared toward ensuring economic stability. With globalization,
modern agricultural endeavor and proactively dynamic engagements would become a part of this
purposeful agricultural organization. Quite naturally, their responsibilities seem quite expansive
scope beyond agriculture. Globally, the facilitation and marshaling of resources, facilities and
enterprises that capably fend off large farm and agribusiness historic threats should be real. At the
same time, given proactive and sustainable role, the pressing issue is the farm cooperatives will
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need to actively cultivate vital programs that become effective and culminate in viable enterprises
and dynamic structures consistent with the global economic dynamism. In addition to vitality, such
viable enterprises will hinge not only on the soundness of prospective tools that address the
economic problem; in principle, the policy variables should target political and environmental
concerns.
Organically, farm cooperatives constitute very high-valued enterprises. Potentially, such
activities could foster a formidable competitive programs in rural regions. The orientation for
production capacity developments, and the potential to diminish risks could in several ways
threaten the large farmlands and agribusinesses stranglehold, given industrial agriculture. While
the introduction of value-added products may engender a competitive run for market power against
large farms and agribusiness ventures, that in turn could foster a decent level of proactive
knowledge in support of new product developments and economies of scope. Moreover,
orientations of educational programs regarding soil type, pesticides, irrigation and composting
could go a long way operationally informing small farmland management and operations. In
particular, the inclusion of limited-resource farmers, otherwise ill-equipped and unable to compete,
will highlight challenges that various underserved communities have faced over time. More
important, such challenges can engender values entrepreneurially crucial and macroeconomic in
scope.
The perception that small farmland each can’t make significant difference will become
rather tenuous and crucially fleeting when the farm cooperatives formidably become ensconced in
the enterprises and related activities that this paper posits. Consequently, rather than a narrow
focus, the value-added project will engender enormous, positive macroeconomic impact. In effect,
farm cooperatives become viable tools for the rejuvenation and empowerment of small farms that
otherwise have been rather powerless in either confronting or addressing or improving their own
socioeconomic demise. Rather than a tenuous response, farm cooperatives will be well positioned
to cultivate the means and generate the capacity for smallholders, given their competitive inkling
to succeed, progress and grow.
With market imperfections, the large farmlands have persisted phenomenally enjoying
economic profit, in contrast to normal profit in the industry once considered as perfect competition.
Given strategic goals, the standard profits have been rather insufficient in light of limited inputs,
constrained capitals and insurance expenditures (Wiggins, 2014). With the creation of industrial
agriculture, smallholders have undergone many economic setbacks given pervasive challenges.
For this reason, farm cooperatives have the potential to return smallholders to their historic role,
as vastly developing economic opportunities. In view of the multi-agency role, representing
smallholders, the structure of the new enterprises can buoy the market portfolio and abate risks
through the enormously diverse harvests and new products (Songn-Grunvag, Larsen, Young,
2014).
With economies of scope, the diversity of products together with growing yields that
otherwise will be unattainable can engender some measure to afford inputs, large scale modern
agricultural techniques given the ability to reduce risks. Berger and Troost (2014) argued that
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several farms and their numerous products given weather vicissitudes, could essentially mitigate
risk and provide effective barriers to the uncertainties in production. It will mean that the
smallholders could profitably benefit from the pervasive price variations with some measure
stabilization regarding the environmental uncertainty and the wide swings so as to ameliorate the
global food security, price and food volatility (Ray and Schaffer, 2014; Bonnano et al, 2000).
According to the Human Development Report (HDR) (2014), the implementations of such
cooperative farm enterprises could effectively address food volatility and the agenda for rural
developments, in light of the global need produce adequate food.
The 2014 HDR and World Bank (1998) surmised that reorienting agricultural cooperatives
that to small farmland concerns could increasingly encompass regimes using sustainable strategies
comparable to dynamic gale force regarding sustained changes in agriculture fostering economic
development and social progress. Such characterizations evince positive results in that, given
national security, small farmlands can become forceful agents of change. In entrepreneurial roles,
promoting a variety of foods, they will capably address the volatility in production and engender
food security. Promoting food safety as well as enterprises fostering rural development will create
some dependability that creatively redefine and dynamically reorient small farm activities toward
the attainment of viable solutions regarding world hunger. As a structure oriented to a more
optimistic outlook, it potentially empowers not only the women, but also the youth in various rural
with social amenities. In rural regions, amenities geared toward human capital development
become the requisite tools that maintain the balance in the development fulcrum between ruralurban development programs. Consequently, in rural regions, the embodiment of resilient projects
under the structure of rural cooperatives can foster enormous appeal in promoting other reliable
amenities including education, roads, electricity and other important infrastructures in health and
communications.
With farm cooperatives at their behest, small farmlands will have necessarily acquired the
best agency dynamically oriented toward their capacity cultivation of new products using novel
technology. Not only will the new strategy become useful and meaningful; enormously the
activities of that smallholders each stands to enhance the aggregate economy In essence, the farm
cooperatives will cultivate composite new farm techniques with strategic adjustments regarding a
storage system, a variety of distribution channels and bargaining activities, despite insignificant
quantity and abounding substitutes. Consequently, as farm cooperative implement long term
strategies, each small farmland will together or collectively, they will cultivate some market power
with required infrastructures that effectively give the large farm cohorts a run for their competition.
In a positive light, the outcome entails smallholders gaining a viable measure of income stability
with sustainable growth, albeit the climatic uncertainty and weather vicissitudes.
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Brief Comments on the Evolution of the Department of Economics at OU
Alex J. Kondonassis
University of Oklahoma

Abstract

The Department of Economics at the University of Oklahoma has experienced substantial
evolutionary changes in the fifty years if 1958 – 2008. The size of faculty almost tripled to 18 by 2008, the
undergraduate and graduate programs were qualitatively changed to be more competitive, new areas of
study were added, e.g. , economic theory, econometrics, international economics, economic development,
comparative economic systems, economic history, all leading to a modification of the department’s previous
emphasis on institutionalism to a more mainstream economics. The Ph.D. program took off so that almost
150 Ph.D. degrees were graduated during the period. Many of the Ph.D. recipients have distinguished
themselves, e.g. as Provosts – VPAA, endowed chairholders, professors in major universities at home and
abroad, deans, president of the National Taiwan University, executive director of a major commercial bank
in Hong Kong, wealthy entrepreneur in South Korea, vice president of the Federal Reserve and a former
majority leader of the US House of Representative.
The Department of Economics took several other initiative including: 1) establishing a
distinguished lecture series bringing to OU several Nobel Laureates in Economics, e.g. Simon Kuznets,
Robert Mundell, Gunnar Myrdal, George Stigler; 2) founding an innovative MA program, the Advance
Programs in Economics, which educated with the MA degree more than two thousand people; 3)
contributing toward internationalizing OU by helping the Institute if American Enterprise designed to
promote economic literacy among journalists and also the creation of a new and popular MA degree in
managerial economics.
Another major change was that the Department of Economics moved to the College of Arts and
Sciences in 1991, a place that Economics feel intellectually more at home. Overall Economics at OU
through the years has attained quality growth and balance in teaching, research, and service at home and
abroad.

Introduction

Courses in Economics at OU began to be offered in 1898 in the college of Arts & Sciences.
In 1904-1905 a department of Economics and Sociology was created and as a result, several
courses in Economics were offered. In 1913 Arthur Adams, an economist, joined OU and taught
all the Economic courses. In 1917 the School of Public and Private Business was created and
Arthur Adams was named Director. The School was within the College of Arts & Sciences. In
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1923 the School of Business, separate from the College of Arts & Sciences, was created. Adams
was named Dean. He was the first and only economist Dean of the College of Business
Administration since the College’s establishment. In 1925-26 the school was organized into
departments and Dean Adams became also head of the Department of Economics at OU. In 1929,
notwithstanding the debate between Deans Adams and Gittinger concerning the question of where
the home of Economics should be, a four year undergraduate curriculum in the College of Business
Administration was established. Other change included the establishment of the Masters of
Business Administration Program, the creation of the Bureau of Business Research and a new
building, the home of Business Administration. In 1948 Dean Adams retired and was given the
title of Dean Emeritus. Horace B. Brown was the nest Dean of the College of Business
Administration. His tenure was from 1948 to 1973. During this period the Department of
Economics experiences a great deal of growth in the size of faculty, in course offerings and also
in a number of other initiatives. Economics offered the BA in Economics in the College of
Business and the BA in Economics in the College of Arts & Sciences. In addition, the MA and the
Ph.D. in Economics have been major programs of economic education of the Department of
Economics. The Ph.D. in Economics began in 1951. It was the first Ph.D. degree in the College of
Business and one of the first in the Southwest.
The Department of Economics served the College of Business by offering undergraduate
courses such as Principles of Economics I & II, Statistics, and a numbers of upper division
economic electives. Economics was also called upon to offer several courses for the MBA degree
including Managerial Economics I & II, Statistics for Decision Making, and Contemporary
Economic Methods and Analysis (macroeconomics).
Many of the economics undergraduates have pursued Ph.D. degrees at OU and elsewhere
or have attended in prestigious law schools and MBA programs in the country. Over the years the
department of Economic has been privileged to grant about 15- Ph.D.’s. The recipients of these
degrees include several endowed chair holders in major universities, chair of departments, Deans,
a President of the National Taiwan University and now Minister of Technology, the Executive
Director of a major commercial bank in Hong Kong, a wealthy entrepreneur in South Korea, a vice
president of the Federal Reserve, professors in universities abroad, the former majority leader of
the U.S. House of Representatives, and many others.
During the Dean Brown years, Economics was able to fill some gaps in the economic
graduate offerings by adding faculty in areas such as international economics, economic theory,
econometrics, public finance and comparative economic systems. In this regard, the department
was able to add to its institutionalist orientation more mainstream economics and thus offered a
more balanced program over the years. The number of faculty increased to sixteen and the number
of graduate assistants to more than twenty.
In the 1960’s other initiatives of the Department of Economics included: 1.) The
establishment of a Distinguished Lecture Series to bring OU top visiting lecturer economists. The
program was sponsored by the OU Alumni Association and brought to OU economists Gunnar
Myrdal, Simon Kuznets, Robert Mundell, George Stigler, and Wasilly Leontieff, all of whom later
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received by the Nobel Prize in Economics; 2.) The development of a graduate interdisciplinary
program in Latin American Affairs was sponsored by the National Defense Education Act.
Cooperating departments were Economics, Political Science, Geography and History. Twelve
fellowships were received by OU and were awarded to high quality graduate students; 3.) The
Advanced Program in Economics under which the MA degree in Economics was offered in a
number of sites including Oklahoma and overseas. The program has provided graduate education
to U.S. military personnel and to others who otherwise might not have been able to receive it. It
has also given the economics faculty international travel experiences and the department greater
visibility; 4.) The merger of the small department of Business Statistics into Economics. The
faculty would find better expression in a larger department, and the resulting economies of scale
would benefit students and OU; 5.) The Department of Economics, through its chair, helped make
a first step in internalizing OU. Following an accreditation visit of OU by the North Central
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, President G. L. Cross decided to address a
recommendation of the accreditation report that OU ought to give more attention to an
international dimension. In this regard, the President Cross asked the chair of the Department of
Economics to chair a committee to study OU’s place in the international arena. An inventory of
OU’s faculty talents and programs in international affairs was taken, hearings were held with
several key faculty and administrators and a lengthy report with data and recommendations were
submitted to President Cross. One result of these deliberations was that a permanent committee on
World Affairs was established at OU and successive appointments to head OU’s international
activities were made. However, it is during the presidency of David Boren that OU’s commitment
to international affairs has become multifaceted and exceptionally strong.
In 1973 Wolf Baloff became Dean. One of the major changes he introduced was the
restructuring of the College of Business to one department with the Dean acting as both dean and
chair, the replacement of Committee A for each department by a Committee A for the entire
college. Dean Baloff resigned in 1976.
In August 1976 Dean Lawrence McKibbin became Dean of the College of Business.
During his tenure the number of Economics faculty increased to eighteen.
With Dean McKibbin’s support, Economics received a grant from Philips Petroleum to
establish the Institute for American Enterprise. The goal of the Institute was to promote economic
literacy among professionals with emphasis on professional journalists.
During the Dean McKibbin years Economics adopted the large section concept for
principles of economics. It also introduced the MA in Managerial Economics. The degree with a
problem –solving emphasis. It combines 20 credit hours in managerial oriented economics courses
with 12 credit hours management and finance courses. It has been a popular degree under the
Advanced Program format and about 60-70 students have graduated worldwide, including
Hongkong, annually. Dean McKibbin resigned in 1986.
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In 1991, the Economics faculty unanimously agreed to move to to the College of Arts &
Sciences. The desire to move Arts & Sciences was not new for the Economics faculty.
Philosophically OU Economists as social scientists have always felt close to Arts & Sciences.
Statistically almost half pf the departments of Economics in the country are in Arts & Sciences.
What finally prompted the move was the announcement by the Dean of the College of Business,
Robert Lusch that he wished to phase out all graduate programs except the MBA. Strong support
for the Economics, the Provost subsequently left OU for a presidency in another university and the
Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences left administration for teaching. As a result Economics
was not able to transfer all its financial resources to its new home and its size decreased.
Since 1991 the Economics faculty have made a smooth transition into their new home in
the College of Arts & Sciences. Dean Paul Bell has provided strong support and understanding of
the goals and concerns of Economics. The emphasis of Economics continues to be excellence in
teaching and relevance in economic research. A continuing challenge has been to teach large
numbers of students with a small size faculty (one of the smallest in the Big 12). A gratifying
development is that the number of undergraduate economics majors has experienced a steady
increase in recent years.

Since 1958 Economics has had the following Chairs/Directors:
Nelson Peach/Paul Brinker

1958 - 61

Alex Kondonassis

1961 - 71

Ben Taylor

1971 - 76

Kirk Stephens

1976 - 79

Alex Kondonassis

1979 - 86

Don Murry

1986 - 89

Chong Liew

1989 - 92

Dave Huettner

1992 - 98

Tim Dunne

1999 - 02

Lex Holmes

2002 –
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The 2003-2004 academic year Economics faculty included:
Chakraborty, Indranil - Assistant Professor
Clark, William - Associate Professor
Dune, Timothy – Chong K. Liew Chair in Economics
Grier, Kevin – Professor
Grier, Robin – Associate Professor
Hartigan, James – Professor
Holmes, Alexander – Regent’s Professor
Ju, Jiandong – Associate Professor
Kondonassis, A. J. – Boyd & Regent’s Professor
Kosmopoulou, Georgia – Associate Professor
Mitra, Aparna – Assistant Professor
O-Brien, Dennis – Brock Chair
Okediji, Tade – Associate Professor
Reed, William R. – Professor
Rogers, Cynthia – Associate Professor
Smallwood, Aaron – Assistant Professor
Sutter, Daniel – Associate Professor
Over the years the department of Economics has grown in stature and accomplishments. A
number of new faculty have contributed to these attainments. Several of the faculty have been
recognized with outstanding teaching awards, e.g. David Professorship, Merrick Foundation
Teaching Awards (2), Regent’s Superior Teaching Award, OU Student Association Outstanding
Professor Awards (4), Amoco and Baldwin Awards (2). A number of faculty have received
research grants and many have published their research in top economic journals. Others have
actively participated and presented papers in international conferences and still others have served
as editors of professional journals (3 presently). One has served as president of three different
regional and national economic associations and three have served as chairs of the OU faculty
senate. For the last several years the department has established a lecture-workshop series which
has been offered with considerable success. In 2003 as a result of the generosity of the son of
former Economics faculty member, the Department of Economics received its first endowed
professorship. In the final analysis the Department of Economics contributions presently show a
balance in the areas of teaching, research and university and professional service. It is hoped that
the department will strive to maintain this balance in the future.
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Teacher Characteristics and Student Achievement in Economics:
Evidence from the 2006 NAEP in Economics
Erin A. Yetter1
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis – Louisville Branch

Abstract

This paper uses the results of the 2006 National Assessment of Student Achievement
(NAEP) in economics to identify the teacher background characteristics (education, content
knowledge, experience, and certification), that contribute the most toward student achievement on
that test while controlling for student characteristics, and school characteristics (peer effects).
Additionally, it exams a role-model effect, specifically how student performance on the NAEP in
economics is affected when the teacher and student are the same race/ethnicity. I find that a
teacher’s education level, years of experience, and type of experience are significant predictors of
student achievement on the test. I also find a significant role-model effect for black students—these
students scored 12.43 points higher on the test when they had a black economics teacher.

Introduction
The No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of 2001 requires all teachers be “highly qualified”:
Teachers must have a bachelor’s degree, full teaching certification, and demonstrate adequate
content knowledge in each subject they teach. As outlined in the law, teachers demonstrate content
knowledge through experience, college coursework, and/or professional development (Birman et
al., 2009), with specific requirements established by each state. The general idea is that highly
qualified teachers (HQTs) are effective teachers. Although what constitutes “effective teaching”
is a matter of debate, one commonly used measure is student performance.
The passage of NCLB, which also requires regular student skill assessment nationally, was
the catalyst for the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) in economics. In 2006,
the NAEP tested over 10,000 12th-grade students on their understanding of basic economics,
including markets, the national economy, and global economics. The NAEP also collected a wealth
of background information on the students, their economics teachers, and their schools. To date,
the test is one of the best instruments available for gauging what students know about economics.

1

The views expressed here are my own and do not necessarily reflect the view of the Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis or the Federal Reserve System.
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This paper focuses on identifying which teacher background characteristics contribute the
most toward student achievement in economics.10 Additionally, it also looks at the role-model
effect on student performance when the teacher and student are the same race/ethnicity. Examining
teacher background characteristics is valuable because knowing which characteristics contribute
the most toward student achievement in economics could provide insight into what it means to be
a HQT of economics. This information may be useful to policy makers at the state level because
they develop the individual requirements for teachers to demonstrate content knowledge.
The remainder of this paper will be organized as follows. The paper begins with a literature
review of the seminal works relating to teacher background characteristics. The second section
explains the study’s methodology, including information about the data, sample, and models. The
third section presents the results, and the final section discusses the findings.
Literature Review
Teacher Experience
Research regarding the relationship between years of teaching experience in general and
achievement of students in economics has produced mixed results. Lopus (1990) and Bosshardt
and Watts (1990) did not find a significant relationship between teachers’ years of secondary
teaching experience and student performance in economics. Marlin (1991) and Butters, Asarta,
and Thompson (2013) found a negative and significant relationship between years of secondary
teaching experience and student achievement on the Test of Economic Literacy (TEL).
In contrast, a direct relationship appears to exist between the years of experience teaching
economics and student achievement in economics. Marlin (1991) found a small, positive,
significant relationship between years of experience teaching economics and student achievement
on the TEL. In a study about economics in transitioning economies, Walstad and Rebeck (2001)
found teacher experience in teaching economics to be a positive, significant predictor of student
achievement on the TEL. Thus, when it comes to achievement in economics, it may be the case
that general teaching experience does not have an impact, while specific experience in teaching
economics does.
Teacher Education
Teacher education can be examined via two routes: education in general (i.e., Bachelor’s
versus advanced degrees) and education specific to economics. Regarding the former, Lopus
(1990) studied the impact of increased expenditures on achievement in high school economics
classes. She found that student achievement in economics is directly related to the number of
teachers in a district with a Master’s degree or more. Specifically, students of teachers with
Teacher background is defined to encompass a teacher’s education, content knowledge, teaching experience, and
certification.
10
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advanced degrees scored about 3.7 points higher on the TEL. Marlin (1991) examined this
relationship as well. However, he did not find a statistically significant relationship between higher
levels of teacher education and increased student achievement in economics. Thus, the relationship
between teacher education in general (i.e., Bachelor’s versus advanced degrees) and student
achievement in economics is not clear.
Several studies, however, have found a positive relationship between teacher content
knowledge in economics and student achievement in economics (Bosshardt & Watts, 1990;
Becker, Greene, & Rosen, 1990; Marlin, 1991; Wetzel, O'Toole, & Millner, 1991; Allgood &
Walstad, 1999; Valletta, Hoff, & Lopus, 2013; and Butters, Asarta, & Thompson, 2013).
Therefore, it appears that teachers with more education in general may not impact student
achievement in economics, but teachers with more education in economics may.
Teacher Professional Development
Research shows that teachers that have taken professional development courses in
economics do positively affect student achievement in economics (Weaver, Deaton, & Reach,
1987; Bosshardt & Watts, 1990; and Swinton, et al., 2007 and 2010). However, not all professional
development courses are equal. One study found that the students of teachers who attended a very
specific workshop—Teaching High School Economics—achieved significantly higher scores on
the Georgia end-of-course test (a high-stakes exam) than students of teachers who did not attend
the workshop (Swinton, Scafidi & Woodard, 2012). Another study looked at a very specific
professional development program—the International Education Exchange Program—in countries
with transitioning economies (Walstad & Rebeck, 2001). The study found that the TEL scores of
students of teachers who participated in this specific training improved more than the TEL scores
of students of teachers who did not participate in the training.
Teacher Certification
While teacher certification has been shown to affect student achievement in subjects such
as mathematics, science, and reading (Neild, Farley-Ripple, & Byrnes, 2009; and Kane, Rockoff,
& Staiger, 2008), it has received no attention in the economic education literature beyond surveys
or questionnaires regarding the status (i.e. how many are certified in economics, location, etc.) of
secondary social studies teachers in the country (e.g., Dumas, Evans, & Weible, 1997). It appears
that no research exists examining the relationship between teacher certification and student
achievement in economics.
Role-Model Effects
Role-model effects occur when student performance is influenced by teacher demographic
characteristics and may help to explain gaps in educational achievement. Such effects have been
studied outside of economic education, prominently with respect to gender (Nixon & Robinson,
1999; Saunders, & Saunders, 1999; and Hoffmann & Oreopoulos, 2009) and race/ethnicity (Dee,
2004, and Klopfenstein, 2005). Because the teacher gender was not collected as part of the NAEP
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teacher questionnaire, only a race/ethnicity role-model effect will be explored in this research.
More specifically, I explore the effect of teacher race/ethnicity on student performance when the
teacher and student share the same race/ethnicity. Only one study to date, Evans (1992), has
examined race/ethnicity role-model effect related to student performance in economics. That study
found a significant role-model effect for African-American students with an African-American
teacher. Those students scored 2.25 points higher on the TEL than their African-Americans peers
with teachers of other races.
Methodology
Data
The NAEP began in 1969 and “is the largest nationally representative and continuing
assessment of what America’s students know and can do in various subject areas” (National Center
for Education Statistics, 2013). The passage of NCLB, in 2001, which requires regular student
skill assessment nationally, was the catalyst for the NAEP in economics. The first NAEP in
economics was conducted in the spring of 200611, again in 2012, and is scheduled to be repeated
every six years thereafter.
The full NAEP data sample includes 11,500 12th-grade students from 590 public and nonpublic high schools. As part of the test, the students, the students’ economics teachers, the social
studies (or economics) department chair, and a representative from the school complete an
extensive background questionnaire.12 The students then complete two 55-minute tests. The first
test is multiple-choice questions, and the second test is an essay. However, to help maintain
voluntary participation by schools and to counteract fatigue effects of long tests, students do not
take the full assessment. Rather, only portions of the assessment are given to any group of students.
It is therefore necessary to scale scores to make them comparable. To do so, scores are scaled using
item response theory (IRT), and marginal estimation of individual performance is completed using
the marginal maximum likelihood (MML) procedure.13 Thus, while all scores reported in this
study are actually “plausible value scores,” for ease of reading they will be referred to as “scores”
going forward.
The scores are scaled so that the mean score is 150, and scores can range from 0 to 300,
with 1 standard deviation equal to 35. To provide meaning to different points along the scale, three
achievement and score levels were defined for the 2006 NAEP in economics as follows (Mead &
Sandene, 2007):
11

I use data from the 2006 NAEP in economics because, as of this writing, the 2012 restricted-use data (i.e., what is
required for multiple-regression analysis) has not yet been released by the National Center for Education Statistics.
12
NAEP employs a school coordinator to oversee the assessment process at each selected school. The school
coordinator is the liaison between assessment personal, school staff, and students. Thus, it is important to note that
the NAEP school coordinator determines the appropriate teacher to complete the teacher questionnaire based on the
students taking the test.
13
It is beyond the scope of this paper to detail how the NAEP is scored. The interested reader is referred to the
NAEP technical documentation should they wish to explore this issue further.
http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/tdw/
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Basic ≥ 123;
Proficient ≥ 160; and
Advanced ≥ 208.
Table 1 shows the selected NAEP in economics variables used in this paper along with
their descriptions. As mentioned above, the NAEP data provide a variety of demographic
characteristics at the student, teacher, and school levels.

Table 1. Selected Variables from the 2006 NAEP in Economics

Variable

Description

Score

Plausible value IRT scaled score

Student Characteristics

White
Black
Asian
Other

White, non-Hispanic
Black, non-Hispanic
Asian, non-Hispanic
Asian American/Pacific Islander, American Indian/Alaska Native,
other, or 2+ races, non-Hispanic

Hispanic
Male
Parental Ed >HS

Hispanic
Gender is male
Has at least one parent with education after high school or a college
degree

Free/RP Lunch Eligible

Eligible for free or reduced-price lunch through the National School
Lunch Program (2005+)
Classified by the school as having a disability

Disabled
Eng Lang Learner

Classified by the school as being an English language learner

Econ Course

Took or is currently taking an economics course

Econ Course in 11th/12th
Grade
Took an economics course in 11th or 12th grade
How hard tried on the NAEP in economics compared with other
Effort on NAEP
tests?

Importance of NAEP

How important to do well on the NAEP in economics?
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Table 1. Selected Variables from the 2006 NAEP in Economics

Variable

Description

Teacher Characteristics

Teacher White
Teacher Black
Teacher Asian
Teacher Other
Teacher Hispanic
Educ > Bachelor’s Degree
Major/Minor = Econ
Certification = Standard
0-4 Yrs Experience
5-9 Yrs Experience
10-19 Yrs Experience
20+ Yrs. Experience
Exp Teaching Gen Econ
Exp Teaching Govt & Econ
Exp Teaching Consumer Econ
Exp Teaching AP Econ
Undergrad Course in Econ
PD, intensive
PD in Econ Standards/Econ
Theory

White, non-Hispanic
Black, non-Hispanic
Asian, non-Hispanic
Asian American/Pacific Islander, American Indian/Alaska Native,
Other, or 2+ Races
Hispanic
Graduate degree (in any field)
Undergraduate major or minor in economics
Standard (or regular) teaching certificate
0-4 Years of secondary teaching
5-9 Years of secondary teaching
10-19 Years of secondary teaching
20 Or more years of secondary teaching
Experience teaching general economics
Experience teaching government and economics
Experience teaching consumer economics
Experience teaching AP economics
Any undergraduate coursework in economics
Took an intensive (at least 1 week in length) PD course in
economics within the last 2 years
Took a PD course in economic theory or economic content
standards

School Characteristics
Public
Located in City
School Size (100s)
50%+ Students Free/RP Lunch

Public school
Located in a large- or mid-sized city as defined by NAEP
Current student enrollment divided by 100
50% or more of students eligible for free or reduced-price lunch
through the National School Lunch Program (year 2005+)

Receives Title I Funding
26%+ Students in Honors

Title I funding received for school or students
26% or more of students in AP, IB, and honors courses
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Variable
50%+ Students Go to College

Description
50% or more of students attend a four-year college after graduation

Academic/College Prep
1%+ Teacher Turnover

Academic or college prep school
Number of full-time teachers who terminate employment before the
end of the school year

HS Grad Requirement

An economics course is required for high school graduation as of
Spring 2006

Role-Model Dummies
BTBS
WTWS
ATAS

Black teacher with a black student
White teacher with a white student
Asian teacher with an Asian student
Hispanic teacher with a Hispanic student

HTHS
Note. AP; advanced placement. IB; International Baccalaureate. PD; professional development. Title I: Title I is grant program
that is part of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. It provides financial assistance to schools with high percentages of
students from low-income families.

I begin my analysis using the full data sample.14 I then restrict the sample, using only
observations with non-missing values for pertinent independent variables. This restriction reduces
the sample to 8,980 students. An F-test (p =0.83) confirms no statistically significantly difference
between the reporting sample and the restricted sample. Then, to examine the teacher
characteristics influential to achievement in economics, I restrict the sample to only those students
who took (or are currently taking) a course in economics.15 This final sample includes 4,920
students, with 770 teachers at 320 schools.
Table 2 provides the sample means and standard deviations for the restricted sample of the
data. The data were provided by the students, teachers, and school administrators (e.g., a principal
or assistant principal), respectively.

14

Students were excluded from the sample if their school determined that even with an accommodation they would
be unable to participate in the assessment. The remaining students make up what the NAEP terms the “reporting
sample” with n = 11,490.
15
I coded a student as “Has taken or is currently taking a course in economics” if they had a teacher matched to
them in the student and teacher data file (i.e., E37NT3AT) and answered options B through E on questions 1a – 1i
on the student background questionnaire to any of the sub-questions regarding when they took the course (i.e., in 9 th
to 12th grade) and what type of course it was (Advanced Placement, Government and Economics, etc.). The 2006
student questionnaire is available for reference at http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/pdf/bgq/student/Q06-studentg12-econ.pdf.
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The dependent variable, score, is shown first, followed by the independent variables—the
individual student, teacher, and school characteristics (as defined in Table 1). As shown in the
first part of Table 2, the students in the sample are approximately 54% white, 15% black, 5%
Asian, 5% other, and 21% Hispanic, with equal percentages of males and females. A majority of
the students, 71%, have at least one parent with some post-secondary education or a degree, and
25% are eligible for free or reduced-price lunch as part of the National School Lunch Program.
As shown in the second part of the table,16 the teachers in the sample are approximately
91% white, 5% black, 2% Asian, 1% other, and 5% Hispanic.17 Only, 30% of the teacher have
either an undergraduate major or minor in economics; 90% took some course in economics as an
undergraduate; and 87% have a standard (or regular) teaching certificate, while the rest reported
obtaining their teaching certificates via an alternative route or did not have a teaching certificate.
A little over half of the teachers hold at least a master’s degree, and 65% have attended a
professional development workshop in economic theory or economic content standards.
As shown in the third part of Table 2, 30% percent of the schools in the sample are located
in a large- or mid-sized city as defined by NAEP. Only 21% of the schools have more than half
of their students eligible for free or reduced-price lunch. The majority of the schools are public—
88%—and the average enrollment is 1,440 students. Finally, 60% percent of the schools reside in
a state that requires a stand-alone economics course for high school graduation.
Table 2. Mean Values for Selected Variables from the
2006 NAEP in Economics, Sample with Non-Missing
Values and Students Who Took an Economics Course
Variable
Mean
SD
Score
151.38 33.47
Student Characteristics
White
Black
Asian
Other

0.54
0.15
0.05
0.05
0.21
0.50
0.71
0.25
0.06

Hispanic
Male
Parental Educ >HS
Free/RP Lunch Eligible
Disabled

16

0.50
0.36
0.23
0.21
0.41
0.50
0.45
0.43
0.23

It is possible that the teacher who answered the survey was not the economics teacher the student had if, for
instance, the student took economics in a previous year from a different teacher. However, because teacher-reported
average tenure is 14 years and 97% of students reported taking the economics course in either 11th or 12th grade, I
believe there are likely only a few student/teacher mismatches.
17
Categories do not sum to 100% because responses in multiple categories were possible.
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Table 2. Mean Values for Selected Variables from the
2006 NAEP in Economics, Sample with Non-Missing
Values and Students Who Took an Economics Course
Variable
Mean
SD
Eng Lang Learner
Econ Course in 11th/12th Grade
Effort on NAEP

0.05
0.97
0.63

0.23
0.17
0.48

Importance of NAEP

0.72

0.45

Educ > Bachelor’s Degree
Major/Minor = Econ
Certification = Standard
0-4 Yrs Experience
5-9 Yrs Experience
10-19 Yrs Experience
20+ Yrs Experience
Exp Teaching Gen Econ
Exp Teaching Govt & Econ
Exp Teaching Consumer Econ
Exp Teaching AP Econ
Undergrad Course in Econ
PD, intensive

0.91
0.05
0.02
0.01
0.05
0.57
0.30
0.87
0.15
0.25
0.28
0.29
0.84
0.56
0.40
0.28
0.90
0.33

0.29
0.21
0.13
0.10
0.21
0.50
0.46
0.34
0.36
0.44
0.45
0.45
0.36
0.50
0.49
0.45
0.29
0.47

PD in Econ Standards/Econ Theory

0.65

0.48

0.88
0.30
14.39
0.21
0.29
0.30
0.41
0.56
0.47
0.60

0.33
0.46
9.14
0.41
0.45
0.46
0.49
0.50
0.50
0.49

Teacher Characteristics
Teacher White
Teacher Black
Teacher Asian
Teacher Other
Teacher Hispanic

School Characteristics
Public
Located in City
School Size (100s)
50%+ Students Free/RP Lunch
Receives Title 1 Funding
26%+ Students in Honors
50%+ Students Go to College
Academic/College Prep
1%+ Teacher Turnover
HS Grad Requirement
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Table 2. Mean Values for Selected Variables from the
2006 NAEP in Economics, Sample with Non-Missing
Values and Students Who Took an Economics Course
Variable
Mean
SD
Role-Model Dummies
BTBS
WTWS
ATAS
HTHS

0.03
0.52
0.004
0.03

Sample Size

0.16
0.50
0.07
0.16
4,920

Note. See Table 1 for variable definitions.

Models

I use an education production function to model the effect teacher certification
characteristics have on student achievement on the NAEP in economics. The generally accepted
education production function model is as follows:
Ait = f (Bit, Pit, Sit, Ii),

(1)

where A is achievement at time t; B is a vector of family background characteristics cumulative to
time t; P is a vector of peer influences cumulative to time t; S is a vector of school inputs cumulative
to time t; and I is a vector of innate abilities for the ith student (Hanushek, 1979).
Educational achievement, the left-hand side of the production function, can be defined and
measured in a variety of ways. One such way is standardized test scores. Using standardized tests
as an output measure in the educational production function is advantageous for several reasons.
Foremost, standardized tests are widely available. This is especially true in the wake of NCLB,
which requires states to conduct annual standardized testing of their students. Second, standardized
tests usually measure some form of cognitive skill, such as logic and reasoning. While cognitive
skills may not be the best predictor of overall future success, they do seem to be a good predictor
of who will obtain additional education, and research has shown that additional education is
associated with positive labor market outcomes (see Ashenfelter & Krueger, 1994; Duflo, 2001;
and Psacharopoulos & Patrinos, 2004). Finally, Hanushek (1979) argues that standardized test
scores are a popular output measure because educators, parents, and decision makers seem to place
value in them.
The input measures, or factors of production, are on the right-hand side of the production
function. Drawing from Hanushek (1979, 1997, and 2006), input measures usually include a vector
of demographic and/or background characteristics pertaining to the student, family, teacher,
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classroom, school, and/or community. I include various student, teacher, and school-level
characteristics as controls. Achievement will be modeled as a continuous function of the
independent variables using ordinary least-squares (OLS) multiple-regression analysis.
The model will take the form
Aics = f ( S, C, D),

(2)

where A = Achievement on the 2006 Economics NAEP for individual i in
classroom c in school s;
S = Vector of school inputs;
C = Vector of classroom inputs; and
D = Vector of student demographic characteristics including motivation.
For empirical estimation, the production function takes the form
A= β0 + β1j S + β2j C + β3j D + u,

(3)

where β1j…x are the parameter terms corresponding to the school, β2j…x are the parameter terms
corresponding to the classroom, β3j…x are the parameter terms corresponding to the student, and u
is error term.
Results
Table 3 presents the main results of the OLS multiple-regression analysis. The dependent
variable is a student’s score on the 2006 NAEP in economics; the potential explanatory variables
include various factors known to influence achievement in economics at the student, teacher, and
school levels. Column 1 shows results for Model 1, which excludes the interaction terms, while
Column 2 shows results for Model 2, which includes the race/ethnicity dummy interaction terms
in an attempt to capture any race/ethnicity role-model effects.
Table 3. OLS Estimation of Student Scores on the 2006 NAEP in Economics,
Sample with Non-Missing Values and Students Who Took a Course in Economics
-1-2W/o
interaction
W/ interaction terms
terms
Coeff.
SE Coeff.
SE
Variable
Intercept
127.05 *** 3.46 124.60 *** 4.60
Student Characteristics

Black
Asian
Other
Hispanic

-24.79
-10.33
-11.59
-18.22
98

***
***
***
***

1.25
1.82
1.88
1.15

-23.58
-7.71
-8.97
-15.56

***
**
**
***

3.34
3.61
3.57
3.26

Male
Parental Educ >HS
Free/RP Lunch Eligible
Disabled
Eng Lang Learner
Econ Course in 11th/12th Grade
Effort on NAEP
Importance of NAEP

5.69
12.74
-1.01
-24.37
-17.63
-1.18
3.91
2.24

***
***

0.78
0.93
1.08
*** 1.68
*** 1.94
2.31
*** 0.89
**
0.97

5.68
12.73
-1.13
-24.20
-17.44
-1.23
3.86
2.22

***
***

Teacher Characteristics
Teacher Black
Teacher Asian
Teacher Other
Teacher Hispanic
Educ > Bachelor’s Degree
Major/Minor = Econ
Certification = Standard
5 - 9 Yrs. Experience
10 - 19 Yrs. Experience
20+ Yrs. Experience
Exp Teaching Gen Econ
Exp Teaching Govt & Econ
Exp Teaching Consumer Econ
Exp Teaching AP Econ
Undergrad Course in Econ
PD, intensive
PD in Econ Standards/Econ Theory
School Characteristics

-1.03
9.17
2.52
-4.41
1.60
-0.99
0.11
2.75
0.33
1.54
0.30
-3.11
-1.73
5.93
1.55
1.15
0.38

1.97
*** 3.17
3.84
**
1.95
*
0.84
0.94
1.31
**
1.27
1.27
1.29
1.16
*** 0.84
**
0.84
*** 0.99
1.35
0.99
0.92

-7.06
11.30
2.79
-4.30
1.60
-0.96
-0.22
2.76
0.28
1.47
0.25
-3.08
-1.68
5.93
1.74
1.03
0.46

**
***

1.74
0.55
0.28
-2.07
-0.28
2.64
5.57
14.20
-0.73
2.43

1.57
0.98
0.05
1.24
1.00
0.91
0.93
0.82
0.87
0.90

2.03
0.72
0.28
-2.45
-0.37
2.52
5.53
14.21
-0.64
2.71

Public
Located in City
School Size (100s)
50%+ Students Free/RP Lunch
Receives Title 1 Funding
26%+ Students in Honors
50%+ Students Go to College
Academic/College Prep
1%+ Teacher Turnover
HS Grad Requirement

Role-Model Dummies
BTBS
WTWS
ATAS

***
*
***
***
***
***

12.43
2.48
-5.13
99

0.78
0.93
1.08
*** 1.68
*** 1.94
2.31
*** 0.89
**
0.97
3.03
3.80
3.86
2.76
*
0.84
0.94
1.31
**
1.27
1.27
1.30
1.16
*
0.85
**
0.84
*** 0.99
1.36
0.99
0.92

***
**
***
***
***
***
***

1.58
0.98
0.05
1.25
1.00
0.91
0.93
0.82
0.87
0.91
3.97
3.22
7.11

HTHS

-0.58

3.77

R-Squared

0.36

0.36

Sample Size

4,920

4,920

Notes. See Table 1 for variable definitions. ***p<0.01; **p<0.05; *p<0.10.

As shown in Column 1 for Model 1, a student’s race/ethnicity clearly influences
achievement on the NAEP in economics. Black, Asian, and other students all score statistically
significantly lower than their white peers—approximately 25, 10, and 12 points lower,
respectively. Hispanic students score about 18 points lower than their white peers. Male students
score about 6 points higher than female students, and students with at least one parent with
education beyond high school score about 13 points higher than their peers. Students with
disabilities and English language learners perform much worse than their peers not so-classified.
Finally, student motivation appears to make a difference: Student who reported that they “tried
hard” on the assessment scored about 4 points higher than students who reported that they did not,
while students who reported that it was “important to do well” on this assessment scored about 2
points higher than those who reported it wasn’t important. The results are of similar sign,
magnitude, and significance across the two models.
The effects of teacher characteristics on student achievement on the test have similar signs,
magnitude, and significance across models with the exception of the teacher race/ethnicity. In
Model 1 (the model without interaction effects), students with Asian teachers score about 9 points
higher than students with white teachers, while in Model 2 the effect is slightly larger—these
student score 11 points higher. In Model 1, students with Hispanic teachers score about 4 points
less than students with white teachers, while in Model 2, the effect is of the same sign and
magnitude but not statistically significant. In Model 2, students with black teachers score 7 points
lower than students with white teachers (with the exception of the race/ethnicity role-model effect
addressed below), while in Model 1 the magnitude of the difference in scores is much smaller and
not statistically significant.
In both models, a teacher’s education level, years of experience, and type of experience
were significant predictors of student achievement on the test. Students of a teacher with a graduate
degree score about 2 points higher than a student of a teacher with only a bachelor’s degree. Thus,
it appears that increasing educational attainment of teachers, in general, will increase student
achievement in economics. Whether a teacher majored or minoring in economics in college, took
an economics course as an undergraduate, or has taken any professional development courses do
not seem to be factors in student achievement on the test as each of these variables is statistically
insignificant. This finding is interesting because all of these variables would contribute to a
teacher’s content knowledge in economics and is contrary to previous literature indicating that
education in general is not as important as education specific to economics.
In both models, secondary teaching experience positively contributes to student
achievement on the NAEP in economics. Student of teachers with mid-level experience (i.e., 5-9
years) scored about 3 points higher than students of teachers with less than 5 years of experience.
However, higher levels of experience (i.e., 10-19 and 20 plus years) are not significant predictors
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of student achievement on the test. A possible explanation for this result is that mid-level teachers
are still new enough to the profession to benefit from their undergraduate training and still seek
out ways to improve their economic content knowledge, whereas experienced teachers may have
developed a routine for their course and be less likely to change their methods.
The type of experience a teacher has also seems to be a significant predictor of student
achievement on the NAEP in economics, with some experiences appearing to affect scores more
than others. Students of teachers with experience teaching government and economics scored
about 3 points lower than students of teachers without such experience. This finding could be
related to the fact that a government and economics course is an “infused” course, which may not
produce the type of economics learning that a stand-alone course in economics would. 18
Additionally, students of teachers with experience in teaching consumer economics scored about
2 points lower than students of teachers without such experience. A possible explanation is that
consumer economics tends to emphasize consumerism and decision making more than economic
theory. Because the NAEP questions are more theoretical in nature, teachers with such teaching
experience may not have prepared their students as well. On the other hand, students of teacher
with experience teaching advanced placement (AP) economics, which is a more theory-based
course, scored about 6 points higher than students of teachers without such experience. Thus,
because the test questions are theory-based, having a teacher with experience in teaching theory
may contribute positively to the production of economic knowledge.
At the school level, both models include explanatory variables meant to capture effects of
the school composition on student performance, or peer-effects. These variables were the
percentage of the school’s students eligible for free or reduced-price lunch, the percentage of
honors students, the percentage of students who go on to attend four-year colleges and universities,
and whether the school is eligible for Title 1 funding. I do find some evidence of peer effects on
student achievement. Across models, schools with more than a quarter of their students in honors
classes and more than half moving on to post-secondary education have a statistically significant
positive effect on student test scores—2 and 6 points, respectively. Conversely, schools with over
half of their students eligible for free or reduced-price lunch have a negative impact on student test
scores. The size of the school (i.e., the number of students enrolled) is a small, statistically
significant predictor of student achievement on the test. That is, as school size increases, so does
student achievement in economics. This result may seem counterintuitive, but it could be the case
that teachers in larger schools are able to specialize in teaching economics (i.e., there is a dedicated
“economics teacher” rather than a teacher who teaches a variety of other social studies courses)
and this specialization positively influences student achievement in economics. Finally, students
required to take an economics course to graduate score about 2 points higher on than students who
take an economics course as an elective.19

18

This issue of stand-alone courses has been addressed in the economic education literature. See Walstad & Watts
(1985 and 2011) and Soper & Walstad (1988).
19
Since the sample includes only students who took an economics course, if they are not required to take the course
that necessarily implies they must be taking it as an elective.
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Role-Model Effects
Model 2 includes the teacher race/ethnicity to student race/ethnicity interaction terms to
capture any role-model effects.20 For black students, there was a significant role-model effect when
they had a black economics teacher: these students scored 12.43 points higher on the NAEP in
economics. Two facts are important to mention about this result. First, the magnitude is quite
large—over one-third of a standard deviation. Second, there is a race achievement gap in economic
education and the NAEP test results make this very clear. As shown in Figure 1, black students
have the lowest average test score of all of the race/ethnicity groups. Because black students
represent 15% of the restricted sample but only 5% of the teachers in the restricted sample, this
finding may be relevant for policy making, with emphasis given to recruiting black teachers of
economics, especially and specifically for the black student population—where the effect is
greatest.
Figure 1. Percentage of Students Tested and Average 2006 NAEP in Economics
Score, by Race/Ethnicity.

Source: Mead & Sandene, 2007, pg. 6.

Conclusions
Using data from the 2006 NAEP in economics, I use two models to investigate the teacher
background, student, and school characteristics that contribute to student achievement on that test.
I find mixed results of the effect of teacher race/ethnicity; however, regardless of the model,
students with an Asian teacher score better on the test than students with a white teacher.
Additionally, I find that a teacher’s education level, years of teaching experience, and type of
teaching experience are significant predictors of student achievement on the NAEP in economics.
In contrast to the existing literature, it appears that increased general teacher education contributes
to student achievement in economics, while increased education specific to economics does not.
Secondary teaching experience positively contributes to student achievement in economics,
although the returns are not persistent over time. The type of teaching experience a teacher has—
that is, the specific courses taught—also seems to be a significant predictor of student achievement
in economics, with the types of courses taught appearing to have different effects on student test
The interaction term of “Other Teacher Other Student” was not included in the model because there are no Otherrace students with Other-race teachers in the restricted sample.
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scores. Students of teachers with experience teaching government and economics and consumer
economics did worse on the test than students of teachers without this type of experience.
Conversely, students of a teacher with experience teaching AP economics scored about 6 points
higher than students of a teacher without this type of experience. Last, there was a significant rolemodel effect for black students whereby these students scored 12.43 points higher on the NAEP
with a black role model in the classroom.
Limitations
As with any research, this study is subject to a few limitations. First, the NAEP in
economics is a standardized test and some education scholars are critical of standardized tests and
question their meaningfulness (see Meier, 2002, and Pinar, 2012). Second, the NAEP data do not
include any other measure of innate student ability (e.g., GPA or SAT scores), which is a known
contributor to variation in achievement. Third, NAEP scores, like those for most standardized tests,
are contemporaneous rather than cumulative measures of knowledge. Fourth, because the data
collected on the background questionnaires are self-reported, inaccuracies are possible. Finally,
because most of the teachers in the sample are white, and only 3% of black students have a black
economics teacher, this sample size may be too small to be statistically relevant.
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Abstract
Since its inception in early 2009, Bitcoin has grown from a small-scale computer
science experiment into a global financial infrastructure that is attracting hundreds of
millions of dollars of investment worldwide each year in services based on it. However,
even as it gains legitimacy among regulators, central bank officials, and investors,
questions persist about what Bitcoin fundamentally is: commodity, base money, currency,
database, transaction history, etc.? One can view it as any or all of these things, depending
on context. Descriptions based on conventional categories should be seen as metaphors,
rather than definitions.
Introduction
This paper applies some speculative conclusions of seminal New Monetary
Economics (NME) papers from the 1970s and early 1980s to the economic analysis of
'virtual currencies' generally and Bitcoin specifically. It addresses the question, “What is
Bitcoin?” This question is increasingly relevant as regulators and law enforcement officials
worldwide decide how to treat Bitcoin within existing statutory, regulatory, and
administrative codes, and legislators decide how to modify statutory codes to keep pace
with advances in financial technology that bypass the conventional banking system.
Virtual currency is an evolutionary step beyond 'e-currencies', like eCash (Chaum,
Fiat & Naor 1990; Levy 1994), which represented claims on some underlying asset held in
reserve by the e-currency's issuer, e.g., US dollars (USD), German marks (DEM), Swiss
francs (CHF), or ounces of precious metal like gold or silver. Second-generation virtual
currency—beginning with Bitcoin, which was released in January 2009—is a thing unto
itself that does not represent a claim on any other asset. Essentially, it is a system for
keeping track of an intangible asset that exists only for the system to keep track of it.
Whereas intangible assets like patents, trademarks, copyrights, and goodwill derive value
from the utility in the wider world of the underlying rights that they represent, units within
a virtual currency system derive their value from being what that system keeps track of.
Although virtual currency units do not represent underlying assets (i.e., they are unbacked),
markets in them exist. They have come to represent enough value to catch the attention of
speculators, venture capitalists, merchants, regulators, and law enforcement officials.
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Economic, legal, and regulatory debates over the fundamental nature of the units
that circulate within the Bitcoin system (bitcoins, with a lower-case 'b') and their
counterparts in alternative virtual currency systems suggest that NME is once again topical.
We are presented here
with the nearest thing to a controlled experiment to test the viability of the separation of
monetary functions: unit of account, measure of value, medium of exchange, and store of
value.

Literature Review
Academic interest in Bitcoin began shortly after the establishment of the first two
formal Bitcoin trading forums: Bitcoin Market in February 2010 and the game card trading
website, Magic: The Gathering Online Exchange (MtGOX) in July 2010, both now closed.
One of the earliest contributions was by Grinberg (2011), whose fifty-page paper continues
to be a concise and accessible introduction to Bitcoin. In addition to providing explanations
of economic and technical issues, he raises several legal questions that are reminiscent of
the Easterbrook (1996) and Lessig (1999) debate over The Law of the Horse with regard to
cyberspace; to wit, whether existing statutes should apply to technological innovations that
significantly break from the past—as when automobiles and later airplanes first became
popular—or if legislators should enact new statutes written specifically for the innovation.
The choice can have statutory and regulatory repercussions, as Brito & Castillo
(2013) point out in the context of Bitcoin. With any new technology, the language often
lacks words for new concepts associated with the innovation. This leads us to use existing
words in strange, new ways, as our ancestors did when faced with the 'iron road' (railway),
'horseless carriage' (automobile), 'talking picture' (movie), or 'information superhighway'
(Internet). (Graef 2010). Many words have very different meanings in different contexts,
which can lead to confusion. When we use words to invoke analogies and metaphors, this
can lead to our using terms like 'coins' and 'mining' to describe the process by which new
bitcoins come into existence, even though there are no coins in Bitcoin. Even if there were,
coins are not mined. Ore is mined, ingots are smelted from ore, and coins are minted from
ingots. The terms 'coin', 'mining', and 'virtual currency' in the context of Bitcoin are
metaphors.
If one refers to Bitcoin metaphorically as a currency, this implies that the statutory
and regulatory regime concerned with currencies should apply. One problem with this is
that legal codes worldwide generally assume that currencies have centralized issuers that
are either governments or central banks within the jurisdictions of those governments. If
one refers to Bitcoin metaphorically as a commodity, then this implies a different statutory
and regulatory regime that might or might not involve the imposition of value-added taxes,
etc. If one refers to Bitcoin metaphorically as a transaction ledger, this implies that
someone is holding something somewhere that the transaction ledger keeps records of,
suggesting some kind of trust or banking relationship, which implies yet another statutory
or regulatory regime.
This situation has created a bit of a cottage industry in analyses of what, precisely,
Bitcoin is. For example, Berta & Noonan (2015) argue that units of bitcoin that circulate
within the Bitcoin system embody a duality, and that they should be treated as trade
secrets, when they are in storage
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and at rest, and as contracts, when they are in motion between sender and receiver. Raskin
(2015) applies existing rules of civil procedure and argues that bitcoins should be treated
the same way as tangible property. However, Simovitz (2015) points out that the legal
fiction of treating an intangible asset as if it occupied a physical location leads to “a fog of
conflicting and arbitrary rules that has clouded enforcement of judgments” (abstract).
Luther & Olson (2015, 23) argue that bitcoins can be viewed as 'memory', meaning
bookkeeping entries with no intrinsic value that serves as “a publicly observable (and
instantaneously updated) record of past transactions that buyers and sellers can consult
prior to transacting.” Meanwhile, online discussions among Bitcoin users indicate that a
plurality, perhaps even a majority, of Bitcoin users want bitcoins to be treated as units of
currency alongside the USD, arguing that bitcoins exhibit the classical characteristics of a
monetary asset—durable, fungible, divisible, portable, scarce, recognizable, etc. (Barber,
Boyen, Shi & Uzun 2012; Meikle 1994; White 1902; Menger 1892)—and that they seem
to be a more likely candidate in the 21st Century than, e.g., cigarettes, which have served as
a medium of exchange, store of value, and even unit of account and measure of value in
some prison settings (Radford 1945).
When regulators and law enforcement officials try to make sense of all this and
apply it in practice, it leads to a variant of the story of the Blind Monks and the Elephant.
To one regulator, Bitcoin looks like a money transmittal system (FinCEN 2013). To
another regulator, a unit of bitcoin looks like a commodity (IRS 2014; CFTC 2014). To yet
another regulator, a unit of bitcoin might look like a non-voting capital share of stock in a
'distributed autonomous company' (Larimer 2013). Given that the Bitcoin system performs
the function that Fama (1980, 39) defined as "the main function of banks in the
transactions industry," to wit: "the maintenance of a system of accounts in which transfers
of wealth are carried out with bookkeeping entries," one could argue that the Bitcoin
system is a bank, and that bitcoins are deposit liabilities of that bank. To countless Bitcoin
supporters, bitcoins look collectively like a community currency (Blanc & Fare 2013;
Evans 2014; Owen 2009; Seyfang & Pearson 2000). Whereas, to central bank researchers,
a unit of bitcoin looks unlike a currency (European Central Bank 2012; Lo & Wang 2014;
Velde 2013). Although, officials at the Canadian Senate have been receptive to Bitcoin
(Gerstein & Hervieux-Payette 2015), and US Federal Reserve officials have said, “Virtual
currencies bring with them both opportunities and challenges, and they are likely here to
stay... Banks need not turn away this business as a class, but they should consider the risks
of each individual customer.” (Young 2015)
This confusion results from the fact that specific regulators oversee specific subsets
of regulated activities. It is understandable that they would side with Easterbrook (1996)
and view Bitcoin in terms of a preexisting category over which they have authority (Brito
& Castillo 2013), rather side with Lessig (1999) and take a laissez faire, hands-off
approach—in the post-USA PATRIOT Act, post-Dodd-Frank Act regulatory state (Zarate
2013)—until legislators draft new statutes or create some new regulatory agency to oversee
this weird new stuff that defies conventional definitions.
Dealing with this kind of deviation from conventional categories is not
unprecedented. We already have grown accustomed to a USD that no longer fits historical
definitions of money, in which money [gold] was seen as the 'coat' and paper currency
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merely as 'claim tickets' (White 1902). Within the context of the conventional banking
system, Cronin (2012) revisits key elements
of NME—built on the speculative work of Black (1970), Fama (1980), Greenfield &
Yeager (1983), and Hall (1982a, 1982b)—that explores issues associated with the
separation of monetary functions: chiefly, medium of exchange and unit of account, and
less so store of value and measure of value. He concludes that the observed decline in
demand for government-issued base money in many jurisdictions—coupled with banks'
increasing reliance on the matching and canceling of payables against receivables to clear
transactions—provides prima facie evidence against theoretical arguments opposing
monetary separation.
Prior to the release of eCash (Chaum, Fiat & Naor 1990; Levy 1994) and the
development of the Internet as a resource and a venue for mainstream users in the mid1990s, the hypothetical world that Black (1970) describes bore essentially no resemblance
to a world dominated by domestic national currencies and USD-denominated international
trade. Black (1970, 40), citing Vickrey (1964; 1955), points out, "[C]urrent monetary
theory depends heavily on a rather restricted form of financial institution... [and] other
institutional arrangements would make current monetary theory almost completely
invalid." He then describes an economy in which the government does not mandate a
monopoly national currency that is created by regulated banks, but instead defines a
numeraire and allows banks to operate as unregulated portfolio managers. Although their
focus is not on the work of Black or Vickrey, Luther & Olson (2015) describe Bitcoin as
such an accounting system. It was another decade before Fama (1980), Greenfield &
Yeager (1983), and Hall (1982a; 1982b) picked up Black's thread, but this did not develop
into a significant research topic among mainstream macroeconomists. However, with the
experience over the past quarter-century of platform-specific or in-game currencies like
Linden Dollars, Reddit Gold, Facebook Credits, etc., and general-purpose systems like MPesa in Kenya that use credit for telephone minutes as money, interest in privately issued
payment media is growing (Ernstberger 2009; Gans & Halaburda 2013).
Rahn (1999) notes that national currencies, following the decoupling of the USD
from gold in the early 1970s, no longer serve as long-term stores of value or long-term
measures of value. Because of institutionalized inflation under floating fiat, a dollar's worth
of land, labor, or capital a half-century ago is a very different quantity from a dollar's worth
today. Instead of hoarding cash, savers today invest in marketable assets and hold cash
only long enough to complete transactions and pay debts. He applies NME to e-currency
and predicts that the use of national currencies as mediums of exchange should diminish
over time, as financial technology progresses to the point where persons can settle debts
and complete transactions by transferring title to assets directly, rather than have the buyer
exchange the assets for money and transfer the money to the seller, who then uses it to buy
assets. This would leave only unit of account—Black's numeraire—as money's last
remaining function as money.
Ciaian, Rajcaniova & Kancs (2014) combine the models of Buchholz, Delaney &
Warren (2012), Kistoufek (2013), and van Wijk (2013) to test the determinants of bitcoin
prices. They find evidence supporting the hypothesis that bitcoin prices are driven by
fundamentals specific the market for bitcoins and investor perceptions of their
attractiveness, and that macroeconomic developments have insignificant impact. Even
though their value in terms of national currencies is highly volatile at this time, its long109

term trend since Bitcoin's inception has been generally upward, making it a potential store
of value. Bitcoins already are being used as a medium of exchange worldwide.
That bitcoins do not have 'intrinsic' value is unexceptional, as Luther and Olson
(2015), citing Kocherlakota and Wallace (1998) and Kocherlakota (1998a; 1998b; 2002a;
2002b), point out. They argue that bitcoins are a practical demonstration of money as
'memory', in the sense of something intrinsically worthless that is used as a public recordkeeping device. Indeed, Bernstein (2008 [1965]) points out that gold is largely useless, and
that its highest and best use is sitting on a shelf in a locked vault. It is the ideal monetary
asset, specifically because it has very few alternative uses, aside from jewelry and
decorating cathedrals.
A detailed analysis of how and why a virtual currency system like Bitcoin works is
beyond the scope of this paper. However, Barber, Boyen, Shi & Uzun (2012) and Kroll,
Davey & Felton (2013) provide excellent overviews. Readers, who are interested in a
deeper understanding how the 'plumbing' works, are directed first to Schneier's (1996)
Applied Cryptography and then to the seminal work on public key cryptography of Diffie
& Hellman (1976), who developed the mathematics underlying public key cryptography;
Rivest, Shamir & Adelman (1978), who released the first public key cryptography
software, known as RSA; Chaum (1988; 1985; 1982)3 and Chaum, Fiat & Naor (1990),
who describe an untraceable electronic cash system based on Chaum's earlier work, and
that he commercialized as eCash through his company DigiCash (Levy 1994). Finally,
Satoshi Nakamoto's (2008) pseudonymous self-published White Paper describes his, her,
or their proposed Bitcoin system that was released in January 2009 and has been gaining
popularity ever since.

Bitcoin in Practice
Hard-coded into the Bitcoin software is a cap on the total number of bitcoin units in
circulation of 21 million, each divisible to the 1/100 millionth (satoshi). Thus, bitcoins are
divisible to such fine granularity that, if the global population were 10 billion, every
individual in the world could hold 210,000 satoshis on average.
The first batch of fifty bitcoins was released on 3 January 2009 at a rate of fifty new
bitcoins approximately every ten minutes thereafter. The software reduces the rate of
release by half, approximately every four years. The first time, to twenty-five bitcoins
every ten minutes, was in November 2012. The next halving is expected sometime in 2016
to 12.5. This halving process is expected to continue until approximately 2040, after which
the cap shall have been reached, and no more new bitcoins are to be released into
circulation. The only way to change this limit is to get users who collectively control more
than 50% of the computing power in the Bitcoin system to agree to run modified software
with a different cap. However, doing so could undermine market confidence in the value of
the system as a whole, as well as the value of each bitcoin unit, which would render the
specialized computers that confirm Bitcoin transactions worthless. (Bitcoin Wiki 2015b)

3

These are only a representative sampling of Chaum's work on e-currency. He maintains an extensive list
of his publications at: http://chaum.com/publications/publications.html
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One can treat Bitcoins as irredeemable units of a new category of intangible
commodity in their own right. Their scarcity is ensured by military-grade encryption and
by free and open source
software that is available to all and continually audited by developers. Bitcoins are
presumed to be fungible, although the fact that the transaction history is freely available
means that one theoretically could distinguish among bitcoins by their previous ownership.
However, this is not the practice among users, regulators, or law enforcement officials.
Instead, each bitcoin—or, rather, each satoshi—is treated as fungible, even though their
movements can be traced through the public transaction ledger (Meiklejohn, Pomarole,
Jordan, Levchenko, McCoy, Voelker & Savage 2013; United States District Court for the
Northern District of California 2015, Exhibit B). This is similar to how USD notes are
treated as fungible, even though each bears a unique serial number and could be tracked as
it entered and left the banking system, but generally is not.
One way to look at Bitcoin is to imagine that one had 21 million eight-gallon (30
liter) buckets in a secure warehouse; that each bucket contained 100 million grains of sand;
and that each grain had been etched with a unique serial number. Now, imagine that some
individuals, for whatever reason, decided to use these uniquely numbered grains of sand as
placeholder tokens, like Monopoly™ money or poker chips. Imagine, further, that the sand
were locked away, and that transfers of ownership were effected by bookkeeping entries,
rather than physical delivery. Every transfer of control of each grain of sand from one user
to another would be recorded in this transaction history. Anyone who wanted to have a
copy of it could have one at any time. If anyone's transaction history differed from the
record recognized by the majority of users, it would be discarded and replaced with a copy
of the record recognized by the majority.
Approximately every ten minutes, all of the most recent transaction records would
be collected and validated by the users who maintained copies of the transaction history4.
Then, each user would try to solve a fiendishly difficult mathematical puzzle that were
easily confirmed as correct once solved. The purpose of this step would be to maintain the
rate of approximately one block of transactions every ten minutes, because it should take
that long on average for someone to solve the puzzle. If the success rate were faster, then
the difficulty of the puzzles would increase, and vice versa. The first to complete this last
step would get the reward for that 'block' of transaction validations, which would be
appended to the bottom of the transaction history, known as the 'blockchain', and the cycle
would restart. This process of transaction validation and puzzle-solving would be referred
to as 'mining'. The purpose of the mining reward would be to create an incentive for users
collectively to ensure the integrity of the transaction history, rather than trust a corruptible
central authority. If the recipient of this mining reward of some buckets of sand did not
hoard the sand, but instead gave it away, used it to buy goods and services from merchants
who accept it, or sold it, the newly released buckets of sand would come into circulation.
Now, ignore the buckets and the serial numbered sand. They do not exist. Keep the
transaction history, though. That is Bitcoin. Intriguingly, experience over the past halfdecade has revealed that the Bitcoin system and the blockchain that it maintains can be

4

In the spirit of economic models, this is a simplification that reflects the early days of Bitcoin, but no
longer applies as described. Today, users and miners use different software that is optimized to each
group's needs.
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used for much more than just transferring bitcoin units among users. Remember, bitcoins
can be seen simultaneously as
virtual currency deposits, non-voting capital shares, and a new kind of commodity that can
be used as a medium of exchange. Developers have found ways to embed messages into
the Bitcoin blockchain, which time-stamps them such that they can be seen as 'notarization'
(Kirk 2013). Others have created ways to tag specific satoshis with extra strings of data
(colored coins) that give each series a unique 'color', that can be used as proxies for or
claims on shares of equity, bonds, future or forward contracts, options, leases, annuities, or
any other financial assets (Rosenfeld 2012). One can use colored coins as warehouse
receipts for assets held in reserve, thereby creating 'virtual gold', 'virtual dollars', etc. One
can use one's Bitcoin software (wallet) to create digital signatures of blocks of text,
including contracts that contain arbitration clauses. And, developers continue to find
cleverer and more unexpected uses for this platform that can be used from anywhere in the
world with Internet access, for all manner of transactions and services that are de jure
regulated and now have become de facto unregulatable.

Benefits of Bitcoin
The current value of a bitcoin (P) is determined by market participants'
expectations of three factors that vary, sometimes dramatically over short periods of time:
the value of future services and cost savings (F); the required return that includes
premiums for various categories of perceived risk (r); and the time until F is expected to be
realized (T). The present value relationship at the heart of finance holds:
𝐹

𝑃 = (1+𝑟)𝑇


T is the consensus expectation among market participants of how long it will take
for useful innovations to come to market. As the expectation of their arrival
decreases from some distant future to relatively soon, T decreases, putting upward
pressure on P. Also, as naysayers' and gadflies' expectations decrease from never to
maybe one day, the market for virtual currency generally and bitcoins specifically
should expand, putting additional upward pressure on P.



F includes the value of the ability 1) to transact directly with the billions worldwide
who do not have bank accounts but own mobile phones, 2) of individuals in regions
with relatively high consumption costs to buy from online retailers who accept
bitcoins at Chinese or US prices, plus shipping, rather than at multiples of those
prices that prevail locally, 3) to issue transferable tokens that can represent any
financial asset or contract, 4) to remit any amount between any locations that have
Internet access, and at a trivial cost, 5) to hold value with greater privacy than exists
with legacy stores of value, especially in areas where holders of large bank account
balances are in danger of being kidnapped for ransom, and 6) any financial or nonfinancial innovations that Bitcoin and related technologies enable that have been
prohibitively expensive until now. As realization among market participants of
these advantages increases, F increases, putting upward pressure on P.
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(1)



r includes an underlying risk-adjusted return, that includes risk premiums
associated with technical difficulties and security issues related to the holding of
bitcoins, regulatory uncertainty, market uncertainty related to the widespread
adoption of the services listed in the point above, price volatility caused by
discoordinated changes in expectations about the three independent variables, etc.
As uncertainty decreases, r decreases, putting upward pressure on P.

Granted, every point here includes an implicit "...and vice versa," but it has been
common practice among Bitcoin early adopters to draw analogies between Bitcoin in the
mid-2010s and the Internet in the mid-1990s, when the answering machine, the fax, and the
beeper were the cutting edge of communication technology, and Marc Andreessen had
only recently developed the first popular web browser as a student at the University of
Illinois (NCSA 2013).
At the time of this writing, Bitcoin has begun to attract the kind of investor
attention that we saw with Dot-Com startups in the mid-1990s, and mainstream media
pundits have begun to move beyond the Sturm und Drang over its nefarious uses,
reminiscent of the Time magazine cover of 3 July 1995 with the caricature of a shocked
child basking in the blue glow of a monitor, above the headline, "Cyberporn – Exclusive: A
New Study Shows How Pervasive and Wild It Really Is. Can We Protect Our Kids—And
Free Speech?" (Time 1995). Whether Bitcoin specifically or virtual currency generally will
spawn the next generation's 'Apple', 'Facebook', 'Google', etc. remains to be seen, but if it
does, then this could lead the kind of positive feedback suggested above.

Drawbacks of Bitcoin
As there is a cost for every benefit, Barber, et al. (2012), Eskandari, et al. (2015),
European Central Bank (2012), Grinberg (2011), Kroll, et al. (2013), Lo & Wang (2014),
Velde (2013), Young (2015), and many others point out that Bitcoin has significant
drawbacks. This is not intended to be an exhaustive list, and these are known issues that
provide entrepreneurial incentive to resolve them:
Understanding and Acceptance
Like the Internet a quarter-century ago, Bitcoin is new and unknown to the vast
majority. For it to catch on beyond a relatively small community of tech-savvy early
adopters and persons excluded from the mainstream banking system, more individuals
need to understand what Bitcoin is and to accept that such a system can live up to its
promise. This is facilitated in part by enthusiasts' promoting it to their friends and families
and rebutting the criticisms of naysayers and gadflies. While many critiques of Bitcoin are
legitimate, one sometimes sees accounts in the popular media and comments on online
discussion boards that seem to be willful misrepresentations. As with technological
innovations in the past, understanding and acceptance will grow, if entrepreneurs develop
solutions based on Bitcoin to problems that status quo institutions and technologies have
not solved.
Reputation
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Rooney (2011) in a review of work by Genevieve Bell, Director of Intel
Corporation’s Interaction and Experience Research, notes that for a new technology to
induce moral panic, it must change one's relationship with time, space, and other people.
The ability to transfer any amount of value across national borders that clear in less than an
hour to anyone in the world who has Internet access—including the vast majority of
individuals globally who do not have bank accounts but have mobile phones—fulfills all
three requirements. Add to this the fact that those who are excluded from or marginalized
by status quo institutions have greater incentives than those who are well served by them to
embrace new technologies that do not exclude or marginalize them. It is seemingly
inevitable that many innovations gain initially unsavory reputations, as the unsavory tend
to be among the first to embrace them. In time, individuals grow accustomed to
innovations, and future generations no longer see them as disruptive, but rather as things
that always have been there.
Trust
Related to understanding, acceptance, and reputation is trust. For Bitcoin to find a
market among the general population, users will have to trust claims about its security and
stability. Innovators and early adopters are quick to point out that Bitcoin's source code is
free and open, meaning that anyone can make a copy of it and analyze it for software bugs
and security backdoors. One also could inspect the mechanical integrity of a jet airplane
before flying in it, but very few are qualified to recognize what they are looking at.
Ultimately, one falls back on logical fallacies including appeals to authority (Executives at
money center banks and stock exchanges are experimenting with Bitcoin.), appeals to
popular sentiment (The user base is doubling every three months.), and appeals to tradition
(Bitcoin has been running nonstop since January 2009 and has never been hacked.).
Killer App Use Cases
Rogers (1962) describes a process of the diffusion of innovation that is often
referred to at the Technology Adoption Life Cycle. It begins with Innovators and Early
Adopters who embrace new technology eagerly, and a Mainstream comprised of the
majority of the population who embrace new technology only after it has proven its
practical utility. Moore (1999) expands on this by positing a 'chasm' between the former to
the latter, into which most innovations fall and are forgotten. Entrepreneurs develop socalled 'killer apps' for some few innovations that make them palatable to the majority. As
of the time of the drafting of this manuscript, Bitcoin's killer app is not yet manifest.
Transaction Confirmation Speed
In the early days of television in the 1950s, a situation comedy like The
Honeymooners was filmed on a sound stage before a single camera. The productions were
essentially theater plays that were recorded for broadcast. Early use cases for Bitcoin
similarly have been 'doing the same thing better'. Initial attempts to promote adoption have
tended to focus on getting as many storefront merchants as possible within a geographical
area to accept bitcoins in payment for face-to-face transactions. Considering that blocks are
generated approximately once every ten minutes, and initial notifications of unverified
transactions can take several minutes to transmit over the Bitcoin network from the sender
to the receiver—even though they are standing in front of each other, smartphones in
hand—a common complaint is that Bitcoin is less efficient than cash, debit cards, and
credit cards. As of the time of the drafting of this manuscript several projects have been
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announced to remedy this. Whether any will succeed is unknowable. Although clearing an
international payment of any size within less than an hour and for a fee measured in
pennies is vastly faster than using a money transmitter or bank wire, this argument is of
little use for someone who wants to pay for a cup of coffee or a taxi ride with Bitcoin.
Regulatory Uncertainty
Related to understanding and acceptance among potential users is understanding
and acceptance among legislators, regulators, and law enforcement officials. A result of
this lack of understanding and acceptance can be moral panic (Rooney 2011). Bitcoin users
often have operated in legal gray areas, and potential users have remained potential users.
Government officials in several OECD member states have begun embracing Bitcoin with
varying degrees of enthusiasm, and the general trend has been toward acceptance.
Nonetheless, the financial landscape after the passage of the USA PATRIOT Act in 2001
has become a legal minefield. Those who prefer to ask permission to act, rather than to ask
for forgiveness after-the-fact, might be deterred from embracing Bitcoin just yet.
Consumer Protection
When a Bitcoin user sends bitcoins to a receiver's address, the only way to get them
back is to ask the receiver for a refund. As a global network that runs on millions of
volunteers' computers, Bitcoin has no corporate headquarters and no executives to sue or
prosecute. In this way, bitcoins behave like cash. If the sender and receiver are not face-toface, the transaction begins to feel more like a debit card or credit card transaction, since
one cannot transfer cash over the Internet. For example, if one buys a sandwich with cash,
and the seller refuses to deliver, the buyer is able to address the dispute in person. When
purchasing something online, this is not possible. Many potential users find this transaction
irreversibility unsettling, because they can initiate chargebacks when they pay with their
credit cards. Pointing out to a potential Bitcoin user that the costs of the vast majority of
fraudulent credit card transactions are borne by merchants, and not consumers, is often
unconvincing. Possible technological and institutional solutions exist here, although they
are not used widely at the time of the drafting of this manuscript.
Theft and Loss
A subset of consumer protection is theft and loss. Once one's bitcoins are gone,
they stay gone. In this way, they are similar to cash and other property. The only way to get
around this is to entrust one's bitcoins with someone for safekeeping, which many believe
obviates Bitcoin's utility, except perhaps as a speculative store of value, like a conventional
investment through a brokerage account.

Key Management
At the time of the drafting of this manuscript, users have two general methods for
holding bitcoins. One is with an online service, and the other is by running software on
one's mobile phone or computer (wallet). With online services, one generally does not have
access to the private encryption keys that secure one's bitcoins, putting one at risk of losing
them if the service provider fails or gets hacked. With wallet software running on one's
own equipment, one must take great care not to delete or corrupt one's encryption keys or
lose them to malicious software. The state of the art of Bitcoin wallet software is somewhat
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analogous to how users accessed the Internet from their homes in the early 1990s. This
involved the configuring of unintuitive software with arcane commands that only the
technically inclined were likely to attempt. Over time, managing one's bitcoins securely
should improve as programmers and entrepreneurs address this concern, in similar fashion
to how connecting a computer to the Internet today is often automatic, unlike twenty-five
years ago. An important difference here is that twenty-five years ago one might have been
frustrated trying to configure a modem, and today one risks losing potentially substantial
amounts of value.
Price Manipulation and Bubbles
From early 2010, when Bitcoin trading began, through the middle of 2015, the
USD price of a bitcoin experienced four major bubbles. The first was in 2011, when it went
from 75¢ in April to more than $30 in June, crashing to less than $2 in November and
finally settling in around $5. The second was in 2012, when it began rising in June to a
high a bit above $15 in August, crashing to approximately $7.50 and finally settling in
around $13.50 beginning in December. The third was in early 2013, when it went from
$13.50 to more than $260, crashing to approximately $50 and settling in around $130. The
fourth was in late 2013, when it went from $130 to more than $1,200, crashing to
approximately $450 in early 2014, settling in around $900 for some months, and then
drifting downward to a low of approximately $150 and eventually settling in between $200
and $300 by mid-2015. While an increase from 75¢ to $300 over 4.25 years yields an
average return of 300% per year, such a roller coaster ride is enough to put many off.
During the same period, the price has experienced many smaller bursts of irrational
exuberance and irrational malaise, suggesting the possibility of price manipulation by
pump-&-dump gangs. Beginning in early 2015, the price seemed to stabilize somewhat, as
institutional investor interest began to emerge. It also seemed to respond to macroeconomic
events in China and Greece, contra Ciaian, Rajcaniova & Kancs (2014), although it is too
early to tell for certain. This remains an open question for future research.
Deflation
Some economists doubt Bitcoin's long-term viability as a medium of exchange,
because of the ultimate cap on its circulation of 21 million bitcoins, even though each is
divisible into 100 million satoshis. The belief is that the fixed quantity will lead to users'
unwillingness to part with bitcoins of ever-increasing value in exchange for goods and
services in the present. This is based on Keynesian analysis that is beyond the scope of this
paper to rebut, other than to note that the modern experiment with inflationary fiat dates
back only to the early 1970s. For millennia before that, economies worldwide based on
gold or silver as money faced cycles of inflation and deflation, and money continued to
perform all of its historical functions throughout. Whether these modern concerns are
correct remains an open question for future research.

A Concluding Parable
Suppose [that] we have a completely unregulated [blockchain management]
system [(BMS)], and an advanced society in which it is economic to carry out all
transactions through the accounting system of exchange provided by [this BMS].
The system finds no need for currency or other physical mediums of exchange, and
its numeraire has long been a real good, say [gold or central bank fiat]... Suppose
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now that, for whatever reason, [Satoshi Nakamoto] decides that it would be more
aesthetic to replace [gold or central bank fiat] as numeraire with a pure nominal
commodity which will be called a [bitcoin,] but which has no physical
representation. Although monetary theory has long since passed away, value theory
has strengthened with time, and [bitcoin users] realize that the [bitcoin] cannot be
established as numeraire by simple decree. It must be a well-defined economic
good, that is, the [bitcoin] needs demand and supply functions which can determine
its equilibrium value in terms of other goods. Controlling the supply of [bitcoins] is
no problem, but creating a demand for them is another matter since [many believe
that] they have no intrinsic usefulness. (Fama 1980, 55-56, paraphrase)
Black (1970), Fama (1980), Greenfield & Yeager (1983), and Hall (1982a, 1982b)
speculate that the historical functions of money—medium of exchange, store of value, unit
of account, and measure of value—can be separated and that each function can be
performed by different means. Rahn (1999) predicts that the use of national currencies as
mediums of exchange should diminish over time, and that persons will transfer title to
assets directly, in order to settle debts and to complete transactions. Cronin (2012)
confirms that money is used less over time to clear transactions among banks, as they rely
on the canceling of payables against receivables.
Some degree of monetary separation has prevailed at least since the USD became
decoupled from gold in the early 1970s. It is possible that national currencies could
become Blackian numeraires that continue to serve as units of account and short-term
measures of value, and that Bitcoin could assume the role of general medium of exchange
and store of value.
How regulators will respond to this remains to be seen. It will be interesting to see
if Bitcoin use is regulated using some single existing category—e.g., banking, money
transmittal, commodity speculation, currency exchange—or if its use as a medium of
exchange will be regulated differently from its use as a store of value, and as whatever
other clever and unanticipated uses programmers and entrepreneurs develop.
Following Lessig (1999) regulating Bitcoin according to the rules that apply to the
metaphor du jour could become as unwieldy as regulating traffic on Interstate highways
according to rules written before the invention of the automobile. Bitcoin is a system for
keeping track of an
intangible asset that exists only for the system to keep track of it, and that does not
represent a claim on any other asset or underlying right. Asking if it is a currency, a
commodity, a trade secret, a contract, a database, a transaction log, or a bank is like asking
if an elephant is a fan, a snake, a tree, a rope, or a wall.
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